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N. WHITAKER G3SJ 
10 YORKSHIRE STREET, BURNLEY Phone 4924 

CRYSTALS. 1000 Kc. Bliley, Valpey or Somerset, standard ;in. 
pin spacing, 20/-. 1000 Kc octal based for B.C.221, 30/-. Top 
band, to your own specified freq., ;in. British or ;in. U.S.A. 
fitting, 20/-. Top band U.S.A., 3 pin (Collins), 22/6. Top band, 
your old crystals re -ground and etched to the new allocation 
1800/2000 Kc at approximately 7/6 per crystal. New frequency 
allocation for light craft and coastal services, all frequencies 
available, 2104/2527 Kc including distress freq. 2182 Kc, fin. 
British, 20/-, ditto 3 pin U.S.A., 22/6. Also available in Ft. 243 
4in. pin spacing to special order only at 17/6. 

AMATEUR BANDS. 3.5 Mc to 8100 Kc inclusive, Ft. 243 
¡in, or ;in. British, 15/-, each plus/minus 1 Kc of your own 
specified freq. For spot frequencies add 2/6. Also available, 
Octal based at 22/6 to special order only. 8100 Kc to 10000 Kc, 
including 9 Mc model control band, fin, or ¡in. pin spacing, 17/6. 
I.F. ranges, Weston Ft. 241 ¡in. pin spacing, 450, 465 Kc, etc. 
Full range available at 12/6, enquiries invited for S.S.B. con- 
struction based on all I.F. ranges. We undertake the calibration 
and certifying of any crystal at nominal charges. Re -grinding 
service. Your own crystal to your own specified freq., depending 
on shift at approximately 7/6. All normal orders are usually 
despatched within 48 hours of receipt. Re -grind service is 
approximately 7 days. In addition we can supply practically all 
spare parts for almost any make of crystal ; Contact plates. 
Lands, Springs, etc. 

TRANSFORMER BARGAIN. E.M.I. Input 110/250v. in 5 
steps. Output 350/0/350, 120 mills. 6.3v. 4a., 4v. 2a. A really 
first-class job at 18/- post free. Woden P.P. 6L6's to 500 ohm line, 
25 watt, 22/6. Zenith U.S.A. 300/600 ohm line to 5 or 15 ohm 
speakers. Potted and completely screened, Power handling 
capacity 40 watts, 17/6. Westinghouse, oil filled, dual primaries 
115v., Output 5v. 3 amp., 18,000v. 20 mills, with built-in rectifier, 
valve holder, ceramic stand-offs. Spare parts for U.S. Navy 
Radar SA -2, £6. Variac. G. E. Input 115v., Output 0/135v. at 
7f amp., £5. 

STATION LOG BOOKS. 300 pages on quality cream laid 
paper, stout heavy cover. Sample leaves on request. Post 
free, 18/-. 
CONNOISSEUR Standard Light weight Pickups. Complete 
with input transformer, Brand new and boxed, List £4/10/S, 
inc. tax. Post free £1/6/10. Available in quantity for export 
less tax. 

100 ASSORTED RESISTORS. Standard Erie and Dubilier, 
all brand new, as follows, 15-; watt, 30-} watt, 20-1 watt. ins., 
20-1 watt. std., 10-2 watt, 5-5 watt, with a range of at least 30 
varieties, 100 ohm to 6.8 meg., 16/-, post free. 

WAVEMETER CLASS C NRL. CRYSTAL UNIT Z.A. 2959. 
Each unit contains 1000 Kc crystal in lox holder, with a guaranteed 
accuracy of .005%. Offered at the bargain price of l8/- post free. 

VALVES: TX : 813, 70/-; 866, 20/-; VT62 (8019), 17/6; 
808, 30 /- ; 807, 10% ; VU29, 30 /- ; CV235, 8 /- ; T200, 60/- ; 

8306, 17/6 ; 1616, 20/-; 803, 20/-; TZ40, 20 /- ; 80I 3A, 12/6 ; 

450TH, £6; S.T.C. 3A/146J (450 Mc.), 15/-; VRI50, 10/-; 
VS I20, 5/-; 1625, I0/-. 
RX : 80, 5U4, 5Y3, 5Z4, 6X5, 35Z4, 25Z4, 10/-; VUI I I, 2/6 ; 
24/- doz. ; RK72, 3/-; 6AK5, 8/6 ; IRS, 3S4, 3V4, IT4, 8/6 ; 

6SG7, 6SS7, 6SK7, 6K7, 6AB7, 7/6; 6D6, 8/-; 7Q7, 6/-; 6L7, 
8/- ; 6J5, 5 /- ; I2C8, 5/- ,6N7, 6F7, 7/6 ; 6B8, 6/6 ; 12SL7, 
125R7, 12AH7, 6/6; 6AL7, 9/-; 6Q7GT, 10/-; 7193, 2/-; 6V6, 
6/-. 60/- dozen ;6H6,3/_. 

CONDENSERS. Miniature metal can Electrolytics. Brand new 
and guaranteed, 8mf 450v wkg 2/, 8 + 8 450v wkg 2/8, 16 + 16 
450v wkg 3/6, 32 + 32 450v wkg 5/6. TCC normal size 8mf 
350v wkg 2/6. Smoothing, 6mf 1000v wkg 4/-, 4mf 2000v wkg 
5 x 4f x 2fin. 6/-, lOmf 1000v wkg 5 x 4 x 44in. 7/6. 8mf 2000v 
wkg 6x4fx3in. 10/-,4+2mf2000v wkg 9x5x3in.10/-. 
TCC Imf 2500v wkg 6 x 3 x 24in. 5/-, 15mf 1000v wkg 7 x 4 x 
3in. 8/-. Micromold Imf 1500 wkg 3/-. 4mf 3000v wkg 6 x 6 
x 61n. 17/6. Silver mica and mica 350/I000v wkg 100 assorted 
9pf/5000pf brand new 16/- per 100. Mica Aerovox and Sangamo 
.005 3Kv wkg 3/-, .002 2}Kv wkg 2/6, Muirhead .002 4Kv wkg 
4/.. .001 2700v wkg 2/6. Variables : RX U.S.A. 15 pf. 25 pf. 
1 /6, 12/- per doz. 75 pf. preset 1 /-, 9/- doz. : 2 gang 30 + 30 

with geared drive Radio Cond. Corps, 4/-. gang BC453 com- 
plete with all gearing new and boxed 5/6. Radio Condenser 
Corps. 3 gang .0005 with osc. section (465 kc. IF) ceramic insula- 
tion S I-. Eddystone TX type 26 pf. 1,000v. 60 pf. 1,000v. can be 
ganged, 2/6, 24/- per doz. 50 pf. I,000v. with 3in. spindles, 
3/-. Cyldon ceramic insulation 250 pf., 5/-. Radio Condenser 
Corp. 3 gang 30 pf. with geared drive Micalex insulation 1,000v. 
TX type, 7/6. Hammerlund TX type 1.000v. 30 pf. 60 pf. 100 
pt. 120 pf., 7/6. 50 + 50 pf. split stator, 8/-. 

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES. Immediate delivery 
from stock a: Pre -increase prices of Woden ; UMI 54/-, UM2 
72/6, UM3 (sold out, new stock at 110/-), UM4 215/-. Mains 
DTMII39/-, DTMI2 48/6, RMSII 30/-, RMSI2 40/-, DTMI575/-, 
DTMI7 109/6, Drivers DTI (sold out new stock at 40/-), DT2 
39/6, DT3 34/-, Filament DTFI2 24v. 10a. 38/6, DTFI4 5v 4a. 
31/6, DTFI7 74v Sa. 37/6, DTFI8 5v 3a, 6.3v 4a. 38/6, DTF20 
10v 10a. 59/6, Chokes ; DCSI4 12hy 350 mills 102/-, DCS20 

20hy 350 mills 140/-, DCS17 20hy 60 mills 28/8, DCS18 20hy 
150 mills 41/6, PCSI35/25hy 350/50 mills 58/6. The following are 
by Parmeko or Gresham Transformer Co. All are post war 
production not Ex-Gov., they represent the highest standard 
of British production, and are brand new and unused, offered at 
a fraction of original cost. Primaries all 200/250v 50cy. Plate 
2000/0/2000 at 200 mills 9f x 94 x 8 weight 701b. at 75/-. 2000/0/ 
2000 at 500 mills 13 x 10 x 74 weight IOOIb. at £6. 5800v at 800 
mills tapped 2000/3000/3500/4000 164 x 13 x 12 weight 180íb. 
at £6. L.T. Chokes for the above Why at 800 Mills 83 x 6 x 7 
weight 501b. 70/-, 15hy at 400 mills D.C. res. 90 ohms 6 x 7 x 9 
weight 401b. 35/-. 3.5hy at 500 mills weight 451b. 30/-. Swinging 
13/23hy at 180/500 mills weight 451b. at 40/-. Plate 19500/0/ 
19500 at 6.1 KVa. Oil filled, built in rollers, 6in. stand-offs, weight 
6 cwt. For collection only £12. Plate 5850v at 445 mills 13 x 
104 x 74 tapped 4450/3560/2660v. weight 851b. at £5. Thermador 
2000/0/2000 at 800 mills £7/10/-. Swing choke suitable for the 
above 23/10hy at 100/800 mills weight 50Ib. at 70/-. Auto, 
230/115v 350 watts 35/-, 500 watts 50/-, SKVa £6. 64KVa at £8. 
L.T. Filament and L.T. heavy duty. 24v at 10 amp for 866s at 
20/-. 22v. c.t. at 30 amp 7 x 7 x 7, weight 351b. at £2. 22v. c.t 
at 15 amp, 30/-. 21v. at 17 amp, 30/-. I Iv. 15 amp twice, 30/-. 
50v. tapped at 5v. at 36 amp, size 10 x 10 x 10, weight 501b. at 
£3. 4v. at 144 amp 4 times 13 Kv. test, 104 x 11 x 84, 70/-. 
4v. 44a., 4v. I Ifa., 4v. 29a., II x II x 84, weight 351b., at £3. 

KEYS. 137 Light weight speed key, as issued with BC 610, 4/6. 
Nr 2, Mk 2, 2/-. U.S.A. Flame proof, contacts completely 
screened, 3/-. 

BLEEDERS. 2K 3,500 ohm, 100 + 480 + 280 ohms, 20 watt, 
35K. 40K, 40 watt 350 ohm. 5K, 75K I meg, 25 meg 50 watt, 
12K + 2K, 49K + 51 K, 20K 60 watt, I K, 50K, 30K, 75 watt, 
7K, 8K, 20K, 25K, 50K 100 watt, 24/- per doz. assorted. 

HALLICRAFTERS $27. I.F. Transformers. 5.25 Mc. Complete 
set of 4 including discriminator, 30/-. 527 Output transformer 
with multi ratio output, 7/6. 465 Kc I.F.'s, dust core tuned, 
with or without flying lead, 4/6. 

TELEPHONE OR MIKE JACKS. Standard P.O. type. 
Solid brass construction, Panel mounting, Contacts for either 
open or closed circuit. A big quantity to clear at 6/- per dozen. 
Offers invited for large quantities. 

VALVEHOLDERS. Ceramic octal spring loading or flanged, 
1 /-, 10/. doz. 807 ceramic, 1/3, 12/- doz. British 5 pin cera- 
mic, 5/- doz. 7 pin ceramic. 4/- doz. BG7, 6/- doz., BG7 
screened, with locking spring, 2/-, BGB, 6/- doz. 

T.U. UNITS. 7, 8, 9, 26, complete with outer cases in perfect 
condition. 25/, 

POWER UNIT, type 54416 : Input 200-250v. A.C. Outpu: 
300v., 200 mA, 12v. 3 ame plus 5v. D.C. at I amp. by metal 
rectification. In grey crackle totally enclosed steel cases, 13 x 7 x 
74in., weight approx. 35 lb. Twin slide lock fuses, mains on/off 
switch, red and green jewel pilot lights, complete with 5U4 
rectifying valve. Londex A.C. relay incorporated. Carriage 
paid, £3/19/6. 
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Why wait to be called up for 

National Service? 

tt 

I _ _ - I 
e/ THERE'S A 

PLACE FOR YOU t 

IN THE R.A.F. 1 

AT 17t 
AND FOR ONLY A SHORT ENGAGEMENT* 

I 

YOU GAIN ALL THESE ADVANTAGES OVER THE N.S. MAN 

You earn a Regular's higher rate of pay 
from the day you join. 
You have the choice of a wider variety of 
ground trades and a better chance of 
promotion. The R.A.F. requires both 
skilled and unskilled tradesmen. 

ADDRESS 

You get more annual leave and free travel 
warrants. 
You are paid for your reserve service. 

* For 3, 4 or 5 years-trades avail- 
able vary according to the length 

of time you wish to serve. 

Get fuller details of this scheme by posting the coupon now 

TO: ROYAL AIR FORCE V.O.C. I29), VICTORY HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2 
Please send details of short regular engagements in R.A.F. Ground Trades 

NAME 

........DATE OF BIRTH 

1 (Applicants from British Isles only) 
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The new Labgear 5 - stage 

WIDE- BAND MULTIPLIER 
is the essential Nucleus of the 
modern T.V. I. proofed exciter. 
Application Leaflet supplied free on request. Please send 

stamped addressed envelope. 

Any V.F.O. + the Labgear W/B Multiplier = 10, 15, 20, 40 & 
80m. at the turn of a switch. Price E4 10 0 direct from: 

Labgear (Cambridge) Ltd. 
WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE. 

Tel. 2494-2 lines. 

"you can re/y on us " 
VALVE BARGAINS 

EZ80 ... 10/6 EL4I 7/6 
AC6Pen 7/6 PT25H 6/6 
EF80 ... 12/6 6BW6 8/- 
3Q4 ... 7/- 6AT6 8/6 
12A6 ... 7/- 807 ... 9/6 

NEW GEC Xtal Diodes 
GEX34(44/I), 7/6 ; GEX35, 6/- ; GEXOO, 3/6 ; GEX64, 20/- 
GEX66, 12/6. 

LT METAL RECTS 
Full Wave Bridge 

12v. 4a., 5/-; 12v. 2a., 10/6 ; 12v. 3a., 12 /- ; 12v. 4a., 14/- 
12v. 6a., 18/9. All the above in 6v. also same price. 
6v ;a. CT., 4/6; 6v. la., 5/-. 

HT METAL RECTS 
Brimar RMI., 125v. 60m/a., 5/3 ; RM2. loom/a., 5/9 ; RM3. 120m/a., 
7/-. Two of the above in series for 250v. working. 
RM4. 250v. 275m/a Max., 2I/- ; I4A86. 240v. I80m/a., 20/4. 

ENT METAL RECTS 
K3/40., 7/6 ; K3/45., 8/2 ; K3/50., 8/8 ; K3/100., 14/8 ; K3/160. 
I IK., 21/6 ; 36/HT100., 32/10. 

TYANA SOLDERING IRONS 
200/220 and 230/250v., 16/9, Pencil Bit. 

ADCOLA as above 25/6, Pencil bit. 
SOLON Pencil bit, 25/4 ; Oval Bit, 23/8. 
" H " max Cutters 

Chassis punches q'"", 10/6 each; If", I", If", 14", 13/6; 23/32", 
26/-. All including Keys. 

New No. 12 Catalogue 
70 pages 250 Illustrations Price If-. 

ECC40 10/6 6X5 7/6 U78 ... 8/6 
6C5gt 7/- 6AM6 9/6 KTZ4I 4/6 
5130 4/6 1125 10/- 6U5... 7/- 
954 3/- 12E1E68/6 6B8G 6/6 
5Z3 8/6 

RADIO 
SERVLING 5737.ICIN 

COMPANY EAG 
82 South Ealing Road, London, W.5 

BROOKES Cli75-alS 
mean 
DEPENDABLE 

frequency 
control 
Illustrated left is a Type M 
Crystal Unit from a range 
covering 8 Mc/s to 17 Mc/s. 

Frequency 12,500 kc/s. 
Hermetically sealed 
metal can. 
Frequency tolerance 4- 
0.01% of nominal at 
20°C., or better for 
special applications. 

ALL Brookes Crystals are made to exacting standards 
and close tolerances. They are available with a variety 
of bases and in a wide range of frequencies. There is 
a Brookes Crystal to suit your purpose-let us have 
your enquiry now. 

UD 
BROOKES 

Brookes Crystals Ltd., 
Suppliers to Ministry of Supply, Home Office, BBC, etc. 

EARLSWOOD ST., GREENWICH, S.E.I0 

Telephone : GREenwich 1828. 
Grams: Xtals Green London. Cables: Xtals London 

*.e.erown 

rLAs,rc 
GAO tcAs 

STALLO, ouva.c 

for LONG LIFE and 

TROUBLE -FREE SERVICE 
This is a featherweight model of exceptionally 
strong construction and high sensitivity. 
It appeals equally co both amateur and 
professional radio engineers. It incorporates 
powerful cobalt steel magnets with flat 
stalloy diaphragms. 

D.C. Resistance : 4,000 ohms. 

Impedance : 14,000 ohms at 1,000 c/s. 
For full details of other models in the wide 
S. G. Brown range please write for Illustrated 
Brochure T.R. 

e. erown 
SHAKESPEARE ST., WA.TFORD, HERTS. 

Telephone: Watford7241. 

13 
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NUN-RIK-NMI OUTFITS 

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY 
Specially prepared sets of radio parts (which you 
receive upon enrolment) with which we teach you, 
in your own home, the working of fundamental 
electronic circuits and bring you easily to the point 
when you can construct and service radio sets. 
Whether you are a student for an examination; 
starting a new hobby; intent upon a career in 
industry; or running your own business - these 
Practical Courses are intended for YOU - and 
may be yours at very moderate cost. 

EASY TERMS FROM £1 A MONTH 
A tutor is available to give individual help and guidance 
throughout the Course. 

POST THIS COUPON TODAY 
Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses : 

To : E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 14X, 43, Grove Park 
Road, Chiswick, London, W.4. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

IC27 

ü 

COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDE:- 
Radio (Elementary and Advanced), Television, 
Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, 
Carpentry. Also Draughtsmanship, Commercial 
Art, Amateur S.W. Radio, Languages, Etc. 

E.M.I. INSTITUTES 
The only Postai College which is part of a world-wide 

Industrial organisation 

The efficiency of your 

equipment depends on 

the solder that you use 
0 

Just a single faulty connection may interfere 
seriously with reception or transmission. Make 
sure that every joint is sound by using Ersin 
Multicore-the 3 -core solder that ensures complete 
freedom from " dry " or H.R. joints. 

PULL AS/p¿pU, 
, i,y £ '/ 

S 

ERSIN 

THREE 

This is the Handyman (Size 
2) Carton, specially made for 
use in the home. Contains 
enough solder for Zoo average 
joints. Price 6d. 

C RIE 

SOLDER 

o 

tr 

CONTAINS 
3 CORES Op 

NON - CORROSIVE 
FLUX r: 

e 

A 

Illustrated above is the Size r 

carton for Service Engineers and 
maintenance use. Price 51-. Both 
sizes are obtainable at most radio 
and electrical shops. 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., MULTICORE WORKS, MAYLANDS AVENUE, 
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. Telephone: BOXMOOR 3636 (3 lines) 
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Electradix for Satisfaction 
METERS D.C. MOVING COIL. Ammeters 0-20 flush panel 2" 
round 12/6. Voltmeters 0-20 square 12/6. Milli -ammeters 2f" round 
flush 0-2 mA 25/-.0-50 mA 25/-.0-100 mA 25/-. 
Switchboard meters A.C./D.C. M.I. type 5" Met. Vick 0-50 amps. 
70/-, 0-300 volts 70/-. Crompton 6" square Ironclad 0-50 amps. 65/-. 
0-75 volts 60/-. 
Portable Meters Ferranti in polished wood case 4" x 4f" x 2f", mirror, 
scale knife edge pointer 0-3 volts 35/-. 
Frequency Meters 6" switchboard type 230 volts 40/60 cycles EIS, 
new. Continuity Testers by Evershed, Record, Everett Edgcumbe 
reading 0-0.1 ohms 50/-. 
R.C.A. WAVEMETERS. T.E.149 new, 200 Kc/s to 30 Mc/s accuracy 
.005 per cent. in original case with Crystal spares and instruction Book 
E25, carr. 5/-. 
MOTORS. 1/20 H P. 230/250 volts A.C. constant speed, capacitator 
start 1400 r.p.m. by Scophony, new and boxed 55/-. 
MOTOR BLOWERS portable 3" inlet If" outlet 230 volts A.C. 
300 watt with on -off switch 85/-. 
TELEVISION without Mains. A.C. Petrol Electric Sets Alto 
Lyon Engine driving an E.D.C. Generator giving 230 volts A.C. 50 cycles 
250 V.A. output 3000 r.p.m. with Switchboard fitted Voltmeter 0-300 
slydlock Fuses for output and exciter, Field Regulator and Terminals, 
reconditioned and as new E37 IOs., carr. extra at cost. 
MORSE KEYS. Air Ministry Model on bakelite base, accurately 
balanced for precision work large insulated knob 3/6, post II-. Practice 
Buzzers ex W.D. stock twin coil, new 5/-, post 9d. practice buzzer 
in bakelite case 2/6, post 9d. 
HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS. P.M. Steel Magnets, wound 
armature, gearing in handle output approx. 70 volts 25 m.a. A.C. 
12/6, post 1/6. Few enclosed in wood case 17/6, each, post 2/6. 
G.P.O. TELEPHONE PARTS make up your own house telephone 
with genuine P.O. Components. Polished wood box 8" x 6" x 3" for 
wall mounting with carbon make in moulded bakelite case mounted 
on front, Switch -hook and contacts at the side. Inside the box are the 
Transformer, condenser, connection strip and Magneto Bell. 10/ - 
each. post 2/-, G.P.O. long Magnet Bell Receiver with card 3/6. Hand 
Magneto Generator 12/6, post 1/6. Wiring diagram supplied. 
SWITCHES. Toggle type on -off 2/-. Taxley types 2/- post 6d. Dewar 
Key Switches 3/6 post 6d. 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
Dept. B 214 Queenstown Road, Battersea, London, S.W.8 

Telephone: MACaulay 2159 

CLYDESDALE 
TRANSMITTER TUNING UNITS 
Each having Vernier tuning dial, Variable Capacitor, Tank Coil unit on 
cramic former, Ceramic Switch etc., etc. In metal cabinet 17f x 7f x Bin. 
Finished black. Unused, but externally soiled, scratched and dented, due 
to being Loose Stored. 

TU.7B Range 4,500- 6,200 Kcs. Ask for SM/H29. 
TU.BB Range 6,200 - 7,700 Kcs. Ask for SM/H30. 
TU.9B Range 7,000- 10,000 Kcs. Ask for SM/H467. 

EITHER 
UNIT 

IO I CARRIAGE 
Each 2/- EXTRA. 

BC -456 SPEECH MODULATOR UNITS. 
Part of SCR -274-N. (U.S.A. made). " Command " Equipment. 
Complete with valves 1625, 1215, and VRI50/30, Transformers, Relays, etc., 
less dynamotor. Overall dim.: 10; x 7; x 45in. Loose Stored. 
ASK FOR 17/6 CARRIAGE 
SM/E42. / PAID 

Circuit I/3d. 
1FF RECEIVER R3108, Ref. No. IODB/505. 
Contains : Motor Generator, input I2v. 3.8A., Output 480v. .04A. D.C. 
with a gearbox operating a switching mechanism to detune the receiver 
at time intervals. Data available converting to 250v. 50c/s use s motor. 
Plus : 4/VR65A (SP4I), 2/VR92 (EA50), 2/CV6 (Dec 20) Valves etc., etc. Metal 
Case : Dim.: 12 x 12 x Bins. Wgt. 24 lbs. 
ASK FOR 6 SM/H961. 19/6 Each 

CARRIAGEPAID 

26 WATT OUTPUT TRANSFORMER. 
Parmeko type AF5084/IA. (Mfg. Surplus). 
Primary : 6,600 ohms. C.T., Sec's. 3.5, 5, 7.5 or 10 ohms. Dim : 35 x 25 x 35in. 
Fully shrouded. Wgt. 3 lbs. 

SM H5655R 19/6 Each 
POST 
PAID 

ASK FO 

DRIVER TRANSFORMER for ET -4336 Transmitter. 
Ref. No. II0K/117 part XT -3202. Centre tapped primary inductance 3.4 
henries. Two secondaries inductance 14 henries each. Ratio whole pri. to 
one 1-2 approx. Dimensions 4f x 3f x 3fin. Wgt. 6 lbs. 4 hold fixing. 
ASKS 

c 
FOR I$ b POST 

SM/E562 / Each PAID 
AMPLIFIER A1368 less valves. For Battery Operation. 
2 stage, 2 valve intercom and transmitter modulator pre -amplifier, used 
with TR9, etc. Valve types VR35 (240QP), VR2I (21OLF) (not supplied) 
Input and Output transformer etc., in metal case 7 x 4f x 4+in. and circuit. 
ASK FOR POST 
SM!E898. /6 Each 6d. 

Order direct from : Tel.: South 2706/9 

CLYDESDALE CO. , LTD 
2 BRIDGE STREET, GLASGOW, C.S 

Branches in Scotland. England and North Ireland 

Southern Radio's Wireless Bargains 
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVERS (Walkie-Talkie) Type 38 Mark II 
Complete with 5 Valves, Microphone, Headphones and Aerial. Less 
Batteries. Guaranteed fully and ready for use, E4/I5/-, post paid. 
Extra Junction Boxes for above, 2/6. 
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVERS No. 18 Mark Ill. Complete with all 
Valves but less Batteries and attachments. Guaranteed Ready for Use, 
£7/17/6, Carriage Paid. No. 18 Mark Ill BRAND NEW complete in 
original packing cases with ALL attachments and full set of Spares 
including duplicate Set of Valves (less batteries), EI5. 
TELESONIC 4 -Valve Battery Portable. Complete with 4 Hivac 
valves. Contained in Metal Carrying Case. Easily convertible to 
Personal Portable. Brand New, E2 including conversion sheet and post. 
RECEIVERS R 109 COMPLETE WITH 8 VALVES. Vibrator pack 
for 6 -volts. Contained in metal case with built-in speaker. 1.8 to 
8.5 megs, GUARANTEED, E7, Carriage Paid. 
MINISCOPES G.E.C. M86IB BRAND NEW COMPLETE IN 

CARRYING CASE WITH PLUGS E12/10/ - 
RESISTANCES 100 Assorted useful values wire -end 12/6 
CONDENSERS 100 Assorted Mica and Tubular 15/- 
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS Adjustable f" to 3f". For use on 

wood, metal, Plastic, etc. 5/9 
THROAT MICROPHONES. Brand New Magnetic with long lead 

and plug 4/6 American Type 4/6 
PLASTIC MAP CASES 14 by 102- inches 5/6 
CRYSTAL MONITOR TYPE 2. BRAND NEW in Transit Case; 

Less Crystals 8/ - 
STAR IDENTIFIERS Type I. A -N. Covers both Hemispheres, 

complete in case 5/6 
WESTECTORS Wx6 and WI12 If- each 
MARCONI AERIAL FILTER UNITS. (P.O. Spec) 4/6 
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. 2 -impulses per sec. Complete 

in sound -proof case. Therm control 11/6 
REMOTE CONTACTOR for use with above 7/6 
SPECIAL OFFER TO EXPERIMENTERS. TWELVE METERS 
and AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS. Only needs adjustments or cases 
broken. TWELVE INSTRUMENTS (including 3 Brand New Aircraft 
instruments), 35/-. 

Full list of Radio Books 2f d. 

HUNDREDS OF FURTHER LINES FOR CALLERS 

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD., 
II, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, W.C.2. 

GERrard 6653. 

SAMSONS 
SURPLUS STORES 
INSTRUMENTS. Admiralty Integrators Type AS9I incorporating 
very fine Galvo movement, coil 40 ohms. Centre Zero to F.S.D. I micro - 
amp. Small mirror I metre radius 65/-. Carr. 2/6.2;in. Panel mounting 
M.C. Meters 0-30 mA. D.C. 0-100 rnA. D.C., 0-500 mA. D.C., 12/6. 
2 -kin. Projecting Type 0-750 meters 12/6. tin. Panel mounting 
M.C.D.C. 20-0-20 Ammeters 10/6. Master Voltmeter 0-20 v. A.C. 50 
cy. M.I., 6in. mirrored scale 25/-. P.P. on all meters 1/6. 

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT. Admiralty Sound Powered Head 
and Chest set co mprising microphone o swivel base and headphones 
17/6. P.P. 1/6. Microphone separate 12/6. P.P. 1/6. Sound Powered 
Hand sets 17/6 ea. P.P. 1/6. Field Telephones Type D5 complete with 
single headphone Hand set and batteries built in strong metal containers 
suitable for Farms, Building sites, Garages, etc. 49 /6. Carr. 2/6. Telephone 
Cable Single D3 1 mile drums 55/-. Carr. 5/-. 
STORAGE BATTERIES. Pritchett and Gold 12v. 75 AH Batteries 
built in Teak cases £4/10/6. Carr. 7/6. 6v 100-125 AH as above £4/19/6. 
Carr. 716. American 6v. 90 AH 15 Plate Car Batteries 9in. x 9in. x 7in. 
E4/7/6. Carr. 5/-. Exide IOv. 5 AH Glass Accumulators suitable for HT 
unit construction 9/6 ea. P.P. 116 

TRANSFORMERS. Prim. 230v. Sec. 12v. IOA. 22/6. P.P. I/6. 
Prim. 180-240 Sec. 4.2 x 4.2v. IOA 19/6. P.P. 21-. Prim. 100-250v. Sec. 28, 
29, 30. 31, 21A. E3/19/6. Carr. 5/-. Prim. 200-240v. 460-0-460 250mÁ., 
740-740 200mA. 4v. 8 A. CT. E3/15/, Carr. 4/ 

LOOK ! 1 CO -AXIAL CABLE, Lowest- price ever. Super Quality 
Ex -Govt. 80 ohm. SO yds. 32/6. 100 yds. E3, 1,000 yds. E18/10/-. 

RIO3A 6 VALVE RECEIVERS with build -in power pack for 100-250 
volts A.C. or 6 volts D.C. Freq. range 1.7 Me/s. Output is matched for 
L.R. phones. Complete with instruction manual E9/5/.. Carr. 5/-. 
American Valve Testers by Radio City Products Co.; Type 134 A.C. 230 
volt covers practically the whole range of American valves ¿II/10/- 
C-.rr. 5/-. 

169/171 EDGWARE ROAD 
LONDON, W.2. Tel : PAD. 7851 

123 Tottenham Court Road, W.I. Tel : EUS. 4982 

All orders and enquiries to our Edgware Rd. branch please. 
Open All Day Saturday at the Edgware Road Branch. 
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SERIES 100 

MULTI- 

RANGE 
TEST SET 

RETAIL PRICE 

£1I -II -0 
COMPLETE 

An inexpensive Test Set 
with 21 basic ranges 

The Pullin Series 100 Multi -Range Test Set is an 
inexpensive piece of equipment invaluable to radio 
and electronic engineers. It is a compact, portable 
instrument with a total of 21 basic self contained 
ranges which provide adequate facilities for the 
measurement of A.C. voltage, D.C. voltage and current, 
and resistance. All voltage measurements are at 
10,000 Ohms per volt. 

PORTABLE TESTING SETS 
INDUSTRIAL SWITCHBOARD 

INSTRUMENTS 
LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS 
DYNAMOMETER TEST SETS 

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD 
Electrin Works, Winchester Street, Acton, London, W.3. 

Phone : ACOrn 4651-4995. 

PULLIN 

BUILD A TAPE RECORDER ' 
THAT REALLY WORKS WELL . 

Designed by the man who gave us 
the "Viewmaster" Home -Construc- 
ted Televisor and shown stage -by - 
stage in the same clear, fool -proof 
manner. Send to 

- 

_ - O 

-E DG WÁ R=E= ROA=D 

For Flack's 26 page " Soundinaster " Booklet with 
6 -stage Construction Sheets, Amplifier Circuit, 
Price -lists, etc. 6/6 post free 

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD. 
287/9 Edgware Road, London, W.2. 

Tel. Paddington 5891. Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday I o'clock). 
Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo 

645 

WE OFFER TO FOREIGN BUYERS ONLY 

SCR -720-C 
SEARCH RADAR SETS 

ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE AND NEW 

Each set is tested to highest military 
specifications 

Enquiries invited 

We can supply practically every kind of U.S.A. 
made Government surplus electronic material 
either new and tested, or " as is." We solicit 

your enquiries. 

ALTHAM RADIO COMPANY 
JERSEY STREET 

MANCHESTER, 4 : ENGLAND 

-fPgg 
POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR 
OUR BROCHURE ON THE LATEST 
METHODS OF HOME TRAINING 
FOR OYER 150 CAREERS AND 
HOBBIES 

NEW! P.M.G. CertiCertificficates,ates Cityin andTelecom Guilds 
- 

EXPERIMENTAL munications; A.M.Brit.I.R.E. Exam - 

OUTFITS NOW ¡nation, Radio Amateur's Licence, 
Radio and Television Servicing 
Certificates, General Radio and 
Television Courses, Radar, Sound 

Recording, etc. Also Courses in 

all other branches of Engineering. 

Ems 
POST TODAY------ 

I Send without c bligation your FREE 

INSTITUTES 
book, E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept 14K 

43 Grove Park Road, W.4 
The only Postal 
College which is NAME 

part of a world- ADDRESS 
wide Industrial 
Organisation. sci8 

AVAILABLE, 

COURSES 
FROM El 

PER MONTH 
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A new essential 
publication for your 

technical library! 
Published by the General Electric Co. Ltd. 

A book for the discriminating listener to 
sound recordings and broadcasts. Every enthus- 
iast of High Quality sound reproduction should 
possess this book, which includes a special 
foreword by the Author on the Art of Listening. 
Its 56 pages include valuable and detailed inform- 
ation on the intelligent use of the controls to suit 
all circumstances ; full circuit data on a new 
comprehensive pre -amplifier, and also on the 
famous Osram Valve Negative Feed-back 
Quality Amplifiers. 

CONTENTS INCLUDE:- 

The Art of listening The Loudspeaker 

Amplifiers for the high quality reproduction of 

sound Design factors in high fidelity amplifiers 

Circuit and constructional details on 6, 12, 14, 

20 and 30 watt amplifiers The design of the pre- 

amplifier and tone control Notes on feeder units 

Using the G.E.C. F.R. metal cone loudspeaker. 

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2 
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From take-off to touch -down, the safety of the aircraft is 
dependent on trouble -free radio contact being maintained. 
The components used in the radio equipment must be the 
best obtainable. 

For reliable communications under all conditions, use 
G.E.C. Quartz Crystal Units. 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL 

UNITS 

Write today for list Q.C. 5012(R) 

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD 
A Subsidiary of THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND 
PEEL WORKS SILK STREET- SALFORD 3 LANCS. 

G2AK THIS MONTH'S BARGAINS G2AK 
NOISE LIMITERS. Plug-in type, no re -wiring required. 3 
positions. Brand new in cartons. 15/- each. Post and packing I/-. 
METERS. 0-9A Hot Wire, 2" Flush 0-4A Thermo, 20/0/20 amps, 
5 /-. 0-350 mA Thermo, 0-2A Thermo, 7/6, 0-100, mA 24" Flush, 12 /6. 
0-5 mA, square 2", Flush, 10/-, 0-1 mA, 2" square, 20 f-. 
RACK MOUNTING PANELS. Black 
crackle finish, 19" x 5á", 7", 8a" or 10f" 
at 5/9, 6/6, 7/6, 9/- respectively. Postage 
and packing 1/6. 

COPPER WIRE. 14G. H/D. 140 feet 
15/-, 70ft. 7/6. ,Post and Packing 2/-. 
Other lengths pro -rata. 

CERAMIC SWITCHES. 2 -bank, 2 -pole, 
4 -way each bank 6/-, post and packing 9d. 

TWIN FEEDER. Special offer, 300 ohm 
flat twin, 150 watt rating. (Minimum 
20 yards), 6d. yard, post free. Similar K25. 

V.H.F. FANS. THE BUY OF THE 
YEAR. Air spaced 150 ohm. Coaxial 
Cable, 20 yard coils, E1 each (Normal price 
3/11 per ft.). VERY LIMITED QUANTITY. 

GERMANIUM DIODES. B.T.H., 2/-. 
G.E.C., 2/6 each. 

CERAMIC FORMERS. 2-'," x If". Ideal for VFO or Turretts, 
1/9 each or 17/6 per doz. 
GENUINE R.C.A. AR88 MATCHING SPEAKERS, fitted 
with louvered back, rubber feet and lead. Worth £5. Our price 65 f-. 
SPECIAL TRANSFORMER OFFER. Pri. 115, 210, 240v. Sec. 
260/260v. 100 mA, 6.3v. 3A., 6.3v. IA. (for 6 x 5 rectifier). Universal 
mounting. Limited quantity, 17/6 each. Post free. 
SHADED POLE MOTORS. For Tape Recorders or Gram. Units. 
with voltage tapping plate 200/250 volts. 3 -hole fixing. Our price 
12/6 each or 21/- pair. Post and packing on either, 1/6. 
A.R. 88 VALVE KIT. 14 valves, £5/10/0. 
A.R. 88 CABINETS. Limited quantity. Complete with side channels 
and base, f4/15/- each. Postage and packing, 7/6. Suitable also for 
Table Toppers. 
A.R. 88 ESCUTCHIONS, 22/6. "D" Type, I.F.S., 12/6 each. 
R.F. CHOKES. Pie wound. 1.25 mH., 100 mA., receiver type, 
9d. each, or 7/6 per dozen ; 250 mA., transmitter type, 1/- each, 
10/- per dozen. 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL: 
MULTI METER, BASIC UNIT. 
400 micro amp F.S.D. Scaled, 8 ranges 
AC/DC volts, HI and LO ohms, com- 
plete with rectifier. Made by Triplett 
U.S.A. Size :5f," x 2*", 

ONLY 32/6 post free. 
STREAMLINED BUG KEYS by 
famous manufacturer. Listed over £4. OUR 

SPECIAL VALVE 
OFFER. Kit of 4 midget 
1.4v. valves, I each 1S5, 
IRS, IT4 and 154, 30/- or 
8/6 each, separately. Most 
other 1.4v. types also avail- 
able at 8/6. 

SPECIAL VALVE 
PRICE 45/-ony. OFFER. Type 83 M.V. rectifier, 10/-. 8012, 12/6 each. 6L6G, 

10/6, 813 E5, 829 80/-, 866a 17/6 each or 30/- a pair, 807 10/- each 
or 17/6 a pair. 

Please Print Your Name and Address. 

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK 
MAIL ORDERS TO :- 
102 Holloway Head, Birmingham Midland 3254 
ALL CALLERS TO 
110 Dale End, Birmingham. Central 1635 



FOR THE EXPERIMENTER AND THE RADIO ENGINEER 

SilORT4VAVE 

EDITORIAL 
On,i sioit In the B.B.C.'s Home Service at 9.15 p.m. on December 18, 

Sir Noel Ashbridge-the Corporation's distinguished Chief 
Engineer and until recently their Director of Technical Services-was featured 
to give a talk entitled " Service on Short Waves," in commemoration of the 21st 
anniversary of the B.B.C. Overseas Service. The talk was billed in the RADIO 
TIMES as being for, among others, " fans and hams" (sic). In the course of his 
talk, Sir Noel reviewed briefly developments from the early days before 1914 to 
the present time-DX on 600 -metre spark, the significance of the thermionic valve, 
the opening of vast new areas of ether space, the Marconi/Franklin experiments 
on short waves, the B.B.C.'s first short wave station at Chelmsford, culminat,ng 
in their regular overseas service, established on December 19, 1932. 
Quite a comprehensive review, covering a lot of ground in a short time, in the 
space of which it was obviously not possible to mention everything. But to 
"have heard this talk you would-if you did not happen to know otherwise- 
have been left with the clear impression that it was the B.B.C. that carried through 
all the experimental work to make " Service on Short Waves" possible. 
What Sir Noel most regrettably omitted to mention, and what is far more 
important than many of the points he did discuss, was that all the experimental 
proofs as regards short wave propagation were furnished not by the B.B.C., or 
Marconi's or any other such agency-but by the amateur transmitters of the 
day, and the amateurs alone. Further than this, the first experimental short wave 
broadcasting station in this country was established, not by Marconi's or the B.B.C., 
but by Gerald Marcuse, G2NM, then of Caterham, Surrey, who was specially 
licensed by the G.P.O. to transmit an experimental programme service to the 
Empire on 32 metres. Incidentally, he was also permitted to do this at his own 
expense. It was as the direct result of the success of these Empire broadcasts 
from G2NM that the B.B.C. went ahead with their experiments. 
In view of the ground covered by Sir Noel Ashbridge in his talk, his eminence 
as a radio engineer, and the respect due to any pronouncement he may make in the 
field of radio engineering, it is much more than regrettable that he failed, by so 
much as a single phrase, to give any credit at all where the record proves it to 
be abundantly due. 
It was the amateurs alone who first explored the short 
waves-this they did to such effect that they are now in 
process of losing the very territories they did so much to 
discover. Thus the wheel has turned against us-it must 
be accepted as part of the price of progress. But 
at least let the record be kept straight. 
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A Miniature 
Oscilloscope 

SELF -POWERED UNIT OF 
DIMINUTIVE SIZE AND 
GOOD PERFORMANCE 

J. A. PLOWMAN, A.M.Brit.I.R.E. (G3AST) 

The value of an oscilloscope, like that of a 
GDO, is not fully appreciated until it has been 
built and used. Apart from the interesting 
ways in which an oscilloscope can make itself 
useful, there are many tests and adjustments 
which can only be done properly with it. This 
article describes a neat and practical instru- 
ment, with all necessary refinements incor- 

porated.-Editor. 

URING recent years there has been an 
increasing tendency to " miniaturise " 

equipment, and naturally this technique has 
spread to the world of Amateur Radio. 

The oscilloscope described here and con- 
structed with this end in view, while being 
reduced to small dimensions, can perform on 
an equal footing with instruments of much 
larger proportions. The idea of being able to 
build a complete oscilloscope in the space 
occupied by two QSL cards side by side was 
extremely intriguing, and much simpler than 
at first envisaged. 

The obvious requirements, besides small 
dimensions, were that the instrument be entirely 
self-contained, i.e., that the power supply be 
integral, and that Y -amplifiers and sweep 
circuits be available at the turn of a switch. 

The oscilloscope as pictured here is built 
entirely from " surplus " components (with 
exception of the cathode ray tube) and was 
constructed at surprisingly small cost. What 
it might cost the individual depends entirely 
upon what parts he may have on hand, and 
where he decides to buy what he needs. 

Basic Design 

The design of the instrument was based on 
the G.E.C. cathode ray tube Type 4103 which 
has a li" diameter screen, and requires only 
500-700 volts gun potential for satisfactory 
operation and spot size. There are two 
phosphors available for this tube, either green 
or pale blue ; the latter is preferred by the 
writer, as it seems more pleasing to follow, 
and easier to watch in very light conditions. 

The pale blue phosphor is denoted by the 
suffix E4, which should be added to the tube 
type number when ordering. 

By using peanut valves for the time base, 
X, and Y amplifiers, it was not necessary to 
resort to trick circuits in the interests of space. 
The saw tooth oscillator is a 6F12 pentode. The 
Service number of this valve is CV 138, and 
multitudes of them are available as surplus. 
The oscillator is a Transitron, and is easy to 
get working ; the amplifier is a 9002 triode used 
as an " inverter " valve. This provides an 
output identical in magnitude to the oscillator 
but in antiphase, symmetrical operation of the 
deflector plates then being possible. 

The 9002 triodes are cheap enough and two 
more are used in a similar amplifier circuit for 
the Y -plates. The symmetrical operation of 
the tube eliminates any possibility of 
trapezoidal distortion, 'although this defect is 
barely noticeable even when operating one 
deflector plate only. The phase splitter circuitry 
is due to Carpenter, and provides an amplifier 
of very good characteristics for this type of 
work. For extended frequency ranges, pentodes 
would probably be preferable. The power 
supply is simplicity itself. The power trans- 
former is a midget job and was originally 
intended for a bias pack. The ratings are 
primary 200-250v. tapped, 50 cycles, secondary 
150-0-150 at 20 mA, 6.3v. 1 amp. 4v. 1.5 amps. 
The 4 -volt winding, originally intended for a 
rectifier, is used for the tube heater, while the 
6.3v. winding supplies the peanuts. The rather 
unorthodox smoothing circuit was incorporated 
to avoid interaction between the oscillator and 
amplifier via the power supply. Since the 
advent of sub -miniature electrolytic condensers 
it has been possible to be fairly liberal with 
the smoothing. The smoothing choke is a 
miniature pot type, and only carries a portion 
of the load current. The inductance is about 
40 Henrys. 

The rectifier circuit is rather unorthodox but 
nevertheless very effective, and in some 
respects may be original. Basically, the circuit 
is a standard voltage doubler, but it was 
thought possible to incorporate an asymmet- 
rical scheme of rectification, as the current 
drain of the instrument is so low. The trans- 
former secondary is 300 volts (ignoring the 
centre tap) and across the two secondary tags 
is wired the standard voltage doubler circuit. 
However, it will be seen from the table of 
values that one leg of the doubler circuit is a 
J50 rectifier, whereas the other leg is an STC 
18 M/M rectifier stack. Similarly, the con- 
densers are asymmetrical, one half being 2 
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General appearance of the Oscilloscope described by G3AST, with a size comparison. It is truly a miniature job, and yet will give excellent results as a workshop instrument. Full details will be found in the accompanying article. 

uF, 600 -volt paper, while the other is a 8µF 
midget electrolytic. Due to the fairly high 
forward resistance of the STC disc rectifier, the 
peak charging current is kept down to tolerable 
value. 

It will be seen from the circuit that neither 
the " top " nor the " bottom " of the CRT 
voltage divider network is earthed, but a point 
midway between this allows over twice the AC 
secondary voltage from the mains transformer 
to appear as rectified DC across the tube. 

Construction 

The whole unit measures 5" high, 31" wide 
and 8" front to rear, excluding knobs. 

The case is made of steel, but in order to 
assist folding up the various pieces the thick- 
ness was reduced to 20 SWG, and while it 
seems to be less rigid than might be desired 
when dismantled, it is quite a sound job when 
assembled. The mounting chassis is made of 
18 SWG aluminium for easy working and is 
22" deep, running the whole length of the case. 
Only one side drop and one end are provided 
on this chassis, the right side (looking from 
front) being reduced to a r lip for stiffening 
purposes only. This proved necessary in order 
to gain easy access to the inside for wiring up! 
As the front panel space is severely restricted, 
the choice of potentiometers must be made 
with great care. The maximum tolerable 
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diameter for any of the potentiometers is a 
fraction over one inch. Only Morganite type 
J seemed available to meet this requirement, 
although types even smaller are on the retail 
market. Above the chassis, it was found only 
possible to fit four controls owing to the space 
required for the CRT screen. These four 
controls are X -shift, Y -shift, focus and 
brilliance, and are held together as a unit by 
a piece of 16 SWG copper wire that is sweated 
to the body of each. This allows the four 
potentiometers to be removed as a " unit." The 
connections to these potentiometers are made 
up into a cableform to improve the appearance, 
and avoid straggling wires. No interaction 
was experienced. 

Three more potentiometers and one rotary 
switch are mounted below the chassis. These 
are : Amplifier gain, Sync. amplitude, and 
Time Base fine frequency adjustment. The 
time base " coarse " switch is an Oak pattern, 

Y PLATES e 
(direcO e 

Y PLATES 

SYNC 

AMP OUT 

AMP OUT 

AMP IN 

N. C: 

E 

C6 

9 
R2I R22 

/,5 

V3 

2,7 

3 4 

C/O 
6 

a b R20 1427 

2,7 

3 

Table of Values 

Circuit of the Miniature Oscilloscope. 

CI, C2. 
C4, C5. 
C6, C7, 

C10, C11, 
C12, C17 

C8, C9 

C14, C15 
C16 

RI, R2, 
R3, R4, 

R25, R27 = I megohm, 
R5, R6, 

R18 = I megohm. minia- 
ture pot'meter. 

R7 500,000 ohms. - 
watt. 

R8, R9 = 470.000 ohms. 
miniature pot- 
'meter. 

RIO, RII 330,000 ohms, }- 
watt. 

RI2 250,000 ohms, á- 
watt. 

ob 

a 

- .05 µF, 350v. 
wkng. (TCC). 

C3 0.5 µF, 150v. 
wkng. (TCC). 

See table. 
C13 8µF, 350v. "Drili- 

tic " (TCC). 
16µF/8µF midget. 
2 µF, 600v. paper. 

/4 

N 

4 

VS 

VI 

;R/5 

R/6 R23 

C 
C8 // 

RI7 

o 
C/3 

R13 = 2 megohms, minia- 
ture pot'meter. 

RI4, R19, 
R24, R29 = 47,000 ohms, J - 

watt. 
RIS -- 22,000 ohms. 3 - 

watt. 
R16, R21, 
R22, R23 = 220,000 ohms, -,'- 

watt. 
R17 = 220,000 ohms, 

miniature pot - 
'meter. 

R20 500 ohms, t -watt. 
R26 1,000 ohms, 3 - 

watt. 
R28 4,700 ohms, 1 - 

watt. 
TI - 150/150v., 20 mA, 

6.3v. 2 amp., 
4.0v. 1 amp. 

VI = 6F12 (CV138). 
V2, V3, 

V4 = 9002. 
WI H -I8 -30 -IL rect., 

S.T.C. 
W2 = J50 rectifier. 
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Circuit diagram of the Miniature Oscilloscope designed and constructed by G3AST. For simplicity, the capacity switching round 
VI is omitted, and necessary details are given in the table. The CRT used is a G.E.C. Type 4103-E4, which can be operated satisfac- 

torily at a comparatively low EHT voltage. 
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An impression of the interior layout of the Miniature Oscilloscope. Careful use must be made of the available space if the size is to 
be kept down. 

single -wafer 3 -pole four-way-this type being 
the only one available locally. Actually, a 
two -pole switch was required, and thus the 
third set of contacts are left unused. The 
front drop of the chassis, being necessarily 
deep, is cut down the centre line and a narrow 
fillet of 16 SWG laminated fabric sheet in- 
serted. This piece of insulating material carries 
the Clix sockets on the front panel ; type 348 
are suitable for this application, being of very 
moderate overall dimensions. Ten sockets are 
used in all, only one being " spare." This is 
a good thing as later developments may demand 
another socket. Y -deflector plates are brought 
out directly, as well as via two 05 uF blocking 
condensers ; this is a distinct advantage and 
greatly increases the versatility of the instru- 
ment. The remaining sockets are : Amplifier 

" TB COARSE " SWITCHING 

CS C9 

1 .01µF .001µF 
2 500 µµF 100 µµF 
3 100 µµF 50 µµF 

output, Amplifier input, and Sync. The original 
circuit was designed to use a 5 megohm poten- 
tiometer from the grid of VI, to HT -- . How- 
ever, it appears that this value of resistance 
is not standard in the miniature size, and it 
was necessary to use 2 megohms or wait for 
twenty weeks ! The time constant of this 
resistance and the respective condenser from 
grid to plate of VI at potentiometer extremities 
is a measure of the frequency range of each 
step selected by the " coarse " switch. Space 
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was obviously at a premium throughout the con- 
struction of the instrument, and it was not found 
practicable to employ 0.1 µF condensers for 
coupling owing to their bulk. The TCC 05 µF 
condensers type 346, however, cause no appre- 
ciable attenuation and are considerably smaller. 
To avoid congestion immediately below the 
valve sockets, a large resistor board was in- 
stalled down the left side of the chassis. On 
this board are mounted a large proportion of 
the condensers, and although such a step has 
resulted in rather longer leads than at first 
anticipated no trouble has been experienced. 
All resistors are miniatures. 

It was almost inevitable that the tube should 
experience interference from the magnetic field 
of the transformer under such congested condi- 
tions, and it was necessary to shroud it with 
mu -metal. New mu -metal sheeting is rather 
expensive to buy, and the shroud in this 
instance was cut from half a shroud intended 
for a VCR97 CRT in a radar unit. Care 

should be taken to make a good magnetic 
joint at the seam, and if possible a 8" overlap 
should be obtained, otherwise the shield partly 
loses its screening properties. 

No difficulty was experienced in getting the 
unit working. Even at 700 volts EHT, the 
trace is thin and bright, showing up quite well, 
even when working on the operating desk or 
workbench, which is normally well illuminated. 
For this reason a light shield was not fitted in 
front of the tube. Should, however, the instru- 
ment be used in bright daylight, a screen may 
be fitted to avoid the strong light falling directly 
on the face. 

It was necessary to use rather small knobs 
in order to avoid completely covering the 
panel, and the Eddystone type was found 
eminently suitable. The instrument is easy to 
handle and a joy to use, and while presenting 
a most diminutive appearance, has a perform- 
ance equal to manufactured instruments very 
many times its size. 

Noise Reduction in 
Station Design and 

Layout 
WITH NOTES ON TEST 

SEQUENCES 

J. C. BELCHER (G3FCS) 

IN previous articles the general design and 
constructional principles of the noise -free 

receiver and its associated aerial and earth 
system have been dealt with. It now remains 
to consider the general installation, and those 
items of auxiliary equipment used in conjunc- 
tion with it. 

The location of the noise -free receiver is of 
prime importance, and should therefore take 
priority over all other apparatus when deciding 
upon the layout of the amateur station. 

It has been emphasized that the receiver 
earth lead should be as short as possible, in 
order to reduce the effect of possible noise 
pick-up. For the same reason it is also 
recommended that the length of the aerial 
feeder be kept to a minimum. Admittedly, if 

This article brings to an end a very useful series 
on the practical aspects of Noise Reduction 
as it affects most amateur stations. Our con- 
tributor has shown that it lies within the power 
of the sufferer to do a great deal to help 
himself in a location which is electrically noisy 
-that there is no need or excuse for accepting 
a high noise level if the principles set out in 
his series of articles are followed, so far as 
may be practicable. It is, of course, obvious 
that the ideal condition is not likely to be 
attainable at every location, since each case is 
different, and some are very difficult. But that 
is no reason for not taking such steps as are 
possible to obtain better reception. Previous 
articles in this series, dealing with receiver 
design and aerial -earth installations, appeared 
in our issues for November and December, 

1953. Editor. 

the feeder fulfils the requirements laid down 
in pp. 590-591 of the December Short Wave 
Magazine its length - especially in the noise 
zone-will be immaterial. At the same time, 
however, it is a sensible precaution to limit 
the possibility of noise pick-up wherever prac- 
ticable and for this reason a short feeder 
connection between the lead-in and the receiver 
is desirable. 

Conseqently, the receiver should be in- 
stalled quite close to the lead-in point and the 
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inter -connecting leads kept short and direct. 
This doesn't mean that the feeder should be 
stretched tightly between the two points ; 

neither does it mean that about ten feet or so 
of spare cable should be coiled up behind the 
receiver for fear of spoiling a good length of 
cable by cutting it shorter ! The happy 
medium should be aimed at, bearing in mind 
that every additional inch of feeder may mean 
an increase in noise level. 

The Auxiliary Equipment 
The location of the auxiliary equipment can 

now be considered. This equipment may in- 
clude all or any of such items as the CW key, 
microphone and speech amplifier, exciter unit, 
freqency meter, monitor, control panel, beam 
rotating controls and position indicator, as well 
as the desk lamp and electric clock. 

Whipping of 
plastic thread 

Screened 
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Lead -through 
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To aux. 
earth 

3' stand-off 
insulator 

Fig. 1. showing constructional details of an aerial lead-in 
panel for fitting in a window frame. 

In the majority of cases the tendency is to 
mount such equipment over and around the 
receiver itself. This is done both in an attempt 
to conserve space and also to afford conven- 
ience of operation. If we are to strive for the 
ideal, however, such practices must be avoided. 

In general, each item of equipment will 
require two external feeds, a mains supply and 
an earth connection. The mains supply will 
most likely be obtained from the socket -outlet 
feeding the receiver, and, if the advice given 
in the November issue has been carried out, 
this will already have been partially suppressed 
by means of condensers. It is stressed, how- 
ever, that suppression is only partial, and con- 
sequently these supply leads should be treated 
with caution, and kept well clear of the aerial 
feeder system. As far as the earthing is con- 
cerned, the auxiliary equipment should be con- 
nected to a separate earthing system. In this 
way the receiver earth is left in isolation and 
the possibility of mutual noise potentials is 
obviated. It will be appreciated, of course, that 
to this end there must be no metallic contact 
between the chassis housing the auxiliary 
equipment and the receiver console. 

In order to provide reasonable convenience 
of operation and to meet the above require- 
ments, the obvious solution is to accommodate 
such equipment on a second console which is 
electrically insulated from the receiver console. 
It should preferably be L-shaped in plan and 
should be located on the right-hand side of 
the receiver, resulting not only in a logical 
layout but also in a comfortable operating 
position. 
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The Transmitter 
In keeping with modern techniques, it is 

assumed that the transmitter proper, i.e., power 
amplifier, aerial tuning unit, modulator and 
associated power supplies, is TVI-proofed. In 
other words, the mains supply will be _t_tered, 
all stages will be well shielded, and probably 
a screened -twin aerial feeder will be employed. 

In spite of this, the fact should not be over- 
looked that this unit is connected to both the 
" noisy " mains supply and also to an external 
aerial system which is probably erected in the 
noise -free zone. As a result, therefore, it may 
be possible for the conduction of noise currents 
from the mains supply to the aerial system to 
take place-even when the transmitter is not 
supplying RF power to the aerial. It is advis- 
able, therefore, to install a mains filter in the 
supply lead to the transmitter in order to 
attenuate such currents, and finally to keep the 
transmitter and receiver aerial feeders well 
separated, even if they are eventually connected 
to the same aerial as would be the case where 
simplex operation is employed. Needless to 
state there should be adequate physical 
separation between the transmitter unit and the 
receiver console. 

The Aerial Lead -In Panel 

In the average amateur station the aerial 
lead-in panel like the aerial tuning and 
coupling network-is usually in the nature of 
an after -thought. Consequently, the result is 

often neither pleasant to the eye nor in con- 
formity with good engineering principles. In 
lots of cases the aerial feeder is brought in 

either by way of a hole drilled in the window 
frame, or else through a ventilation grille. 
Where several feeders are involved the effect 
is often chaotic, and flexibility of operation is 

very limited. 
An aerial lead-in panel is desirable in the 

noise -free installation, however, for the follow- 
ing reasons : - 

(a) It provides a junction point between 
external and internal feeder and earthing 
systems. 

(b) It provides a jumping point for the 
selection of one of several aerials. 

(c) It provides a relay switching point for 
transferring an aerial to the receiver or 
transmitter where simplex operation 
using one aerial is employed. 

(d) It provides an earthing point for aerials 
not in use and where lighting protection 
is required. 

áe) It provides a convenient point for apply- 
ing an artificial load to the transmitter. 
or a short-circuit to the receiver input. 

An example of such a panel is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. Incoming aerial feeders are looped 
around the wooden bobbins and made fast with 
a whipping of plastic thread. This ensures a 
safe anchorage and diverts any tensile strain 
from the feeder terminations. The wooden 
bobbins are threaded on to a brass spindle 
which in turn is supported by two brackets 
bolted to the lead-in panel. Each feeder is 

then led in via a close -fitting hole drilled in the 
panel, the hole sloping upwards from the out- 
side in order to prevent the ingress of moisture. 
As an added precaution the feeder is smeared 
with bituminous cement before being inserted 
fully into the hole, so as to seal off any small 
gaps. 

The screened socket termination of each 
feeder is mounted on a sub -panel which in turn 
is bolted to stand off insulators screwed to the 
main panel. 

The noise -free receiver earth in this case 
run in heavy gauge coaxial cable is also 
brought into the room in a similar manner. 
except that an anchor point is not necessarily 
required. 

The auxiliary earth is an unscreened con- 
ductor which is brought in via an ordinary 
lead -through insulator, care being taken to 
short-circuit electrically all pressure contacts 
as advised in the December article. In this 
case the termination on the sub -panel is a 

standard O.BA terminal. 

A schematic diagram of the panel is shown 
in Fig. 2. Jumpering sockets are provided for 
the transmitter outputs, receiver inputs and 
feeder earthing facilities as well as for the 
transmitter artificial load and receiver input 
short-circuit. Where an aerial change -over 
relay is provided, three screened sockets are 
fitted on the panel in order to give access to 
its contacts. The relay. of course, should be 
screened and the screen earthed, and here one 
may run into difficulty. The outer sheath of 
the aerial feeder must be connected to the outer 
sheath of the cable feeding the receiver, and this 
connction is afforded by means of the relay 
screen. This applies no matter whether an 
ordinary open relay is employed or whether 
a special relay designed for use with screened - 
in twin feeder, e.g., a " twinaxial " relay, is 

used. A moment's reflection will confirm that 
if the sheath of the transmitter feeder is also 
connected to this screen, then a direct connec- 
nection will be made between the auxiliary 
earth connected to the transmitter and the 
noise -free receiver earth. In order to overcome 
this a break is made in the sheath of the length 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of an aerial lead-in panel, accommodating all usual requirements. The degree of elaboration to which the 
layout is taken obviously depends upon individual needs, but it is a good thing to provide terminations with a view to possible future 

development. 

of feeder between the relay and the outlet 
socket to the transmitter. Similar precautions 
should also be taken with the screened control 
circuit cable feeding the relay solenoid. 

The mounting of the panel depends to a 
great extent on the type of window fitted in 
the operating room. Where this is a casement 
window, the only solution is to remove a 
window pane and to fit the panel in its place. 
Where a sash window is employed, however, 
the scheme illustrated in Fig. 3 should be 
followed. To install the panel, the three wooden 
mouldings labelled " A," " B " and " C " are 
first of all removed. The inner window frame 
is then pulled to one side on its sash lines and 
the two wooden laths, " D " and " E," are taken 
out. The outer window frame is then lowered 
and the panel-which has been cut to fit the 
width of the frame-is then fitted in position, 
after which the window is re -assembled. In 
order to prevent draughts, the panel is made to 
fit closely between the grooves, and strips of 
rubber should be tacked along its top and 
bottom edges. Finally, a rubber draught - 
excluder is fixed to the bottom edge of the 
outer window frame, being cut to shape in 
order to allow it to fit snugly against both 
inner frame and glass. 

The advantages of the above method-where 
the appr',priate type of window is fitted-is 

that the lead-in panel is out of the reach of 
small inquisitive fingers, and that the window 
adjustment is not materially affected. More- 
over, the fabric of the window is not damaged 
in any way, which is a big advantage over other 
methods. 

Suppression of Aerial Auxiliaries 
Apart from the aerial change -over relay, two 

other circuits auxiliary to the aerial are likely 
to be encountered. They are the beam -rotating 
mechanism (driven by a reversible electric 
motor) and the beam direction indicator circuit. 
These three circuits are important because, like 
the transmitter and its associated wiring, they 
represent conducting paths from the noise zone 
to the aerial system. 

A suitable filter network to insert in each 
conductor before it leaves the noise -zone is 
shown in Fig. 4. In order to reduce any 
further possibility of noise fields being set up 
in the noise -free zone, all circuit wiring and 
associated components should be screened and 
the screens bonded to the auxiliary earth. In 
this respect, lead -covered cable is suitable for 
the circuit wiring, and has the advantage of 
immunity from the effects of weather, provided 
the sheath is not damaged during installation. 

The next problem is that of suppressing the 
beam -rotating motor. This will normally be 
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a shunt-wound DC machine, the commutator 
of which will most likely provide a source of 
high-level interference in the vicinity of the 
aerial. This interference will, unfortunately, 
be most troublesome whilst heading the beam 
in the direction of a weak signal. 

The noise level of such a machine is deter- 
mined primarily by its electrical design. If 
this is poor, as indicated by a small number of 
commutator segments, ill-fitting brush -gear, and 
so on, then the noise level will be high. This 
will also be the case if the condition of the 
motor is poor, e.g., dirty commutator, bouncing 
brushes, broken brush pig -tails and low insula- 
tion in general. Hence the first step in decreas- 
ing the noise level is to install a motor of good 
electrical design and to ensure that it receives 
regular maintenance. 

One aspect in the design of the motor, which 
is important in this case, is the employment 
of a metallic frame or shell as this provides a 
useful degree of shielding which is absent if 
a plastic frame is used. 

Preliminary suppression consists of connect- 
ing two condensers of values 0.1 µF and 100 
µµF respectively, between each brush -holder 
and the frame, keeping the leads as short and 
direct as possible. If further suppression is 
required, RF chokes, suitable for the frequen- 
cies concerned and of adequate current -carrying 
capacity, should be inserted in the field and 
armature supply leads at a point close to the 
motor, the whole unit being enclosed in a 
screening box. 

Overall Station Layout 
Having considered the installation of in- 

dividual items, we can now devote our attention 
to the layout of the station as a whole. 

The noise -free receiver is mounted close to 
the window and to the right of it, providing a 
short feeder run from the aerial lead-in panel 
to the receiver aerial socket. Sufficient space 
should be left to the rear of the receiver console 
so as to afford easy access to the internal units 
via the doors at the back. The mains supply is 
obtained from a socket -outlet, partially sup- 
pressed by means of a condenser filter, which 
is mounted on the skirting board. 

The auxiliary equipment can be carried on a 
console placed to the right of the receiver and 
sharing the same mains socket -outlet. The CW 
key, and the microphone are on the desk 
portion, with the electric clock and the adjust- 
able bracket lamp installed on top of the raised 
back. The panels in this console would be for 
the exciter unit, the frequency meter, the 
control panel, the beam direction indicator, the 

speech amplifier, and the transmitter monitor. 
For signal pick-up purposes, the frequency 
meter and the transmitter monitor should be 
provided with short rod aerials mounted on 
the panels. 

The (two) transmitter(s), situated, let us 
suppose, behind the operator's chair, obtain 
their mains supplies from a separate, condenser 
suppressed socket -outlet. In addition, mains 
filter networks should be provided in each 
transmitter supply lead. The transmitter RF 
outputs are taken via harmonic filters and 
screened -twin feeders to the aerial lead-in panel 
in the window, the, lamp used for the artificial 
load being fixed nearby on the wall. 

A layout along these lines, adapted to the 
space available, would be reasonably comfort- 
able ; the important thing is to have the receiver 
and auxiliary controls within convenient reach 
of the operator. This also applies where the 
transmitters are concerned, and in a restricted 
space, a swivel chair or stool is very convenient. 

It will be noticed that apart from head- 
phones, the only items present on the receiver 
console would be stationery and log -books. 
(Additional items, such as pencils, pipes, 
matches, ash -trays, cups of coffee and aspirin 
tablets are permissible if required, but in the 
case of electrical equipment the emphasis is on 
prohibition !) 

Fig. 5 shows the general electrical layout 
of the station including important cable runs. 
Where an ellipse is drawn enclosing one or 
more conductors, this infers that they are 
screened, while if the ellipse is not connected 
to an adjacent earth point it means that the 
screen is left " floating." An example of this 
is given by the receiver earth lead, the screen 
being left floating near the receiver and con- 
nected to the auxiliary earth at its opposite end. 
Apart from this one point, the diagram is more 
or less self-explanatory. 

Tests and Adjustments 

From time to time, whilst assembling the 
noise -free installation and later when fault - 
tracing or checking its performance standard, a 
series of tests by which investigations can be 
carried out in a logical and methodical manner 
is always desirable. By the use of such tests, 
ways can be found of improving the standard 
of performance of the installation and, of 
equal importance, steps can be taken to ensure 
that this standard is maintained. 

The programme of tests given below has 
been arranged with this object in view. Nearly 
all types of faults are covered, with one excep- 
tion-that of internal noise caused by faulty 
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valves and components, it being assumed that 
such noise is non-existent. This assumption is 
reasonable insofar that the fault-finding tech- 
niques employed are common -place and can be 
referred to in most text -books. Hence there is 
little point in unnecessary duplication. At the 
same time, one should not overlook the possi- 
bility of a fault of this nature being present. 

As a preliminary to the tests, all equipment 
should be disconnected from the mains supply 
and earthing systems, and all aerials should be 
be grounded to their earth -points at the aerial 
lead-in panel. 

(1) Disconnect the short length of aerial feeder 
between the aerial -input socket on the receiver panel 
and the RF stage sub -chassis. Short-circuit the 
input to the sub -chassis. Remove the head -phone 
jack from its socket. Set all gain controls to zero 
gain, selectivity controls to maximum bandwidth 
and switch off the AGC and BFO. Connect the 
noise -free earth and mains supply, and switch on. 

(la) Nothing should be heard in the loud- 
speaker. If mains -hum is at all discernible, then 
steps should be taken to eliminate it, resorting to 
hum -bucking methods if necessary. This is impor- 
tant, because noise at this stage of the receiver will 
be present under all conditions. 

(lb) Set the AF gain control to its maximum 
position. Again, no hum or low-level hiss should be 
noticeable, especially if a reasonable level of AF 
negative feedback is employed. 

(lc) If a "Selectojet " is used, check its 
frequency and bandwidth controls over their entire 
range, both in the " select " and " reject " position. 
No trace of AF instability should be apparent. 

(Id) Switch on the BFO. If mains -hum is 
discernible, this could be caused by (i) Ripple on 
the BFO HT supply ; (ii) Hum pick-up in the BFO 
grid circuit, which is modulating its output. The 
presence of hiss denotes 

(i) Excessive BFO injection. 
(ii) Poor oscillator wave -form. 

(le) Set IF gain control to its maximum posi- 
tion. With a high -gain IF amplifier, valve noise will 
most likely be discernible, but a high level of 
" mush " denotes instability. If two or more IF 
channels are employed, then the possibility of noise 
arising from the appropriate conversion oscillator 
should not be overlooked. The location of the 
noisy stage can be confirmed by short-circuiting the 
succeeding grid, by which the noise level should 
show a substantial decease. 

(1f) Set the RF gain control to its maximum 
position. Only valve noise or thermal noise should 
be audible, this representing the minimum noise level 
possible for the existing settings of the controls, 
irrespective of external noise conditions. 

(1g) Tune the receiver throughout each wave- 
band. If any carriers are heterodyned with the 
BFO, their presence can be caused by any of the 
following :- 

(i) External transmissions being picked up 
as a result of inefficient shielding or in- 
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effective operation of the mains filter at 
the frequency concerned. 

(ii) The presence of harmonics from the 
BFO or conversion oscillators. 

(1h) Plug in the headphones and note whether 
any increase in the level of the noise or heterodyned 
signals is apparent. If so, the phone lead filter is 
not wholly effective. 

(li) Switch on the AGC. No increase in noise 
level should be noticeable and no hum should be 
introduced. 

(lj) Assuming that the noise level of the 
receiver has been satisfactory up to this point, make 
a careful note of its value by referring to a visual 
indicator such as the S -meter. This is important 
because, being a measure of the inherent receiver 
noise, it affords a convenient reference level with 
which to compare the effect of external noise. 

' (2) For this test, a signal source is required 
which will provide an output of about 1.0 volt at 
any point over the intermediate and radio frequency 
spectrum of the receiver. If a signal generator is not 
readily obtainable, either a modulated oscillator or a 
buzzer wavemeter can be used, provided that a low - 
impedance output is available. 

The receiver controls should be set as for (1). 
Connect the output of the signal source, via suitable 
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blocking condensers across the mains supply leads to 
the receiver. 

(2a) Tune the signal source throughout its entire 
range. If any trace of modulation is heard in the 
loudspéaker it indicates that the following faults 
exist : 

(i) The modulated signal is gaining access 
to the AF stages by way of an ineffective 
mains filter and/or faulty shielding. 

(ii) Rectification is taking place at one of 
the AF stages due to non-linear opera- 
tion. The use of grid -stoppers and/or 
RF by-pass condensers is indicated. 

(2b) Increase the AF gain to maximum, and 
check for break -through, at the appropriate inter- 
mediate frequency, to the demodulator or final 
detector. 

(2c) Increase the IF gain to maximum and 
check for break -through at the appropriate inter- 
mediate frequencies and any spurious response 
frequencies where applicable. 

(2d) Increase the RF gain to maximum, and 
check for break -through throughout the entire tuning 
range. 

(2e) Switch on the BFO. Repeat tests (2b), 
(2c) and (2d). If the mains filter proves to be 
ineffective at any particular frequency, or band of 
frequencies, the use of quarter -wave chokes in the 
mains leads or additional by-pass condensers across 
these leads should be considered. These components 
should, of course, be mounted in the filter screening 
compartment. 

(3) The receiver controls should be set as for 
(1). Connect the output of the signal source to a 
plug inserted in the headphone jack. Repeat tests 
(2a) to (2e). 

Here, of course, the remarks applied to the 
mains filter in test (2) are equally applicable in this 
test to the phone lead filter. 

(4) The transmitter should be connected up, 
switched on, and adjusted for full power output to 
the aerial. A test transmission should now be made 
with the aid of an automatic Morse key or gramo- 
phone recording. (It will, of course, be essential to 
use the stand-by receiver during this test so that 
correct operating procedure can be carried out.) 

The receiver controls should be set as for (1). 
(4a) Set the AF gain control to its maximum 

position. The presence of modulation from the 
transmitter indicates the following faults: 

(i) Faulty shielding of the receiver and 
possibly faulty earthing. 

(ii) Rectification is taking place as given in 
(2a) (ii). 

(iii) Failing (ii), the transmitter is causing 
break -through at an intermediate or 
associated spurious response frequency. 

(4b) Set the IF gain at maximum. If break- 
through increases (4a) (iii) seems to be evident. 

(4c) Set the RF gain to maximum. Tune the 
receiver to the transmitter frequency. Signs of 
break -through again suggest poor shielding of the 
receiver, or possibly a defect on the noise -free 
earthing system. Check all single point earthing, 
screen continuity, RF filters in power supply leads to 

individual chassis units, and finally the receiver earth 
itself. This test is, perhaps, subjecting the receiver 
to exceptional equivalent noise conditions, but even 
so, the resulting signal level should be no greater 
than Si. After all, we are striving for the ideal! 

(5) Remove the short-circuit from the input to 
the RF stage sub -chassis and replace the length of 
feeder to the aerial input socket. Set all gain con- 
trols to maximum and switch on the AGC. Connect 
the output of the signal source to the aerial input 
socket. 

(5a) Inject a signal at the final intermediate 
frequency. If break -through occurs, fit parallel or 
series tuned rejector circuits where appropriate in 
the final mixer grid circuit and, if necessary, in the 
power supplies feeding the final IF strip. 

(5b) Inject a signal at the final IF " second 
channel " frequency. Overcome any break -through 
by using treatment given in (5a). 

(5c) Inject signals at frequencies given by 
harmonics of the final conversion oscillator plus or 
minus the final IF. If break -through occurs, reduce 
harmonic output of conversion oscillator. 

(5d) Repeat tests (5a) to (5c) for any other 
intermediate frequencies used by the receiver. 

(6) Connect the aerial input socket of the 
noise -free receiver to the aerial input socket of the 
stand-by receiver. Check for local oscillator radia- 
tion on both fundamental and harmonic frequencies 
of the noise -free receiver. This should be at a 
minimum. 

(7) With all other equipment disconnected from 
the mains supply and earthing system, connect the 
noise -free receiver to its aerial system. External 
noise heard now can be caused by one of the 
following : 

(i) Aerial or feeder affected by local noise 
induction or radiation fields. 

(ii) Intermittent earth connection on nearby 
aerial or conductor. This will produce 
noise over a band of frequencies. 

(iii) Intermittent disconnection in the noise - 
free aerial circuit. This will only be 
noticeable when the receiver is tuned to 
a signal. 

(8) Apply power to transmitter on artificial 
load. If receiver noise level increases, the transmitter 
mains supply filters are not fully effective. 

(9) Switch transmitter to a separate aerial and 
make a test transmission. Meanwhile, tune the 
receiver to a strong local signal in the same amateur 
band. It may be found that the modulation from 
the test transmission can be heard superimposed on 
the local signal, disappearing when the carrier of the 
latter is switched off. In such a case, external crossa 
modulation is taking place, and all suspicious -looking 

To circuit in 
noise zone 

To aux. earth T` 

L/ L2 

T 

To circuit in 
noise -free zone 

Fig. 4. Filter network suitable for mains leads to a beam 
rotator, which usually presents a noise -suppression problem. 
Values for the filter are : CI, C2, 0.1 µF ; Li, 2 mH ; L2, quarter - 

wave choke for highest frequency band. 
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Fig. 5. Showing a block diagram for a mains supply layout, with the aerial and earthing systems, for a noise -free receiving installa- 
tion. This is again what might be regarded as the ideal, not always attainable, but there are several points about it which could be 

applied at almost every station. 

pressure contacts which show- signs of oxidization, 
whether in the aerial and earth systems or in wire 
fences, etc., should be examined and properly bonded. 

(10) Switch on all items of auxiliary equipment 
in turn, and note whether the receiver noise level 
increases. If this does occur, it may be caused by 
either or both of the following: 

(i) The item of equipment concerned may 
be generating interference, in which case 
it should be suppressed and even 
shielded if necessary. 

(ii) The circuit wiring associated with the 
equipment may be conducting noise to 
the noise -free zone. In this case, the 
circuit should be filtered and wired in 
screened cable. 

Conclusion 
The road to perfection in noise reduction- 

as in other things-is fraught with disappoint- 

ment, the ultimate object only being achieved 
after considerable expenditure of time and 
perhaps money. 

Fortunately, the economics involved favour 
the frustrated and needy. The higher the level 
of interference, the more effective becomes 
simple and inexpensive treatment! The erection 
of a more efficient aerial, a slight re -arrange- 
ment in apparatus layout, and the adoption of 
a simple mains filter will, in most cases of this 
nature, permit the individual to enjoy quiet 
reception for nine -tenths of his time spent on 
the air, whereas previously reception may have 
been noisy and uncomfortable at any time. 
In order to improve conditions still more, so 
that clear reception is guaranteed at any time, 
more drastic treatment may be required. If 
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this involves redesign of the receiver, modifica- 
tion of auxiliary apparatus, and a complete 
overhaul of the aerial and earth systems, the 
outlay would be several pounds as opposed to 
a few shillings. 

On the other hand, no two cases are iden- 
tical, even though they may have many similar 
characteristics. Consequently, the use of im- 
proved receiver shielding in one instance may 
be quite ineffective at another location, owing 
to the existence of a noisy earthing system. 
Simple treatment should be employed in the 
initial stages and the importance of the inevit- 

able trial -and -error approach cannot be over- 
emphasized. 

Finally, in spite of the post-war increase in 
the use of electrical gadgets in the home, there 
may be some very fortunate readers who enjoy 
perfect reception under installation conditions 
which are positively appalling. To them the 
author can but add these few closing words- 
may your DX continue to be clear of QRN, 
but remember, you yourself are partly to blame 
if your neighbour's new vacuum cleaner creates 
havoc on " Forty." Suppression-like charity 
-still begins at home. 

VFO 
for the Beginner 
ESSENTIALS OF A SIMPLE 

DESIGN 
W. N. STEVENS (G3AKA) 

Many of those coming on the air for the first 
time start, rightly, with a crystal oscillator as 
driver-and then progress to a VFO in order 
to be able to join in the frequency hopping 
which is eventually necessary because of the 
generally accepted procedure of single -channel 
working. There are several different variable 
frequency oscillator circuits and many ways in 
which they can be constructed, particularly 
where LF band operation is all that may be 
required. This article discusses a simple two - 
stage VFO unit, the construction of which can 
be left to the ingenuity of the individual, 
depending as it does mainly on parts available 
and constructional ability. In other words, so 
long as the principles laid down are followed, 
entirely satisfactory results should be obtained. 

-Editor. 

HE unit to be described has no trick 
circuitry. It does not do anything extra- 

ordinary and no extravagant claims can be 
made for it in any way. It is, in fact, just a 
straightforward piece of apparatus, using con- 
ventional components and circuit. 

But while our hobby enjoys a steady influx 
of newcomers, such readers will be interested 
in details of simple, practical and effective gear. 
For it is far better to begin with simple equip- 

ment and progress with experience to more 
complex apparatus. 

Let that, then, be the excuse for presenting 
this article. The more experienced readers will 
frankly find nothing much of interest here- 
but we hope that some of the newer hands 
will obtain some help on how to get a simple 
VFO going at low cost. 

The Circuit 
The unit consists of two stages a VFO 

operating in the 1.7 mc band and a frequency 
doubler providing RF output in the 3.5 mc 
band. The VFO uses a 6SG7 high -slope RF 
pentode, but this could be substituted by a 
6AC7 or any other similar valve. The circuit 
is a series -type Colpitts (Clapp) oscillator of a 
type familiar to many ; various articles on it 
have appeared in Short Wave Magazine from 
time to time. RF at 1.7 mc is taken from 
the anode of V1 since a higher output can be 
obtained in this way than from the more usual 
cathode -follower coupling. In this case, then, 
the anode is not by-passed direct to chassis, 
but an RF choke is inserted in the anode supply 
lead to prevent RF filtering into the power 
supply ; the " cold " end of the choke is by- 
passed to close the RF circuit. 

The second stage is a 6F6 tetrode operating 
as a frequency doubler to 3.5 mc. Here again, 
alternative valves may be used if convenient 

the 6V6, 6AQ5 (the miniature 6V6), or any 
similar beam tetrode being quite suitable. The 
circuit is quite conventional, the cathode lead 
being broken to provide for keying. The out- 
put from this stage makes possible alternative 
coupling arrangements to the following power 
amplifier or frequency multiplier. Ordinary 
low -impedance capacity coupling can be used, 
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in which case the RF is taken off terminal 
A. It is then necessary to short out terminal 

" B " with a shorting strip to terminal " C " 
so that the coil L2 is grounded and condenser 
C15 shorted out. In this way C14 and L2 are 
in parallel between the anode circuit and 
chassis, providing normal tank tuning facilities. 

If, however, pi -coupling is required, output 
is taken from terminal " B " (which is, of 
course, not then shorted out to the chassis 
connection " C."). This type of coupling is 
recommended where it is important to reduce 
unwanted harmonics in the interests of TVI 
prevention. Also, the provision of the pi - 
'coupler enables the unit to be operated as a 
complete low power transmitter on 3.5 mc, it 
being necessary only to connect up a random 
length long-wire aerial. The unit has, in fact, 
been used quite successfully in this way on test. 

A third output feed arrangement is link 
coupling. Here the various terminals are ar- 
ranged as for capacity coupling (" B " shorted 
out to " C "), but the RF is taken from the 
coaxial socket which is connected to a link 
winding on the tank coil L2. 

That completes the general description of 
the circuit. It should be mentioned that the 
idea of making both Cl and C2 variable in the 
oscillator grid circuit is to enable the actual 
control condenser Cl to cover as much of the 
band as possible-or, if required, to provide 
band -edge limits over the range. 

To do this entails a certain amount of experi- 
mental juggling between the setting of C2 and 
the number of turns on L1. The table of values 
gives the number of turns as 62, but it is best 
to wind Ll first as an experimental coil, put- 
ting on about 68 turns and providing tapping 
points at one or two -turn intervals down to 
about 56 turns. It then becomes a matter of 
cut -and -try experiment to determine the num- 
ber of turns required so that Cl tunes over 
the whole band-and no more. 

The procedure is simple. With Cl at maxi- 
mum capacity and the receiver tuned to 3500 
kc, set C2 until the note is heard on the 
receiver. Then rotate Cl to minimum 
capacity and tune the receiver down the band 
to check the frequency at which the oscillator 
is now radiating. If it is more than 4000 kc, 
increase C2 and tap down (less turns) the coil 
L1. Repeat the operation with Cl at maximum 
capacity, the receiver tuned to 3500 kc and 
C2 adjusted so that the note is heard in the 
receiver. 

If, on the other hand, the first test shows 
that when Cl is at minimum capacity the 
oscillator radiates on a frequency less than 

Circuit of the VFO-Doubler for 3.5 mc operation. Points to 
watch in the construction are rigidity in the RF wiring round 
VI, shielding of the grid side of VI, and a good slow-motion 

control on Cl. 

Table of Values 
Circuit of the Two -Stage VFO Unit. 

Cl = 60 µµF, variable. R5 
C2 = 150 µµF, variable. RFC 

C3, C4, VI 
C10 = 0.001 /IF, mica. V2 

C5, C3 = 100 µµF, ceramic. LI 
C6, C7, 

C9. C11, 
C12 = 0.01 µF, paper. 
C13 = .001 µF. 
C14 = 160 µµF. variable. L2 
C15 = 500 µµF, variable. 
R1 = 47,000 ohms, 1-w. 
R2 = 47,000 ohms, i -w. 
R3 = 4,700 ohms, 5-w. 
R4 = 1,000 ohms, 1-w. 

= 22,000 ohms, 1-w. 
2.5mH 
6SG7, or similar. 

= 6F6, or similar. 
= 62 turns, 22 SWG 

on 14" diameter 
former, spaced to 
approx. 2" (see 
text). 

= 60 turns. 22 SWG, 
on 14" diameter 
former, spaced to 
approx. 1" long. 
Link winding, 5 
turns. 

4000 kc, it will be necessary to decrease the 
capacity of C2 and tap up the coil (put more 
turns in circuit). 

In either case, C2 and Ll are adjusted 
together - checking the minimum and maxi- 
mum frequencies covered by C1 until a point 
is reached where full scale on the Cl sweep 
tunes 3500-4000 kc. This requires care and 
the exercise of some patience, but if calibration 
is carried out in this way the effort expended 
is certainly well worth while. If exact band - 
edge calibration is not desired, this simplifies 
matters considerably and the adjustments of C2 
and L 1 need only be made to ensure that the 
sweep of Cl covers the whole band with a 
certain amount of " spare " at each extremity. 
In these tests, especially if band -edges are set 
at the minimum and maximum of Cl, it is 
advisable to use an accurate frequency meter 
in conjunction with the receiver. 

Construction 
The VFO was built up on a chassis measur- 

ing 7" x 4" x 2". A screen was fitted in the 
under -chassis dividing the shell into two equal 
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partitions. On top, a screening compartment 
for the oscillator components was made up of 
a " box " 4" wide and running the whole 
depth of the chassis (4"). A front panel was 
fitted ; this measures 82" x 6". The complete 
unit then fits into a suitably dimensioned metal 
cabinet. 

Although the unit is quite compact, it is 
possible to cut down the size if required. But 
one of the objects prompting the construction 
of the VFO was the use of odd bits and pieces 
lying around in the spares boxes ! Thus, in 
the original model some of the components are 
larger than those which could be used if it 
was considered important to reduce the overall 
dimensions cf the assembly. 

The disposition of the main components are 
approximately as follows : Inside the VFO box 
(above chassis) are L1, Cl and C2. The 
variable control capacity Cl is a normal 
ceramic - insulated air spaced condenser 
mounted on a small bracket and fitted with a 
simple epicyclic drive on the front panel. C2 
can be placed anywhere convenient so that it 
can be adjusted without trouble during align- 
ment. It should be fitted vertically so that the 
spindle points upwards ; this enables it to be 
adjusted with a long non-metallic trimmer tool 
to prevent hand -capacity effects which would 
upset calibration. The coil used was an 
ordinary 12" daimeter component of the 
plug-in type. 

The two valves are mounted at the rear 
of the sub -chassis so that they protrude at the 
back. So far as the VFO itself is concerned 
this prevents heating of the valve from affecting 
the temperature (and hence operating fre- 
quency) of the grid components. The remain - 

CARDS IN THE BOX 
Listed below are those operators for whom, 

holding cards in our QSL Bureau, we have no 
forwarding address. The cards will be sent on the 
next G clearance after receipt of a large stamped, 
addressed envelope, with name and call -sign, at 
the Bureau, the address for which is: BCM/QSL, 
London, W.C.1. This is a full and sufficient 
address from any part of the world. If publica- 
tion of the call-sign/address in " New QTH's " 
and in the Radio Amateur Call Book is also 
required, this should be mentioned at the same 
time. 

G2UO, 3DK, 3DMD, 3FNO, 3GWA, 
3I0J, 310U. 3ITU, 3JAT, 3JDL, 3JEJ, 
3JES, 3JFH, 3JFX, 3JHK, 3JRW, 3JUP, 

GI5HZ. 

ing parts are easily wired in to the valve - 
holder terminals. The output lead from V 1 

is taken through the sub -chassis partition by 
a ceramic feed -through insulator to the grid of 
V2. 

The frequency doubler section is equally 
simple to wire. On top of the chassis are placed 
the variables C14 and C15 and the tank coil 
L2. Below chassis a small tag board mounted 
centrally in the partition accommodates those 
components not wired directly to the valve - 
holder. 

Power Supply 
The power input for the VFO is supplied 

from an existing unit. This provides a main 
HT rail of 320 volts, with a stabilised line of 
150 volts for the oscillator screen -grid. Any 
similar supply will be suitable the HT voltage 
not being very critical so long as it is not less. 
than 250 volts. The total HT consumption, at 
320 volts, is 40 mA. 

Final Comments 
For a newcomer, the unit described will be 

found a simple solution to the question of get- 
ting a VFO going easily. Apart from its uses. 
as a low power transmitter for 3.5 mc, it will 
provide adequate drive for almost any PA 
certainly anything within the power inputs to 
which the newly -licensed amateur is limited. 
It can, of course, also be used to drive a series 
of multipliers where multi -band operation is 
contemplated. Although no special tempera- 
ture compensating components have been used 
frequency drift is quite small. After the initial 
warming up period of some five minutes, drift 
is negligible. The note is clean and should 
give no trouble at all in that direction. As a 
first VFO, this instrument is simple and cheap 
to build. 

ANOTHER TRANSISTOR TRANSMITTER 
Arising from the note on p.625 of the December 

issue, we hear from G3CCA (Leicester) that he has. 
had on the air, for the past four months on the 1.7 
mc band, a five -transistor transmitter using GET -l's, 
with which he is working local CW and phone with 
an input of half -a -watt at 50 volts. Ten CW and 
fifteen phone QSO's have been made with this 
equipment, on which we hope to publish full details 
in an early issue. G3CCA is preparing a lecture,. 
" Transistors and their Applications to Amateur 
Radio," for the Leicester Radio Society. This will 
be available to any other society on an exchange - 
lecturer basis. Interested honorary secretaries should 
get in touch, not with G3CCA, but with the Hon_ 
Secretary of the Leicester Radio Society: W. N. 
Wibberley, 21 Pauline Avenue, Belgrave. Leicester. 
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More about Clamp 
Control 

DETAILS ON A PRACTICAL 
UNIT 

F. W. V. BUCKLAND, A.M.Brit.LR.E. 
(G3DIR) 

This article will be of great interest to those 
who want a simple modulator system, on 
economy lines. Screen control is not the most 
effective method of modulating the carrier- 
in the amateur field there is as yet no substitute 
for high level amplitude modulation. But it is 
true to say that screen control, as used here, 
will enable very good results to be obtained 

without expensive equipment.-Editor. 

HAVING for some time used the type of 
modulation described by G5RZ in the 

March, 1951, issue of Short Wave Magazine, 
it has been suggested to the writer that his 
experiences might be useful to others who 
might wish to try this simple and inexpensive 
piece of apparatus. The opportunity is taken 
to add to some of the points made by G5RZ 
-and perhaps to disagree with him over some 
of his statements. 

The circuit is identical with that suggested 
by W6CXM in Radio and Television News, 
excepting that a 6SN7 is used in the first stage 
in place of the 6SL7 recommended. The 6SL7 
is primarily a HF valve of high gain, and it 
was found that the 6SN7 was more docile in 
the circuit as constructed. Ample gain is 
available with this valve. A crystal microphone 
is used in the grid of the first half of the 6SN7, 
with a 2 megohm load across the microphone. 
Carbon microphones have been tried in the 
same position, and also with and without trans- 
former in the cathode of this stage, but the 
crystal remains in use having been given the 
best " quality " reports. Several modifications 
to the circuit were tried, but eventually the 
circuit as finally rebuilt on a permanent basis 
remained as the original according to W6CXM. 

Early trouble was experienced due to wiring 
faults, for which the writer accepts all blame. 
Severe hum was cleared by by-passing the 
heater winding in the usual manner a couple 
of condensers value 0.01 uF across the winding 
with centre point earthed. The best position 
for these condensers is probably right at the 
heater tags of the 6SN7 valve holder. Record- 
ings of the transmission, as played back from 

G8DU, confirmed the reports received from 
other listeners that the transmission left little 
to be desired. It was rather noticeable that 
hard consonants, especially at the beginning of 
words, appeared to be emphasised somewhat_ 
Such consonants, of course, consist of tran- 
sients, and the transmission of these is usually 
an indication of high quality, i.e., the passing 
of frequencies up to 10 kc or so. In this case 
though, it is thought that these transients appear 
as a form of momentary distortion. The carrier, 
normally held at low level, takes a finite time 
to rise on the application of modulation, and 
if speech commences with a consonant, then 
the carrier tries to rise far more quickly than 
it is able to do, and consequently, for a few' 
milli -seconds, severe distortion occurs. This is 
the only occasion when this system might allow 
for over -modulation, as normally the system is 
automatically proof against over -modulation. 
As the possibility of such distortion occurs for 
an extremely short time only, it is not con- 
sidered to be a great disadvantage it should 
be remembered that this opinion is that of the 
writer, and is certainly subject to argument. 

Practical Points 
In the final of the PA on Top Band, the 

writer has a 6L6, running at 30 mA with 300 
volts on the anode, but arrangements are made. 
by cuttting down the drive from the previous 
stage, to reduce input to 3 watts. When ad- 
justing this drive, no difficulty is found. In 
fact, transmission has continued during the 
process of reducing power, and beyond the 
expected drop in S -meter reading at the 
receiver, no other change has been noticed. 
Power output can also be controlled by gain 
adjustment in the modulator itself, the effect 
of which is merely to limit the maximum to 
which the screen volts of the PA can rise. This 
can be done, in addition, by speaking more 
softly or more loudly, as the case may be, thus 
vocally doing the work for the gain control, 
In fact, as W6CXM says, " Whisper for locals,. 
shout for DX." 

The opinion is held by the writer that the 
system is essentially a controlled carrier 
arrangement, and should be used as such. It 
depends upon how, much control is used, of 

Table 1 

VALVE ANODE VOLTAGE TEST CONDITIONS 

6F6 57 In each case : Grid grounded, 
6V6 51 screen and anode strapped 

350v. HT supply through 
61,6 38 22,000 -ohm resistor. No 
6Y6 25 resistor in cathode. 
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course, as to whether the statement by G5RZ, 
that " quality suffers," is acceptable. Even 
with a very small carrier swing, it can no doubt 
be proved mathematically that there is distor- 
tion. The question is, where is one to stop '? 

When in QSO with G5RZ it was found that 
both carriers were controlled by about the same 
amount-modulation increasing the carrier to 
three times its quiescent state. Nevertheless, 
it is agreed that as the Top Band is so notori- 
ously noisy, a smaller carrier swing would give 
more pleasant transmission on that band, re- 
ducing the amount of " inter -speech " noise 
which could make listening difficult. An im- 
provement in reception often comes from 
switching out AGC when listening to the trans- 
mission. It is a remarkable thing that occasions 
have occurred when this type of transmission 
has got the intelligence through to the listener 
in spite of very severe QRM, when another 
station, putting the receiver S -meter further 
over, has been unreadable. So far the writer 
has been able to find no satisfactory explana- 
tion for this. 

Some Theoretical Considerations 

The advantages of the system have been 
listed by G5RZ, but the following are also 
suggested. If any valve is not run at maximum, 
it follows that it can, during that period, suffer 
some over -running for short periods, the factor 
" t " (time) being a function of the amount of 
heat that a valve anode can stand. When using 
this modulator the PA stage is run at low input 
for a much longer period than it is at full input. 
Why not, therefore, arrange that a higher 
maximum than normal is available for the 
period of modulation only ? Under these con- 
ditions, an 807 can stand 1,300 volts, or even 
up to 1,500 volts, and much more than the 
average 50 watts or so from a single 807 can 
be obtained, during the time that it is actually 
required for the transmission of intelligence. 
(Think of the watts wasted by carriers which 
use power to get themselves along while they 
are carrying no information !) This itself makes 
the Clamp system of modulation worthwhile to 
the " little man." Then there is the advantage 
of having a modulator capable of working- 
without the slightest modification into any rig 
on the station that might be on the air, be it 
high or low powered. Where G5RZ, in his 
modulator, has fitted a 45,000 ohm variable 
resistor in the anode of the last valve, the 
writer prefers to place this resistor really the 
screen dropping resistor of the PA valve in 
the RF section. Provision is thus made for 
connecting the modulator to any transmitter on 

350v 

Valve key 
/nt. octal 

To screen 
of PA valve 

The Clamp Modulator 'n use at G3DIR is almost identica with 
that originally suggested by W6CXM, except that a 6SN7 

takes the place of a 6SL7 in the first stage. 

Cl 
C2 
RI 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 

Table of Values 
Fig. 1. Circuit of the Clamp Modulator by G3DIR. 

0.1 µF. 
.01 µF. 
2.2 megohm, 4-w. 

= 270,000 ohms, 1-w. 
33,000 ohms, 1-w. 

= 22,000 ohms, 1-w. 
= 330,000 ohms, }-w. V 1= 6SN7. 
= 3,500 ohms, 1-w. V2 = 6SQ7. 

500,000 ohms (with V3 = 6Y6. 

switch as marked "a" 
in diagram). 

R8 = 2,500 ohms, 4-w. 
R9 = 820,000 ohms, 4-w. 

RIO = 1,250 ohms, 10-w. 

the station as each one has the proper screen 
dropper fitted to work this system. While on 
the subject of screen dropping resistors, it is 
as well to mention that quality can be varied a 
great deal by changing the value of the screen 
by-pass condenser. Nothing greater than 0.001 
IuF should be used, but at G3DIR this con- 
denser is 0.0005 µF. Experiment should be 
made here. 

There is a great advantage in having no 
iron in the audio circuit, and there is no match- 
ing problem either. Only three condensers are 
in the speech chain, and the negative feedback 
introduced by the omission of cathode by-pass 
condensers improves both quality and stability. 
Even so, there is adequate gain. Using carbon 
microphones the gain control is only one-third, 
and with the crystal microphone it is three- 
quarters of full up when overloading of the 
modulator stages begins. 

Design and Construction 
Experience has shown that the modulator is 

easily built, easily operated and presents few 
snags. During early tests G8MX carried out 
some experiments to determine which type of 
valve would best serve as a " voltage drop- 
ping " valve in the last stage of the modulator. 
Results are given in Table 1. and the 6Y6 is 
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obviously the valve for the job. Of course 
if it is not desired to swing the carrier so much, 
then one of the other types would be perfectly 
satisfactory. 

It is hoped that these few remarks will en- 
courage others to build and use this little piece 
of apparatus. With it, they would be able to 
carry on with schedules and general QSO'ing 
while completing and testing out the more 
elaborate, more troublesome, and certainly 
more expensive speech amplifier of up to 75 
watts output, to modulate the " big rig " of 
150 watts. Perhaps, on finding that this will 
do the job equally as well, the ORO modulator 
might not materialise at all ! 

Finally, the interest shown, the helpful com- 
ments and criticism given by local amateurs 
is very gratefully recorded, and the permission 
of G8MX to publish his results also acknow- 
ledged. Life would be hardly worth living 
without the spirit of friendly co-operation such 
as is found among the amateur fraternity. 

TELEVISION SOCIETY EXHIBITION 
This takes place in King's College, London, over 

January 7-9. Among those exhibiting are British 
Insulated Callender's Cables, Ltd., showing a new 
range of quad cables. These have polythene 
insulated cores, are screened with a lapped copper 
tape, and sheathed with polythene. Designed for TV 
relay service, a feature of this range is that all sizes 
have the same nominal impedance. Also displayed 
are polypole couplers and multi -unit cables, having 
wide applications at the higher frequencies. 

" THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS " 
All honorary secretaries are asked to note that 

this feature will be resumed in its usual form with 
our next issue. This month the Club space is taken 
by the report on the recent Short Wave Magazine 
1.8 me Club Transmitting Contest (MCC). Closing 
date for Club reports for the February issue is Friday, 
January 15, addressed " Club Secretary." 

THE SIXTH F.O.C. DINNER 
The Annual Dinner of the First Class Operators' 

Club, held in London on November 28, was attended 
by 43 members. Amongst the diners were the Vice - 
President, G5PS, and Mrs. Catt, G5PS/2. Overseas 
members were represented by PAOXE ; many of 
those present made long trips to attend, the record 
probably being shared by PAOXE and GW3ZV. 
G3DQ, in proposing " The FOC," mentioned the 
fact that some members are still reluctant to identify 
themselves in QSO, thereby making things even more 
difficult for operators seeking sponsors. G5PS replied 
to the toast and gave the membership as 280, 
including 80 overseas in all parts of the world. On 
behalf of overseas members, PAOXE told how keen 
interest is maintained in Club affairs. The FOC 
Marathon Cup, suitably inscribed, together with the 

FOC Marathon Medallion, were presented amidst 
acclamation to a very worthy winner, G3BRV, of 
Great Missenden, Bucks.; he has twice been runner- 
up in this event. G3ESY took second place with 109 
points to the 119 made by G3BRV. More than 130 
FOC members in 18 countries came on the air to 
exchange points, on all six bands. This year's 
Marathon event inaugurated the pennant awards for 
the leading European and non -European station ; the 
latter went to ZC4IP (ex-G8IP), of Cyprus, with 75 
points, and the European pennant to F3NB with 48 
points. 

Sponsoring by five FOC members is now one of 
the requirements for FOC membership ; Club QSL's 
are planned for 1954. and these will include, on the 
reverse, the rules and qualifications. 

The Club officials are: President, Gerald 
Marcuse G2NM ; Vice -Presidents, Capt. A. M. H. 
Fergus G2ZC, and H. Catt G5PS ; Joint Honorary 
Secretaries, S. G. Mercer G2DPY, and V. Penfold 
G3JZ ; Chairman of Committee, Capt. W. H. Windle 
G8VG. All communications respecting the First 
Class Operators' Club should be sent direct to the 
Honorary Secretary: S. G. Mercer G2DPY, 160 Old 
Shoreham Road, Shoreham -by -Sea, Sussex. 

CHAIN OF CIRCUMSTANCES 

F8WL of Bourges. Cher, France, tells us an 
interesting story. During 1944, he was living in 
Bayeux, which was right in the path of the battle 
after D -Day. A British soldier came in one morning 
for a drink, and F8WL gave him a collection of 
French stamps. A long time afterwards, these reached 
the soldier's brother, with whom F8WL eventually 
corresponded and who now sends him Short Wave 
Magazine every month. In various issues, he has 
found articles by G2NS ; this has enabled F8WL to 
re-establish contact with G2NS, whom he knew years 
before the war when, as a boy, he used to spend his 
holidays in Bournemouth. Others from whom F8WL 
would like to hear are G5OH and G6WX. 

RICHARD ROBERTSON, WIRELESS 
OPERATOR 

On December 1st. 1953. off the Shetland 
Islands, the trawl of the Fleetwood fishing vessel 
Hildina caught on the sea bed in heavy weather. 
Before it could be cut loose, the ship heeled over 
and became unmanageable. Richard Robertson, 
radio operator of the Hildina, went on the air 
and raised a sister ship, the Velia. When she 
reached the scene, the Hildina had gone down ; 

some of the crew got clear, but she took Skipper 
G. Clarkson and Richard Robertson with her. 
True to the traditions of the sea, they had 
remained at their posts to the end. No VC's or 
George Crosses are given for such simple acts of 
gallantry, which nevertheless shed lustre on those 
who, in achieving them, add something to the 
long story of heroism in the face of peril. Richard 
Robertson went off on his last trip a few days 
after the birth of his first child. His widow will 
have a proud story to tell her son. 
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L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB) 

WE open the year with a very 

unexciting batch of reports. 
Conditions, after their very 
obliging lift for the DX Contest 
in November, tailed off again 
rather badly. So December has 
been a dull month-particularly so 
because the bands from 14 mc up 
have been almost useless by 1800 
GMT. This has been responsible 
for some increased activity on 7 
mc, 3.5 mc and particularly the 
Top Band. But none of the so- 
called DX bands has really been 
good. 

The non -amateur QRM on 7 
and 3.5 mc has frightened many 
would-be occupants away (and 
who can blame them?), leaving 
only the grimly -determined spirits 
in possession. Some of these have 
extracted a few prizes, but have 
had to bury their arms up to the 
shoulders to do so. 

However, our job is to take the 
DX as it comes, and not to try to 
spirit it out of nowhere, so we 
will consider the month's batch of 
mail with a slightly sympathetic 
outlook. In passing, we would 
like to make public this Solemn 
Thought: However bad the con- 
ditions, there's always someone to 
retort that they have been quite 
good. And, conversely, however 
good they are, someone crops up 
who thinks they have been shock- 
ing. So we accept the majority 
vote of the time. and that 
describes the month of December 
as . . . . awful ! 

Operating Thought 
Many, many years ago, in one 

of our lighter moments, we pro- 
posed that all routine QSO's 
should be shortened by a " P " 
code (P for Platitude), in which a 
group like "P 103" . could be 

C OMMFNTARY 

CALLS HEARD, WORKED 

taken to mean " GE OM psed to 
QSO, ur sigs RST 599, QSL via 
Bureau, 73 and hope cuagn, tks 
for QSO, GN." A labour-saving 
device, a QRM-reducer and a 
reductio ad absurdum! 
Now, with all seriousness, we 

suggest that a " P " code could 
serve a useful purpose in cutting 
out useless verbiage and, there- 
fore. in reducing QRM. We 
suggest that it should be used by 
those who are in the habit of 
making frequent contacts with 
certain friends on the air-such as 
the very friendly QSO's that one 
hears on the Top Band. Why 
shouldn't the formula of " GE 
OM. glad to cuagn, Ur sigs RST 
589 here to-nite " be shortened to 
" P 8 " ? To those in the know 
((and it would soon get round) 
" P 5 " would mean " all the usual, 
and RST 559 " ; " P 6 "-ditto, 
but 569 ; and so on. 

Thereafter the contact could go 
ahead as usual ; but at least it 
would have saved a rather useless 
preamble. And why should not 
the sign=off read as " P 73 " ? 
Those who adopted it would know 

FBWL 

AND QSL'd 

that all the usual salutations were 
meant and understood. As a 
matter of fact, a friendly little 
" P Club " might well form around 
this time -saving device ; and a 
QSO need be no less friendly for 
the cutting out of the stock 
formulae. After all, we all say 
the usual things, whether the con- 
tact has been with an old friend 
or with someone we never met 
before. 

Comments welcomed - but we 
hope to be greeted with " P 9 " 
on the air, and then we shall 
know that it has arrived! And 
let us not think of the " P'' as 
standing for Platitude any longer ; 
let's say " Pleasure to QSO." 

Top Band Progress 
It is too soon to report on the 

first of the Trans -Atlantic early 
morning sessions on One -Sixty, 
but we do know that the W's have 
been coming over all through 
December. Our old friend 
DL1IX, as keen as ever on the 
band, writes to say that W1BB, 
1LYV, 2GGL and 3RGQ were 
logged on November 29 ; Decem- 
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ber 6 showed up even better with 
W1BB, 1DBE, 1LYV, 1TMA, 
1VDB, 2EQS, 2GGL, 3RGQ, 
8GDQ, 9PNE and VE1EA all 
heard. 

DL1IX has been trying hard for 
a special ticket for Top Band 
operation, but it seems impos- 
sible. He asks how it is that 
HB9's are heard up there, although 
he has been told that they are not 
licensed for One -Sixty. The 
answer is that one or two of them 
were granted permits for the band 
a long time ago, and are making 
good use of them (HB9T and 
HB9CM are well-known examples). 

From G5JU (Birmingham) there 
is a very interesting 1.7 me DX 
report, also for the morning of 
Sunday, December 6, 0600-0800 ; 

of the eleven DX stations heard, 
he worked W1BB, W 1 DBE, 
W1LYV, W1TMA, W1VDB, 
W2EQS, W2GGL, W3RGQ and 
W9PNE - those missed were 
W8GDQ (who kept calling CQ) 
and VE2WW, who did not come 
on till late. Several of the W's 
worked are well known Top Band 

performers, and will be on again 
for the Tests. Reports on G5JU's 
contacts averaged RST-449 each 
way, and W1VDB remarked that 
it was his first European QSO on 
160 metres. The following Sun- 
day morning, December 13, con- 
ditions were very poor, with only 
W1BB and W3EIS heard and the 
former worked ; after 0700, how- 
ever, conditions appeared to 
improve. We may take it that 
once again the Top Band is open 
for DX business! 

G3HIS (Ashbourne) heard 
W1BB, 1LYV, 2GGL and 3RGQ 
on November 29-but no QSO. 
On December 4 at 2115 he logged 
ZC4GF at RST 449, but here, 
again, a lengthy call met with 
failure. The ZC4 was heard again 
the following evening (and has 
been coming through at various 
times ever since). 'HIS also com- 
ments on the number of OK's on 
the band ; he has worked ten of 
them, mostly more than once. 
HB9T has also been raised at 
the hour of 0640. 

G2HKU (Sheerness) heard 

TOP BAND 
TRANS -ATLANTIC TESTS 

1953-54 SEASON 

Dates : 
January 17 and 31 
February 14 and 28 
March 14 

Times : 
0500-0800 GMT 
DX stations call at 0500, 0510, 0520 
and so on ; Home stations call at 0505, 
0515, 0525 and so on. Clocks should be 
synchronized by WWV on 2500 kc. 

Frequencies : 
U.K. Stations : 1830-1870 kc 
W/VE Stations : 1800-1825 kc, 1875- 

1900 kc, 1900-1925 kc and 1975- 
2000 kc, according to location. 

G5JM working W1BB on the 
morning of December 13, but 
could not find 1BB. Other in- 
teresting things logged were 
LB7YB / M M, a North Sea trawler, 
working G's ; and a station calling 
SU1XZ. 'HKU tells us that 
HB9CM works on the band froth 
0530-0545 GMT week -days, and 
at various times during week-ends, 

The attractive set-up at VS2DB (" Double Brandy ") of Kuala Lumpur, Malaya, whose chief interest is 20 -metre phone. In the 
last two years, he has had over 1,000 contacts in 99 countries, using only about 75 watts input to the transmitter, an SVB-Tiger ; the 

receiver is a G.E.C. BRT -400D and the tape recorder a Grundig. Aerials in use are folded dipoles. 
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from a beautiful mountain QTH 
in Les Planchettes, some 3500 ft. 
up. He runs 20 watts to a 400 -ft. 
aerial. 

GM3IGW (Alba) also raised 
HB9T and HB9CM for his thir- 
teenth country, and heard W1BB 
at 0515 on December 13. During 
an OK contest he logged twenty 
of them in fifteen minutes! 'IGW 
is another who has heard ZC4GF 
(at 2000 GMT), and he tells us 
that GW3CTU in Cardigan is 
active. 

21 me MARATHON 

(Starting July 1, 1952) 

STATION COUNTRIES 

VQ4RF 98 

G5BZ 91 

G3GUM 90 

DL7AA 89 

G4ZU 85 

G2BW 82 

G2WW so 

G2BJY 77 

DL2RO 75 

G2YS 73 

G6QB 72 

G3HCU (Phone) 71 

G2VD 70 

G3D0 67 

ZS2AT 65 

G3CMH 61 

G3TR (Phone) 57 
G3FXB 57 

G6QX 56 

0803 53 

ZE3JO 52 

G8KP 50 

VK2AWU 47 

G3ABG 33 

GM2DBX (Phone) 32 
G2DPY 32 

G5FA 31 

G3WP 26 

GW3CKB 19 

G8VG 18 

G2DHV I1 
4S7XG 11 

G3ESY (Hereford) sends in his 
latest and improved score, and 
seems to be yet another one to 
whom ZC4GF is a Gotaway! 
G3ITY (Chester) has not been 
very active, but is now on the 
band again. 

GC3EML (Jersey) has collected 
his WABC-the first GC to do so. 
He says that his activity on the 
Top Band was entirely due to 
reading this Commentary . . . . 

G3ABG (Cannock), while work- 
ing in the recent Short Wave 
Magazine Club Contest, logged 
UA3KAA on the band. G8TS 
(Farnham) is another new quali- 
fier for WABC, despite seven 
counties which have consistently 
refused to QSL. He, too, has 
worked the OK and HB contin- 
gent, but missed the activity from 
Monaco. 

G5FA (London, N.11) has had 
an SWL report from the Canal 
Zone, SU-so he has now been 
encouraged to have a crack at the 
Trans-Atlantics! It would be nice 
to find some 1.7 me transmitting 
activity from SU, too. 

G5MP (Hythe), who operated 
3A2BM in Monaco, tells us that 
he expects to be down there again 
at intervals, and hopes to work 
G's in plenty with a more favour- 
able static level. His first con- 
tacts were G5MR, 6LX, 3GGN, 
8JR and OKIAEH, in that order. 
Static was S7, but a few mornings 
earlier G3GGN and 8JR were fine 
signals, standing right out from 
the noise. 

G3IVH/A (Norwich) worked 
HA4Q at 2350 one night, and 
anxiously awaits a QSL. They 
were allowed to use the band-we 
had a QSO with HA4EA some 
time back, and a card, too. 
HA5BB was another one who 
showed up three or four years 
ago. 

And for those who want the 
County of Nairn for WABC (!), 
GM3HLQ hopes to be /P in that 
rare locality on the evenings of 
January 11-13 - working from the 
back of his car, and using a box - 
kite aerial with 300 feet of wire. 
He should be kept fairly busy! 

Eighty -Metre Activities 
Everyone knows what a shock- 

ing noise goes on in this band, 
without our rubbing it in. Never- 
theless, DX has been worked, and 

TOP BAND COUNTIES 
LADDER 

(Starting Jan. 1, 1952) 

Station Confirmed Worked 

GM3IGW 85 85 

GM3EFS 82 83 
GM3JDR 82 82 

G6VC 81 81 

GI31IFT 80 80 
GM3OM 80 80 

GSLH 79 80 
GI6YW 79 79 

G3ELZ 77 78 

G2NJ 76 76 

G3HIS 74 77 

G4XC 73 74 

G3ESY 69 69 

G3GZJ 65 67 

G2AOL 64 75 
G2YS 64 74 
G3IVH/A 64 65 

G3HIW 63 69 
G3HTI 63 66 

G3BRL 62 62 

G3AKY 61 64 

G8TS 60 67 
GC3EML 60 62 

G5JM 54 77 

G3ABG Sl 65 

G3ITY 43 53 

G5FA 33 50 

G8VG 30 40 

G3CFG 29 51 

G3FZS 23 39 

we have heard QSO's with VK 
and ZL proceeding at the most 
surprising hours. Unfortunately, 
the successful operators have not 
written to give us the details ; but 
they are definitely the types who 
have evolved electronic ears with 
built-in crystal filters. The average 
user of the band would just not 
have been conscious of the DX 
until he heard one of these signals 
working it. W's and VE's are 
there most nights by, or before, 
midnight. 

G3FXB (Hove) raised EA9DD, 
EA6AF, 3A2BM, W, VE and ZL, 
to name a few. G3ESY collected 
OY1P and MF2AE, both on CW. 

G3ABG (Cannock), turning to 
local phone, tells us that many 
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school stations are active. includ- 
ing G3ABG/A, 3GTD, 3IHZ, 
3AYZ/A, 5YC, 3GUV/A. 2KO, 
3HMO and 3DTC. 

G5LH (Horbury) heard UA3AF 
calling CQ DX, called him and 
raised him! Later he heard him 
working UQ2's and UR2's in 
Russian, so this appears genuine. 
We seem to remember UA3AF as 
one of the very few Russian 
stations " privileged " to work 
foreign countries. W's and VE's 
were also worked, some of them 
as late as 0810. 

DX on Forty 

G3JWR (Scunthorpe), looking 
for his WAC (he would like a 
VK or ZL!) encountered an LU 
around midnight-quite a reward 
for a casual visit to the band. 
G3JHC (Sheffield) raised AP2K 
(1630) and MP4BAF (1530)-both 
with a 10 -watt crystal oscillator 
and 66 -ft. of wire draped across 
the garden. Others worked were 
W1ONX, MF2AG and I1BLF/ 
Trieste. 'JHC says that one par- 
ticular HK station peaks S7-8 
most evenings, but is outside his 
" service area." 

G5BZ (Croydon) has found 
Forty quite fair and has worked 
two new ones - 3V8AN and 
OQQDZ, apart from ZS. ZL and 
ZD4. G5FA collected LB8YB for 
an all-time new one, heard VS1FZ 
at 2340 GMT, and thinks he might 
have worked OQ0DZ, but a 
Russian jammer finished that 
QSO. 

G3FXB has been on the band 
between 1600 and 1730, and the 
reward has been 3V8AN. CN2AP, 
ZS, MP4BBD, FR7ZA and VS2EF. 
Heard, but not worked, was 
ZS7D. At other times on the 
band 'FXB raised VQ2. TI, VE8, 
VP8, EA9, EA6, VP9. ET and 
others of less rarity -value. 

GC3GS (Jersey) writes to say 
that there is still one who sticks 
to " poor old forty -metre phone." 
So much so, that on October 2 at 
0825 GMT he worked VK3ALL 
-phone both ways, the VK being 
RS 58/9 and GC3GS RS 56. This 
is quite probably the first GC/VK 
phone contact on the band, and 
3GS would like to claim it as such. 
He thinks too many G's are scared 
of the conditions on the band, and 
he suggests that instead of sitting 
back and moaning about it, they 

Station of G2PN, North Shields, Northumberland, as it was just 20 years ago - the 
gear and general layout will evoke nostalgic memories for many an Old Timer. The 
transmitting equipment is along the upper shelf, with a T25D neutralised triode PA 
driven through a CO -FD chain ; the receivers are at desk level, and of the l -v-1 variety, 
with which holding DX was a matter of careful adjustment of the reaction control. 
The cards are typical of the DX that was possible in those days, using simple equipment 

of this sort. Does anybody do a great deal better today ? 

should put out more short CQ 
calls, with plenty of signing. 

By the way, the QSO with 
VK3ALL was GC3GS's No. 
20,105-and most of them have 
been on 40 -metre Phone! 

G2YS (Chester) comments on 
the early hour at which DX has 
been appearing ; he heard 
VQ4AQ from 1830 and worked 
VQ3EO at 1920. 

Twenty Metres 
Whan can one say about this 

band? Conditions seem to be 
good, and yet nothing exciting 

comes through-and this happens 
for day after day. Then suddenly 
it is full of good DX, for perhaps 
one day only. One rather remark- 
able feature is the arrival of the 
W's at mid -day, every day. Some 
of the signals are terrific ; and 
yet no other DX materialises. 
W2BCR, helped by a Vee-beam 
and 750 watts. never fails to put 
through an S9 signal day after 
day ; and his echo, arriving by 
the Far Eastern path, is often S7. 
It almost seems that there is a 
minimum power and a minimum 
aerial gain needed to break 
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through the barrier -after which 
there is no trouble. 

G3FXB managed to raise HZ, 
YV, OY, CR6, HR and VP8, with 
nice gotaways in the forms of 
KX6, VR2AS, FU8AA and 
MP4BEN (Qatar). G3GUM 
(Formby) has always found the 
band closed by his return from 
work (one of the main troubles 
this time of year) and thinks him- 
self lucky to have worked W6, 
VK, ZL, VS6, VE5 and ZS. He 
has heard " certain parties," with 
the aid of a VK4, trying to raise 
FW8AA and VR4AB. 

G2DVD (Slinfold) worked 
various VK's, strings of W's, and 
F9QV/Corsica, for whom he has 
been looking for years. The latter 
station has been QRT for some 
time, and 'DVD made the first 
QSO after his return with a new 
transmitter and aerial. 

G5BZ collected the " usual 
stuff " and had lots of ragchews 
with W's. He missed KAOIJ 
again (so did we!) and heard 
VR4AE causing a minor stir, but 
didn't bother to join in, having 
worked VR4. 

G3JWR collected some new 
ones in the shape of ZC4, 5A, 3A, 
4X, YI and SU. G3CMH (Yeovil) 
managed nothing much except 
some MD5's on phone. Gotaways 
were KG6ADY, VE8YT and ZS3B. 

Failure of Fifteen 

Under this gloomy heading we 
report the worst month that has 

yet been experienced on 21 mc. 
It showed us what it could do in 
early November, but apparently 
the effort was too much for it, and 
the band has been in a coma ever 
since. 

G3CMH worked CN8, EA8, 
KP4, TA, YI and ZB1 on phone, 
and among those that escaped him 
were CX5AF, HK4FV, MP4KAC, 
VK3YK, VSI's, ZD4AE and 
ZS9G. This represents a terrific 
achievement, relatively speaking, 
compared with what anyone else 
has to report on this band. 

G5BZ heard MP4KAC, but he 
got away! But 'BZ passes on a 
little bulletin from W6VX, who is 
about the most active W6 on the 
band. He reports two openings 
to Europe this autumn, the only 
G's heard being G2DPY, 3AHN, 
6GN and 8II. But the following 
have all been heard or worked 
recently, and are active on 21 mc: 
KG6ADY. KR6AA, KX6AF, 
JA1CR, 3AC and 3AF, KB6AY, 
DU7SV and HR1AA. (Interval 
for recovery after shock ... . ) 

G3GUM has worked nothing 
new on the band - ZD4AB got 
away. But on December 6 he 
thought the band was open, for 
there were plenty of commercials 
and phone ; the only CW signals, 
however, were VQ3JO and 
ZS6AHU, the latter being the 
loudest ZS ever heard on 21 mc. 

G3FXB made our eyes pop by 
reporting good conditions and 
giving a long list of DX worked - 
until we realised that his letter 

FIVE BAND DX TABLE 
POST WAR 

Station 

r. 

e 
a. 

3.5 

mc 
7 

mc 
14 

mc 
21 

mc 
28 
mc 

c 
c 
U 

Station Hg 
a. 

3.5 
mc 

7 
mc 

14 
mc 

21 28 
mc mc 

d 

á 
ó 
U 

DL7AA 639 84 146 216 89 104 221 
G6QX 399 51 92 143 56 571168 

G6QB 584 52 106 219 72 135 234 
G2YS 366 45 62 142 73 44 158 

G5BZ 548 58 109 225 91 65 231 
G2BW 350 24 57 144 82 43 155 

G2VD 493 47 89178 70 109 187 
G3ABG 331 36 82150 33 30157 

G2WW 469 23 70189 80 107 196 
G3GUM ,328 31 38168 90 1177 

G2BJY 459 48 77141 77 116 179 
GM2DBX' 1319 21 31154 32 81 163 

G3FXB 439 60 109 172 59 39 174 
G8VG 1278 35 76123 18 26 140 

G3D0 439 24 46195 67 107 221 
G2DHV 1174 20 21107 11 15111 

G4ZU 426 11 15 195 85 120 203 
4S7XG 1135 1 21 98 11 4 98 

GSFA 406 34 118 150 31 73166 
a (Phone) 

was a late arrival for last month 
and refers mostly to November! 
Among the contacts were ZD4AB, 
VU2JP, ET2US, VP6FR, HP3FL, 
with plenty of ZE's, VQ's, ZS's 
and the like - mostly on phone. 
'FXB, by the way, is at a new 
QTH, with a better aerial, now 
consisting of a 137 -ft. centre -fed 
wire, and a 7 -mc ground -plane is 
on the way. 

G3HCU (Chiddingfold) has 
been active on 21 -mc phone, as 
usual, and collected CR7AG, 
EA6AT, EA8AZ and ZS9G for 
new ones. Other QSO's included 
six VK's, two ZL's and ZD9AA. 
He also made the only 28 -mc 
contact mentioned this month - 
with Kurt Carlsson of W2ZXM/ 
MM, off on another world cruise ; 

Capt. Carlsson wishes to be 
remembered to all his old friends 
on the band. 

News from Overseas 

ZS2AT (East London) tells us 
that VQ4NZK (r emember 
VQ1NZK?) is planning a visit to 
VQ7 and VQ9 for about twelve 
days, probably at the end of 
February. 'AT laments the fact 
that ZS seems to be a very bad 
spot for 21 mc work, except for 
the usual North -South path. It 
opens up sometimes in a westerly 
direction, but never, it seems, for 
the East or North-East. He would 
like to be on or near the Equator, 
where, he says, operators get both 
the Northern and Southern hemi- 
spheres " on a plate." 

AP2R (Karachi) will be QRT 
by the time you read this. He has 
QSL'd everyone by Air Mail, but 
in case of any slip-ups he can be 
contacted henceforth as G3GJQ. 

VS2CP (Kedah) entered the 
Worldwide Contest (his first ever) 
and, working on 14 mc, raised 57 
countries and 27 Zones. But his 
power was cut off for most of the 
day, and the total time of 
operating was only about nine 
hours out of the forty-eight. 

SU1FX sends a cutting from the 
Egyptian Gazette stating that 
Egyptian nationals will shortly be 
able to operate again, subject to 
passing a technical exam. and a 
Morse test. Maximum power will 
be 100 watts, with 50, 25 and 10 - 
watt categories. Foreign QSO's 
will be allowed only " by written 
permission from the E.S.T. & T. 
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Director, provided no objection is 
made by the foreign power con- 
cerned." SU 1 FX is no longer 
worried about MD5 licences, as he 
will be back in G -land by 
Christmas. 

VS9AD is no longer in existence 
(the station, we mean!) and the 
operator thereof hopes to become 
a G very shortly; 

4S7XG (Colombo) reports acti- 
vity on 14 and 21 mc, usual 
frequencies being 14025, 14033 and 
21060 kc-all crystal. On 14 mc 
he got RST 599 from VK, 589 
from C3BF and VQ4EI and 569 
from TI2TG, so his new folded 
dipole seems to be working nicely. 
But conditions have been grim, 
and although he is all ready to 
put out a signal on 3.5 mc, he 
thinks it would be a complete 
waste of time at present. He 
returns to U.K. next August. 

G3IGU, one of the ops. at 
ZB2A is bound for the Middle 
East on a 2+ -year tour, and hopes 
to be operating from somewhere 
out there. He promises to keep 
us informed. 

General Patter 

G3GUM would like to see a 
new ladder, with emphasis not on 
ability to catch the rare ones, but 
for regular, all -year-round con- 
sistency of operating. He suggests 
the award of one point for each 
WAC-within-24-hours, and the 
winner will be the man who 
makes the most one -day WAC's 
during a year's operating. We are 
easy over this one-what do the 
clients think? If there are suffi- 
cient " Ayes " by next month we 
will start it. 

'GUM doesn't agree with com- 
plicated scoring (even to the tune 
of the 5 -Band Table) and wants 
something that doesn't require the 
services of an accountant or a 
pools -perm expert. Well, this 
WAC affair should be simple 
enough-how about it? 

An Old Timer returning to 
radio after many years drops a 
line. He has no call at present, 
but from 1926 to 1934 was the 
first amateur in Nigeria, working 
first with the call KM1, then 
FN2C, and finally ZD2A (we 
worked him rather more than 20 
years ago!) Portable operation 
from a caravan is the present 
set-up. 

If you look carefully, you will find that the harmonics of G2HJT (Ashton-under-Lyne, 
Lancs.) have stacked some of his DX QSL's to spell out " All good wishes DX es vy 73 

1954." Well, it's seasonable, anyway! 

Talking of Nigeria, G2HKU 
would like to know the present 
QTH of ZD2LMF, who operated 
around June 1950. (Yes, he's 
after a QSL, naturally!) 

G3JWR laments the complete 
lack of CW activity on 28 mc, 
and suggests some local gatherings 

just to keep the band open." 
How many readers would be pre- 
pared to support another 28 -mc 
Activity Sunday, this time on 
CW? 

G2DHV has had a letter from 
VR2CG, who is using SSB on 21. 
mc with 150 watts input. VR2AS 
is also active on 14 mc phone. 
'DHV has had QSL's from 
VK1RB and VP8AP. 

G3JBR (Scarborough) has been 
receiving cards for Top -Band 
contacts, though he has never 
been on the band-could they be 
intended for GM3JDR? If not, 
there are pirates about. 

DX Gossip 
From KV4AA and his column 

we learn that FR7ZA is active 
again ; that ZC5VM is putting 
Labuan on the map on 14108 kc; 
and that a possible expedition is 
supposed to take place to Trini- 
dade Island, PYO, participants 
including PY2CK, 2BEN; 1AQT 
and 41E. Nothing further has 
been heard. 

A strange character signing 
AX8BA, apparently in " the Far 

East," has been heard once or 
twice, but we don't yet know 
where he is supposed to be. No 
one else seems to mention him. 

FW8AA (Wallis Is.) is known to 
be active, but no one seems to hear 
him. Don't confuse him with 
XW8AA in Laos, French Indo- 
China, and don't forget that XU 
is Cambodia and XV Viet -Nam. 
But none of these states will count 
towards your DXCC, being still 
on the black list. 

The phenomenal tour of G2RO 
throughout the Colonial Posses- 
sions is continuing, but keeping 
very quiet. Around the time of 
publication he is successively due 
in VP2, VP4, VP3 and VPS in 
that order. The transmitter is 
QRP and generally on 14060 kc, 
when he can get the time to 
operate. 

Rumours of sundry other stray 
expeditions come along from time 
to time, but are not authenticated; 
so we don't propose to tantalise 
you by retailing them. Rest 
assured that you will be notified 
of any genuine out-of-the-way 
spots that are likely to come to 
life. 

Contests 

Nothing big looms on the 
horizon until the annual B.E.R.U. 
event, taking place this year much 
earlier than usual-January 30-31. 
Let us hope that conditions are 
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TOP BAND 
TRANS -ATLANTIC TESTS 

1953-54 SEASON 

Dates : 
January 17 and 31 
February 14 and 28 
March 14 

Times : 

0500-0800 GMT 
DX stations call at 0500, 0510, 0520 
and so on ; Home stations call at 0505, 
0515, 0525 and so on. Clocks should be 
synchronized by WWV on 2500 kc. 

Frequencies : 
U.K. Stations : 1830-1870 kc 
WIVE Stations : 1800-1825 kc, 1875- 

1900 kc, 1900-1925 kc and 1975- 
2000 kc, according to location. 

kinder by then, and, in particular, 
that the 21 -mc band will be some 
use. 

Meanwhile, in the box is a 
reminder of the Trans -Atlantic 
Top Band Tests, which will do 
their best to keep you out of bed 
from 0500 onwards on certain 
winter mornings. We expect great 
things again this year, judging by 
the way the band has been shaping 
of late. 

Finally, a note to thank, most 
sincerely, all those who have sent 
us Christmas Greetings and all 
kinds of good wishes through the 
post. Up-to-date they have arrived 
from no fewer than fifteen coun- 

G3IFC (Alford, Lincs.) was licensed in September 1951 and now runs a 50 -watt general- 
purpose transmitter with a valve sequence of 6AG7-6V6-6V6-6AG7-807, using wide - 
band couplers. The modulator is a pair of 6L6's and the receiver an AR77E. For 
aerials, he has a 132 -ft. long-wire, with a dipole and a ground -plane for Twenty. 
Operation is also possible on 160 metres, with separate equipment not shown in this 

photograph. 

tries ; already we are considering 
selling the AR88 and buying a 
grand piano to make room for 
them all. To these, and all other 
readers, our heartiest good wishes 
for the New Year. May 1954 
bring in everything you wish. 

Closing date for the next issue 
is first post on Friday, January 15. 
Address everything, as usual, to 
" DX Commentary," Short Wave 
Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, 
London, S.W.1 73, BCNU and- 
Happy New Year! 

PHONE AT LAST ! 
GETTING GOING WITH THE 

NEW TICKET 
J. G. MILLINGTON (G3JGM) 

WHETHER he is a member of one of the CW 
clubs, or whether he is at heart a hater of 

Morse, the spirits of every G3 -plus -3 lift quite 
appreciably when authority for phone and QRO 
finally arrives, and interest in Amateur Radio receives 
a considerable fillip. 

When the phone ticket fell through the letter- 
box at this QTH, things were all set to go on 20 
metres. All that had to be done was to lift out the 
sub -chassis mounting a KT8 in the final of the big 
rig and insert an 813 in the holder which had been 
awaiting it patiently for the last twelve months. A 
quick change of tappings on the power transformer 
supplying the PA, and 1200 volts were waiting to 
push us out to the ends of the earth. Or so we 
hoped! 

The modulator, a pair of zero -bias 807's, arranged 
to give 75 watts of audio, was already in circuit, and 
the first CQ call went into the lovely crystal mike, 
followed by an eager combing of the band for DX 
replies. An answer came quite soon-a knock at 
the door, and the gentle tones of a kindly neighbour 
explaining tactfully that he was taking the trans- 
mission R5 and S9 plus on his TRF television set! 
It is always nice to know you are getting out, but 
since the TV aerial proved to be precisely one yard 
from the end of the transmitting Windom, it was 
felt that DXCC was still a long way off! 

Sadly the " big switch was pulled," and a rueful 
eye cast over the rig. The transmitter was well 
screened, each stage had a separate power supply, 
and there was a harmonic trap in the PA. It looked 
as though a new aerial was the most likely solution,. 
but that would have to wait a day or two. A local 
schedule was arranged out of TV hours-and speech 
quality reported poor. Instability was also encoun- 
tered until the phone jack acting as a microphone 
plug was replaced by a co -ax socket, and the entire 
input carefully screened by wrapping earthed tinfoil 
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round the wires. Quality was still not good, how- 
ever, so without expecting much, the expensive new 
microphone was replaced by a small deaf -aid crystal 
insert, bought for one -twentieth the price. Quality 
OK, was the report, and the deaf -aid job has been 
in use ever since! It is not always the most 
expensive gear that gets the best results, even if it 
should. 

Better Progress 
At the week-end a dipole centre -fed with 80 -ohm 

twin replaced the Windom, the original aerial being 
hooked on to the receiver to save aerial switching. 
With the neighbour listening on his TV set,, the 
carrier was switched on and modulated, giving the 
station location and telephone number in case other 
viewers also wanted to QSL! Some minutes of 
suspense, and then a knock at the door reported TVI 
cleared ! A few weeks of operating brought S9 
reports from all over Europe, but no DX, the aerial 
being only 15 feet high and screened by houses. 
Dropping one side of the dipole down to tip the 
lobe over a little brought similar reports from North 
Africa, and that is the best so far. Aerials are a 
headache at this QTH, and really efficient ones out 
of the question. It was also found that the receiver 
which had done good service for CW reception was 
not bringing them in so well on phone, so it was 
replaced by a Canadian 19 -valve VRL -a receiver 
electrically similar to the popular AR88, but incor- 
porating also a crystal calibrator for 1,000, 100 and 
10 kc checks. 

Top Band Trials 
When Twenty succumbed to one of its periodical 

doldrums, and listening to nothing grew tiresome, 

thoughts began to turn to 160 metres, where familiar 
voices were to be heard discussing interesting topics. 
The transmitter was all ready, but no modulator was 
available. 75 audio watts is a bit much for a ten - 
watt carrier, so obviously a QRP modulator had 
better be slung together. A carbon microphone into 
a 6J5 and a KT66 seemed reasonable, but as no mike 
transformer was to hand, a new one was purchased. 
Modulating plate and screen, reports indicated about 
20"o modulation, with the impression of a still, small 
voice like a distant conscience! The modulator was 
rebuilt twice with no improvement, and the only 
component unchanged was that new microphone 
transformer, which had seemed beyond suspicion. 
Finally, however, it too was replaced by a " surplus " 
specimen on loan from a friend, and modulation at 
once rose to the required percentage! 

Quality was still rather rough, however, so an extra 
stage (6SJ7) was added in front of the 6J5 to permit 
the use of the crystal microphone. Speech is now 
reported good, though somewhat attenuated in the 
lower register, so the next step will be attention to 
matching and coupling in the modulator to produce 
a more linear response, athough a predominance of 
top is a help in getting an intelligible signal through 
QRM. 

At last, however, 160 metre rag -chews with the 
locals are now a pleasant and useful feature of radio 
activity, especially when Twenty is dead. It had 
been hoped to do something on 40 metres, where 
much useful CW work was previously carried out, 
but BC stations have rendered that band almost 
hopeless for phone operation. One wonders if it 
might be any use for local working, to relieve 
One -Sixty and assert our right of occupancy, since 
what is not used is always liable to be lost. 

RAID OVER THE BORDER 
TRIP /P ON TWO METRES 

R. W. H. BLOXAM (GM6LS) 

IN early May the snows melt in the Northlands, 
filling the burns with clear water rushing down the 

glens and sparkling in the Spring sunshine. (Unless, 
of course, the sparkle suffers QSB due to fogs, such 
as we had this year). Salmon and trout leap fast 
and high, mocking the optimists standing waders -deep 
in the icy waters, trying to lure them with flies 
phonier than skull and crossbones call -signs. Some- 
times one wonders which demands more patience 
and skill: 144 me DX or fly-fishing. 

Thawing out during the ensuing months of good 
Wx, there comes to GM6LS-exiled G that he is- 
an irresistible urge to head the car southward across 
the Border to raid some of the good friends whose 
signals have from time to time broken forth from 
the HRO-and-Converter on both VHF and LF bands. 

This year the wish could not be fulfilled until 
September, and in the first week the 144 me handie- 
talkie (described in the June 1953 issue of Short 

Wave Magazine) was loaded aboard and course set 
for Newcastle-upon-Tyne. About 20 miles north of 
that city there is good 144 me high moorland 
territory on the edge of Rothbury Forest, from which 
one can practically see the Geordies sitting in their 
shacks down in the Tyne valley. Pause was made 
to hear if G3CYY, G4LX, or any others were about, 
but United must have been playing at home that 
Saturday afternoon. 

Stockton was reached at tea -time in heavy rain- 
incidentally, the only rain of the trip-and after 
wandering a bit, there being nobody to misdirect one 
in that deluge, G6LS/P stood dripping pools of water 
in G2FO's hall, and thereafter a FB personal QSO 
was enjoyed with Dick, who, among other GM's, 
has worked our T1 144 me CW. 

Next morning the sunshine was brilliant again, 
and a detour was made to Redcar to see SWL Odell, 
who was footing it round the band, as always, and 
was his usual amazingly cheerful self. There are not 
many active call -signs that he has not logged, on 
LF bands, anyway, and every voice, " handle," and 
most of our doings Peter knows by heart. 

In the late evening a small hotel was reached in 
the backwoods of Grantham, far enough from the 
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Great North Road for some sleep. Listening at the 
top of a hill behind the village G3DSR/P, the 
station of the Derby Radio Society, was heard at S7. 
They were operating 15 miles north of Derby, and 
reference to the map showed this was some 40 or 
more miles distant and out of range of .the handie- 
talkie's 0.45 watt and +-wave rod aerial. Pity ; it 
was a nice signal. 

The following day found us heading eastward 
through Kings Lynn to Holt, where G3DRL and his 
brother, G3HRK, were found hidden in a corner of 
their wilderness testing out the 80-m. flood -emergency 
rig (let's hope they never need to use it), aided by 
W4HXI (Camilla, Ga.), who had escaped from a 
neighbouring USAF Stn. After tea, and much rag - 
chewing, the trail was struck for Mundesley, where 
anchor was dropped for a few days with G3EGR, 
Chieftain of the Skylarks on 3.7 mc, Principal 
Comedian of the County of Norfolk, and all -round - 
good -f ellow. The mainbrace was duly spliced to the 
accompaniment of much discussion on topics ranging 
from commercials on the bands to bikinis on the 
beach. 

North Norfolk is somewhat in the wilds, but the 
natives are friendly. It does not seem particularly 
good VHF/P country, possibly because VHF popu- 
lation is rather sparse. Attempts to QSO Norwich 
drew blank. A really nice volcanic eruption is 
needed, to provide some hills akin to those in GM 
for /P 144 mc work. However, we couldn't wait 
for this to happen. 

Into East Anglia 
The Cambridge area seemed to bristle with two - 

metre stations. By 3.7 mc from Mundesley it was 
arranged to call G2XV from some miles outside 
Cambridge. Unfortunately, a lead had come off the 
mike battery, so there was no modulation, but 
G2XV reported the carrier S8, and we homed on 
Gerry's shack ; here, the trouble in the handie-talkie 
was soon diagnosed and rectified, after which good 
QSO's were made with G2CNT, G3IIT, and G4MW 
from inside G2XV's shack. Later, we went in Gerry's 
car to the Gog Hills, that slight eminence outside 
Cambridge, from which vantage point further QSO's 
were made from the roadside " nae bother at a'." 

Left to right : G3HRK, G3EGR and G3DRL, all from the 
East Coast area. 

Many an old timer will recognise this as Gerry Jeapes, G2XV 
of Cambridge, a very active and successful operator on the 

VHF bands. 

Next day G6LS/P was headed for London, but 
a stop was made at Wisbech, a quaint place with 
railway lines in the streets, and wild bullocks milling 
round the car in the market place, giving a western - 
movie atmosphere. The object was to find G3HVF, 
who, we learned from one of the round -up men, was 
" on the railway." As far as we noticed, trains 
around these parts run like they do in North Norfolk 
and North Scotland-just now and then. Anyway. 
we found Bob on his allotment, pulling beans. 
though it seemed he had a schedule to try some 
possible -train -running (if there are possible -calls, why 
not possible -trains?) after 1400 BST. The ensuing 
ragchew ran things close, and we have heard from 
him since on 3.7 mc that Bob had to pull the big 
switches with one hand whilst eating his lunch with 
the other. 

London -wards 
Wimbledon Park was reached that afternoon. 

where G6LS joined son Wallace, designer of the 
handie-talkie. We consulted maps, and the highest 
ground within our radius of operation seemed to Iie 
in. Richmond Park, so, having sent off another 
tiresome -telegram to the Postmaster -General, we 
proceeded thence, and, amid the bracken and the 
deer, put out our first /P London CQ. In !his sylvan 
setting it seemed for a while like the wide open 
spaces of home among the Scottish hills. There 
must be a catch in it. There was. The aerial was 
hardly fixed on when a uniformed individual on a 
bicycle appeared from nowhere, being in fact a 
Keeper armed with a Book -of -Words on what could 
or could not be done in this 'ere Park ; and behold. 
Rule 18 says no Hams may pollute the ether thereof 
with radio equipment sited therein. 

Well, it was nearly chucking -out time, anyway. 
so we went QRT. Pity, because that was a nice 
QTH commanding most of London. Next day we 
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relegated ourselves to the common level-Wimbledon 
Common. G8OU (Ashtead) was coming in S7, but 
no luck. From that nice hill at Richmond-oh, well. 

In the evening we squeezed through the skylight 
of the house in Wimbledon Park and out on to the 
flat roof, and from this point we had fine contacts 
with G2DUV (Streatham) and G3FSD (Wandsworth), 
both of whom reported S9, and we worked them 
again other nights. 

A visit was made to G3FQU at Twickenham, 
whose 3.7 me 12 -watt 6L6 PA, CC Tx reaches 
Edinburgh with miraculous regularity ; FB Charles, 
OM. FB coffee, too, Stella! 

Holiday time was up all too soon, and G6LS/P 
had to head North again, to revert to the GM prefix 
across the Tweed, but a call was made at York to 
see G3HSZ. Harold owns what can only be 
described as a sheet copper mine and, incidentally, 
is a GM so long resident in Yorkshire that he now 
prefers pudden to haggis. 

No spectacular DX was worked with the two - 
metre handie-talkie ; indeed, none was expected- 
and it was seldom possible to operate after TV 
hours whilst on tour. However, a good deal of 
interest and enjoyment was had from the QSO's 
obtained, which confirmed the belief that the Tx has 
a fairly reliable range up to 10 miles with reasonable 
siting, and somewhat more on points of vantage, 
whilst the Rx is capable of good reception over 
considerably greater distances with the one-way gain 
of the fixed -station beams. 

G3HVF, of Wisbech in the open Fen country, with his 144 me 
handle -talkie, as described by GM6LS in our June 1953 issue. 

Most enjoyment of all was derived from meeting 
old friends and acquaintances of the amateur 
fraternity in personal QSO's, and the only regret was 
that time precluded more diversions to see others 
whose call -signs are writ within the Log. 

Wave -Trap for the 
S.64o 

ELIMINATING THAT 
1600 KC BEAT 

N. P. SPOONER (G2NS) 

WHILE a modern receiver will collect 
signals from a few feet of flex draped 

round the picture -rail most Top Band users 
will agree upon the necessity for a good out- 
door aerial. For low -frequency working this 
suggests, logically, the combined use of the 
transmitting aerial with a change -over relay 
for reception. Improvements in signal strength 
however, often bring with them an increase in 
interference and-as pointed out by G6FB in 
the December, 1950, issue of Short Wave 
Magazine - the 100 kilowatt station now 
operating on 1602 kc can definitely come in on 
the S.640 IF of 1600 kc. This is particularly 
tiresome when the S.640 is being used with a 
VHF converter. In some cases with the BFO 
on only muttering in a high-pitched whine will 

0 

L_. 
Meta/ box 2"x 2"..) 

Circuitry and general arrangement of the 1600 kc leap to keep 
interfering signals out of the S.640 on its 1.6 me IF. The 
broadcaster on 1600 kc is very powerful, and direct break- 
through can be troublesome, particularly with VHF con- 
verters, as every VHF phone station carries a weakly -modulated 
heterodyne. Values for the trap are : Cl, 50 µµF ; C2, 3-30 
µµF trimmer for tuning trap ; L, Wearite PA2 or any similar 

medium -wave BC tuning coil. 

perhaps be audible during the daytime, but by 
the late hours of the evening this may well 
have become too much for comfort. 

The considerable alleviation produced by 
G6FB's suggested reversal of the connections 
to the fixed and rotor vanes of the crystal 
phasing condenser is very helpful. To those 
amateurs who find that, as mentioned in his 
article, there may also be a tendency for pick- 
up from the aerial itself the shielded wave -trap 
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about to be described-which has been in use 
at the writer's station since the interference 
started-should prove to be of additional 
interest. As the majority of transmitting 
systems on F7 me resolve themselves into the 
use of the existing radiator plus an earth con- 
nection or counterpoise. for Marconi working, 
only a single wire is needed for connection to 
the receiver and even with the twin feeders of 
the Zepp or 300 -ohm type both are usually 
strapped together to form one. A single wire 
also lends itself more readily to the good 
screening so necessary for a wave -trap and it 
should accordingly be extended to reach as far 
as the receiver and there be terminated in a 
Pye plug. 

Construction 
While no difficulty will be experienced in 

winding a suitable coil, its physical size should 
be small, and this requirement is fulfilled and 
much time saved if a cheap medium -wave BC 
aerial coil is used-such as that manufactured 
by Wearite and catalogued as the PA2. This 
fits comfortably inside any small tin about 
two inches deep and of the same diameter, 
and it can be conveniently bolted to the bottom 
into which should also be screwed a Pye plug 
to serve as the trap outlet. The two horizontal 
tags on the coil are ignored and in parallel 
across the coil windings and to the- two remain- 
ing vertical tags are soldered a fixed 50 µµF 
mica condenser (shown as Cl) and a 3-30 µµF 
trimmer C2, which can be set through a small 
hole bored in the side of the tin. Into the 
removable lid of the tin is screwed a Pye 
socket to serve as the trap inlet, the connection 
between it and the coil being made flexible. 
The aerial and earth terminal strip at the rear 
of the 640 receiver should be removed and 
the internal wires unsoldered from the ter- 
minals. The place of the " A " terminal is 
now taken by a Pye socket, and the Earth 
and " AE " terminals can then be remounted 
on a small piece of paxolin or other insulating 
material and replaced on the receiver for the 
internal wires to be soldered back to them. 
Setting the trap is carried out simply by plug- 
ging its outlet into the receiver socket just 
mentioned and plugging the aerial into the trap 
inlet. Through the hole in the side of the tin 
the trimmer is tuned with an ebonite or other 
rod hollowed to fit its top. A point will be 
be found where the interfering heterodyne, with 
the receiver BFO switched on, will either com- 
pletely disappear or be reduced to its 
minimum strength. No further attention need 
be paid to the trap and evenings that previously 

ended in general uproar with the shack littered 
like a gypsy encampment should from then 
onwards be enjoyed in comparative peace with 
much winkling -out of faint DX. 

On this same topic of suppression of the 
1600 kc interference, H. S. Stevens (Nr. 
Aylesbury, Bucks.) suggests shielding the 
spindle of the crystal phasing condenser on the 
S.640, as in his case it was found that the 
signal was getting into the IF chain that way. 
An aluminium cap, fitted over the control 
knob and earthed by means of flexible lead, 
provided a complete answer. This might be 
enough at some locations, but in others it 
would probably be necessary to take the 
measures suggested by G2NS. 

ARE YOU ON DC ? 

G3LS, having moved to 21 Kilwick Street, West 
Hartlepool, Co. Durham, finds himself on DC mains. 
He puts out an urgent plea for contacts with other 
readers who may be similarly afflicted, as he wants 
some ideas about how to make use of DC mains. 
Actually, DC mains are not quite such a disadvantage 
as they may appear at first blush. The usual 6.3 
volt heaters can be run from a good 6 -volt car 
battery, kept up through a trickle charger ; on the 
communication bands input powers up to 50 watts 
or so can be obtained by running a PA consisting 
of valves such as the 6AQ5 in parallel push-pull ; 

230 volts is ample for the driver stages. Smoothing, 
which is always necessary, by the way, is simply a 
matter of a hefty choke with 8 µF either side. If 
the distribution happens to be three -wire, it is 
possible to obtain twice the nominal DC voltage by 
getting across the two outers-but this is a matter 
which must be arranged with the local supply 
authority. For real QRO operation, a motor 
generator is the only answer-these are quite cheaply 
obtainable as surplus. The machine can be DC/DC, 
or DC/AC, and two such, one to give LT and the 
other either high -voltage HT or AC for treatment in 
the usual way, can be installed in the basement (or 
somewhere out of the way to eliminate noise), with 
switching by remote control. The suggestions out- 
lined here are based upon practical experience with 
230 -volt DC mains, which did not prevent a complete 
full -power installation from being put on the air, at 
no great expense on the power supply side. 

DIRECT SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Readers are reminded that they can obtain Short 

Wave Magazine by mail on the day of publication 
by placing a subscription order direct with us ; this 
costs 24s. post free for a year of twelve issues-or 
12s. for six months-home or overseas. Orders, with 
remittance, to: The Circulation Manager, Short 
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, 
S.W.1. 
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Selsyns, Magslips 
and M -Motors 

SELECTION, APPLICATION 
AND CIRCUITRY 

P. D. CRISP (G3BNC) 

This article will give a practical working 
knowledge of an electrical remote control system 
with several useful applications in Amateur 
Radio. It will enable suitable types of 
machine to be chosen for such purposes as 
beam rotation and remote indication. Editor. 

HE term Selsyn is a General Electric Co. 
trademark and is a name for self -syn- 

chronous apparatus. The function of a Selsyn 
system is to transmit motion by electrical means 
between two drives which cannot be readily 
connected mechanically. It is much used in 
aircraft control systems. 

Selsyn equipment can be utilised either for 
position indication or for synchronizing power 
drives. When so used Selsyn equipment 
operates in many respects as electrical remote 
gearing and can be employed to obtain syn- 
chronous rotation of shafts some distance 
apart. It may also be used to secure different 
but proportionate speeds of different shafts 
when the Selsyn units have the appropriate 
number of poles. 

Selsyn Indicators 
The first use of the Selsyn principle was for 

indicating remotely the setting of some item 
of equipment. This service requires units hav- 
ing a relatively low torque, but usually a high 
degree of position accuracy free from creeping 
tendencies. Indicator units are made in the 
small bipolar salient pole type with three 
uniformly distributed windings. 

In construction and operation these units 
are similar to the usual type of synchronous 
machine except that single-phase AC instead 
of direct current DC is applied to the field 
windings of both the generator and motor 
Selsyns, usually known as " transmitter " and 
" receiver " respectively. The relative position 
of transmitter and receiver must be kept in step 
or there will be a tendency for the remote unit 
to start up as an induction motor when power 
is applied to the rotors. A damper is normally 
fitted to the receiver unit to avoid this 
happening. 

The voltages induced in the stator windings 
are in phase but have different magnitudes 
depending upon the relative position of rotor 
and stator windings. Single phase field voltage 
is desirable as it permits the development of 
synchronous torque between the two units at 
standstill and at low operating speeds, which 
is clearly impossible with the stationary field 
structure. Stator voltages of one unit may be 
matched with the stator voltages of the com- 
panion unit in such a matter as to provide 
synchronizing torques to assure correspondence 
of position even at standstill. 

Although the torque obtained with a single 
phase rotor is sufficient for indicating purposes, 
larger amounts of synchronizing torque can 
be developed by means of a 3 -phase winding, 
distributed in the usual manner. Units of this 
type are used in Power Selsyn equipment. But 
for the purpose of this article it will suffice 
to concentrate on single phase Selsyns. 

Summing up, a Selsyn generator can be con- 
sidered as a transformer and by the application 
of single phase AC to the rotor the three stator 
winding voltages are produced by transformer 
action. Fig. 1 is a block schematic to show 
the electrical interconnection between the units, 
transmitter and receiver, and in most applica- 
tions these units are interchangeable. 

Magslips 

The theory and operation of these motors 
is similar to the Selsyn, but it will be found 
that the field is wound in delta rather than in 
star. The Magslip is constructed like a minia- 
ture 3 -phase synchronous generator. The rotor 
has two salient poles with the winding con- 
nected to two slip rings, or they may be brought 
out to flying leads, but they are always marked 
X and Y. The stator is wound in slots like 
an ordinary 3 -phase generator, with windings 
connected in delta. Both the rotor and stator 
are laminated. If the rotor were excited with 
direct current, and rotated by external means, 

0 
50 

AC AC AC AC 
C 5 -core ceb/e A B C 

Fig. I. Showing winding layout and a possible sys em of 
inter -connection. The markings are arbitrary, to assist in 

wiring through from " local " to " remote." 
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it would generate 3 -phase AC in the stator 
winding, but the unit is not intended to be used 
in this fashion. 

In normal use the rotor is stationary (which 
is a contradiction in terms but in accordance 
with design theory) and is supplied with single 
phase AC ; the 3 stator winding voltages are 
produced by transformer action, as in Selsyns. 

However, whilst the Selsyn units are inter- 
changeable-that is, the receiver can be used 
as transmitter and vice versa this is not 
usually the case with Magslips. An exception 
is the "Magslip Hunter Mk.11 (3") " reference 
AP 6548, which is in fact a Differential Magslip 
Control unit. The Mk.1 and Mk.11 units 
operate from 50v. 50 cycle AC, and if it is 
desired to transmit to several different points 
a Magslip transmitter is connected to corres- 
ponding smaller units. The 2" Magslip Mk.l, 
AP 6550, and the 3" Magslip, Mk.11, AP 6551, 
will drive up to 6 and 12 Mk.11 AP 6549 
Magslip receiver units respectively, should it 
be required. In addition to the Magslip re- 
ceiver units the Mk.1 and Mk.11 transmitters 
will drive the Mk.10, AP 9298, " M " motor 
receiver units as indicators. 

" M " Motors 

As in the case of Magslips, the receivers 
and transmitters are not interchangeable. (The 
transmitter unit is not dealt with in this article, 
but can be considered to be a DC operated 
rotary switch.) The " M " motor receivers are 
made in various sizes, but we will concern 
ourselves here with the Mk.10 AP 9298 unit. 
This unit differs from the Magslip receivers 
in as much as there is no connection between 
the rotors. The stator is delta wound, and is 
rated at 24v. DC, and the approximate size is 
2" diameter and 21" long. It has a terminal 
strip fitted to its base, and the connecting 
screws are marked_ 1, 2, 3. It will be found 
that the numbers are similar on the Mk.1 and 
Mk.11 Magslip transmitters, and all that is 
required is to connect the two units in parallel. 
and then apply 40v. or 50v. AC to the X and 
Y terminals on the transmitter ; when the rotor 
of the Magslip is turned the " M " motor unit 
will follow in the same way as the Magslip 
receiver unit, but it will be remembered that 
the " M " motor is a DC machine and it may 
be that the spindle of the motor will be 180° 
out of phase with the Magslip. This can be 
corrected by giving the shaft of the " M 
motor a turn through 180° to bring it into step 
with the Magslip. By using this type of indi- 
cator one can save a pair of wires in the cable 

form from the remote position. It will be seen 
that at the top end of the M " motor unit 
a small cog is fitted to the shaft ; this can be 
used to drive a pointer through gearing, or 
it may be found more convenient to fit a 
pointer directly over the cog. 

APPLICATION 
Selsyns 

The operating position at G3BNC being in 
the basement it was found to be an advantage 
to be able to rotate the beam by some more 
positive electrical method than by hand or by 
a loose system of rope and pulley. The answer 
came in the shape of a pair of type 5J/2512 
Ref. W325A Selsyn Motors. These units are 
available on the surplus market at the present 
time for a mere 40s., a chance not to be missed 
if one is faced with the problem of remote 
control of beams. 

The rating of these units is as follows : 

230v. AC, 50 cycle, single-phase input, the 
torque being 45 lb. ins., with 4" long by Z" 
diameter keyed shafts, protruding from each 
end of the motor cases. These motors are 
powerful enough to rotate any beam that one 
is likely to have in operation at the present 
time. 

The star wound stator windings are brought 
out from the motor case through an insulated 
grommet and the three wires were marked 
ABC on both units and then connected together 
via the remote control cable. The 230v. AC 
input wires from the rotor slip rings were 
brought out from another similar grommeted 

M -Motor 

3 -core 3 

Fig. 2. Layout of windings in Magsllps (5 core connection) 
and in M -motors (3 -core) the latter being used for instrument 
indication, such as the pointer on a rotary beam direction map. 
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Some of the units discussed by G3BNC. Left to right: 3 -in. Magslip Mk. II Transmitter, AP1372; Magslip Mk. II Receiver, 
AP6549 ; Dial and Pointer ; at right, casting into which the Magslip Receiver Mk. II fits. This illustration, and the notes given in 

the article, will aid in the identification and purchase of these Items. 

hole, but these wires were not marked. These 
wires also must be connected in parallel via 
the remote line, and it is important to check 
the phase relationship before they are put into 
use or it may be that the receiver unit will 
take off as an induction motor. 

Once the units are connected together in 
the correct way it will be seen that, as soon as 
AC is applied, if one rotates the transmitter 
motor shaft the receiver will follow, and if the 
receiver shaft is rotated the transmitter shaft 
will turn at the same speed and in the same 
direction. So far so good. The next thing to 
do is to arrange for the receiver motor to drive 
the beam. This is obviously a matter for 
individual preference, but at G3BNC the motor 
is mounted adjacent to the base of the mast, 
and with the aid of some cycle chain and 
sprockets, using 1 : 1 gearing the mast rotates 
within its own guy points very nicely. At 
the station end a circular plate is attached to 
the end of the motor case and marked off in 
the various points of the compass and a 
pointer fitted to the end of the shaft that pro- 
trudes through the circular plate, the whole 
being lined up with the beam headed North 
and connected via the drive chain to the 
receiver motor. 

At the station end the pointer is set on the 
North position as indicated by the circular 
plate. When the transmitter shaft is rotated 
the receiver motor will follow, turning the 
beam. Fig. 3 shows the connections for all 
units in a practical system. 

Lining up Selsyns and Magslips 
It might be helpful here to give the procedure 

for setting up Selsyns and Magslips when the 
units are located at a distance apart, such that 
it is not possible to see them both. 

First, connect the X lead to the lead marked 
1, and the Y wire to the lead marked 2, and 
then disconnect lead 3 on both units. Thus, 
in effect, the rotor and half the stator are in 
parallel. This applies of course to Magslip 
connection numbers, and in the case of the 
Selsyns the AC leads and those marked AB. 
Now set the Magslip transmitter -rotor in the 
position where it is possible to lock it by 
placing an R" rod through the flange on the 
top end of the rotor and the hole situated in the 
casing of the motor. When the rotor is thus 
locked, apply 50v. AC to the X and Y con- 
nections, or to the AC leads of the Selsyns ; 

it will then be seen that the two units will set 
up in the correct phase relationship to one 
another. Once this is done the motors may 
be reconnected and arranged to rotate the 
beam. 

Braking System 
If it is required to have a braking system 

on the receiver motor shaft to stop the beam 
moving when the wind blows, it can be done 
very easily by fitting a slotted wheel to the 
bottom end of the shaft. A wheel of 3" 
diameter and ;" thickness, with slots 5 / 16" 
cut out around its edge at 30 degree intervals, 
12 in all, will do. This has a f" hole drilled 
in its centre and is fitted to the lower end of 
the shaft. One can then obtain or make a 
230v. AC solenoid to operate a spring -loaded 
rod, which in the " off -power position will 
engage in one of the slots cut in the wheel. 
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Fig. 3. Layout of a practical remote control system, showing transmitter -receiver and motor indicator units, as actually used at 
G3BNC. The brake solenoid slips in when power is off, preventing windmilling of the beam head when the station is shut down. 

The various items discussed in the article as being suitable for these applications are obtainable as surplus. 

When the AC is applied to the motors it will 
be seen to pull in the rod, which will disengage 
the slot and allow the motor shaft to rotate. 
When the power is switched off the rod will 
spring back against the outer edge of the wheel. 
If the rod is not opposite a slot, then with 
movement of the beam due to windage it will 
lock as soon as it comes in line with one of 
the slots. When AC is again applied to the 
Selsyns it will have been impossible for the 
receiver motor shaft to have moved more than 
30 degrees and the chances of the slave taking 
off as induction motor is nil. 

If it is desired to have a more elaborate 
system of indication-that is to say, a Great 
Circle map centred on the U.K. with pointer 
centred on the home 0TH-then it will be 
necessary to gear a Magslip transmitter Mk.l l 
to the receiver Selsyn at the remote position 
by the same ratio of gearing as that used to 
rotate the beam. It is possible to clamp the 
Magslip to the case of the Selsyn by a mild 
steel band suitably joined. Once this is done 
it will be seen that all 'one has to do is to 
wire up a Magslip receiver motor, and the unit 
to obtain is the Ref. 5T/238 indicator. This 
unit has a large face of 71." x 12" and the case 
is of light cast alloy with a housing at the back 
for the small receiver motor about 22" x 3?". 

The five connections for X and Y (rotor) and 
the 1, 2, 3 (stator) leads are readily accessible 
at the rear of the unit. In the original, the 
spindle is brought out through a dial marked 
in degrees for depression and elevation, and 
is fitted with a pointer. It is no problem to 
replace the dial with a map, or if one is in- 
terested in Two Metres a map of the U.K. 
and Northern Europe. To get this receiver 
motor (Magslip) at the rear of the dial out of 
its housing all one has to do is to remove the 
pointer and the four holding screws. It can 
then be replaced with a small " M " motor. 
The small cog that is attached to the spindle 
can be removed and the pointer refitted. It 
is then necessary to run three wires from the 
Magslip transmitter to the stator windings of 
the " M " motor in order to make it operate. 
However, the 40v. or 50v. must still be applied 
to the X and Y connections of the Magslip 
transmitter, and the transformer for this can 
be located at the remote position, its primary 
being supplied from the 230v. AC that feeds 
the solenoid and energises the receiver Selsyn. 

It will be now seen that if one has a com- 
posite beam assembly and an indication is 
required for 10 Metres and 2 Metres-and 
perhaps also 70 cm.-two more type 5T/238 
units can be put in parallel with the first, 
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making three in all. It is a matter of choice. 
The " M " motors type Mk.10 AP 9298 are 
available at a very moderate price, and it is 
possible to build indicating devices to suit 
one's self. It is as well to mention that the 
Magslip receiver units will always re -set them- 
selves to the position of the transmitter once 
they have been set up in the first place as 
described. 

Finally, when purchasing Magslip transmitter 
units Mk.1 and Mk.11 make sure that the 
motors are fitted with black bakelite covers ; 

the Mk.11 Hunter unit has a red bakelite cover 
and the operation of this unit was discussed 
by G5RZ in the October, 1953, issue of Short 
Wave Magazine. 
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TV TRANSMITTING STATION IN GD 

The BBC has established a low -power booster TV 
station near Douglas in the Isle of Man ; it was 
brought into service just before Christmas. This 
station operates on Channel 5, the frequencies being 
66.75 me for Vision, and 63.25 me for Sound, with 
vertical polarisation. Now for a new crop of TVI 
problems! 

COMPONENTS BY SIEMENS 
At the Amateur Radio Exhibition in November 

last, Siemens Electric Lamps & Supplies, Ltd., and 
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., showed as the main 
feature of their stand a marine receiver, Type G.2, 
designed for ships down to 1,600 gross tons. Built to 
comply with the G.P.O.'s Merchant Shipping (Radio) 
Rules, 1952, this general-purpose receiver has a 
frequency range of 15-20 kc and 100 kc to 30 mc; 
it is in two separate units, and can be operated on 
either AC or DC. As one of the well-known 
manufacturers of magnetic and thermal delay relays 
of the type designed to meet exacting Service and 
G.P.O. specifications, their range of relays on view 
was also of particular interest. These included the 
hermetically -sealed miniature high-speed relay 
capable of operating at a speed in the region of two 
milliseconds, and an aerial switching relay embodying 
novel features and having low capacity and induct- 
ance at frequencies up to about 20 me-this we hope 

to review in an early issue. Keying relays having 
the special characteristics required for fast automatic 
repetition of Morse signals without distortion were 
also shown. A representative display of Siemens 
radio batteries was included on the stand, and in the 
selection of Tungsram valves was their type 807, with 
an interesting range of miniature valve types. 

OUR YOUNGER OPERATORS 

On p.569 of the November issue, we mentioned 
Eddie Wright, aged 15; as awaiting his licence. This 
has now been issued, under call -sign GI3JGZ-may 
it bring him many happy years of interest and 
achievement. On the same theme, we have heard 
from G3DIR (Baldock, Herts.) about his son Dennis, 
also 15 years old, who-having taken the prescribed 
examinations-now holds call -sign G3JKM. - He 
passed the R.A.E. before his 15th birthday, and in 
14 days on the air (operating father's Top Band 
transmitter) he made 50 contacts in the six G call - 
sign areas. G3JKM is in the fifth form at Baldock 
Grammar School, and has to get his prep. done 
before he can go on the air. To him, too, we offer 
congratulations and good wishes. G3DIR suggests 
that perhaps the time is ripe for the formation of a 
Young Operators' Net-or even a Young Operators' 
Club-and we shall be glad to support this if all 
YO's under the age of 17 next birthday care to let 
us have name, address and call -sign. 

G.E.C. GENERAL -COVERAGE RECEIVER 

A new table radio receiver introduced by the 
G.E.C., the BC -5444, is a 5 -valve AC design in the 
popular price range, incorporating several features 
not usually found in its class. Three short-wave 
bands have been given bandspread tuning for ease 
of operation, and the scale is floodlit so that it can 
be accurately read. The BC -5444 has three main 
wave -ranges, providing continuous tuning on the 
Long, Medium and Short (15-50 metre) bands and, 
in addition, three fully electrical bandspread ranges 
covering the 19, 31 and 49 metre bands, with 
calibration across a large tuning scale. The price of 
the BC -5444 is £19 19s. Od. (inc. p.t.). 

BROADCAST RECEIVING LICENCES 
By the end of November, the G.P.O. had 

collected the doubloons on 13,153,314 broadcast 
receiving licences, of which 2,727,000 were for TV 
receivers and 200,286 for sets fitted in cars. In spite 
of a rise of 111,811 in the number of TV licences. 
these still represent barely 20% of all licences in 
issue in the U.K. 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Use our Small Advertisement columns to adver- 

tise what you want to buy, sell or exchange. You 
get the widest possible coverage and quick results. 
Draft your notice clearly, in as few words as possible 
and using the customary abbreviations, and send it 
with remittance to: The Advertisement Manager, 
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, 
London, S.W.1. 
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AS appeared probable when we 
left off last month, conditions 

started to improve from about the 
third ,week in November. There 
was a very good, and extensive, 
opening to the Continent during 
the few days around November 
20-23, after which conditions sub- 
sided again ; this was followed by 
another EDX appearance on 
December 1st, since when, and up 
to the time of writing, things have 
been rather flat. 

Some outstanding two -metre 
contacts were obtained during the 
openings. GM3EGW (Dunferm- 
line) worked ON4BZ (Brussels) at 
2215 on November 21, it being a 

First " for them both-nice 
work. During the QSO, ON4BZ 
was also heard by GM3ENJ and 
signal levels were 569 for 
ON4BZ, with GM3EGW up to 
S8 in Brussels. This success was 
indirectly due to G5YV, as it was 
Harold who suggested that 
GM3EGW should try for ON4BZ. 
By its result, GM3EGW gains the 
distinction of being the first Scot 
to qualify for Countries Worked -a very difficult feat for any 
GM, by reason of their geographi- 
cal disadvantage-his eight coun- 
tries being EI, G, GD, GI, GM, 
GW, ON and PA. Holland is 
represented by his contact with 
PE1PL on April 4 last. 

Other very fine contacts were 
G6NB-DL7FS (B e r l i n), and 
G5YV-DL7FS on November 22, 
with the latter's phone peaking S9 
at Brill and S8 in Leeds. The 
distance is 600 miles, near enough, 
and DL7FS is probably about the 
furtherest-East station on the two - 
metre band ; at any rate, it would 
only be a matter of a few yards 
still further East for the Iron 
Curtain to have been penetrated 
on VHF. Incidentally, G6NB's 
list in the Activity Report is worth 
looking at-he shows 26 different 
stations worked in eight DX 
countries in the three weeks to 
December 8. And his grand total 
of different Continental stations 
QSO'd on two metres is now 107, 
with cards held from more than 
80 of them. This is without doubt 
a record, making G6NB one of 
the outstanding DX operators on 
the band. It is quite true-and 
he himself would agree-that it is 
all much helped by a particularly 
favourable location. But any 
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Wide Openings November 20-23, 
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DL7FS (Berlin) Worked, 
HB9CB Heard- 
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Cheltenham VHF Meeting 
in March- 

Reports, Notes and News- 

experienced VHF man will know 
that to go with a good location 
there must also be a high degree 
of receiver efficiency and general 
operating know-how for such 
results to be achieved. On VHF, 
as on any other band, it is still 
true that you must be able to hear 
'em before you can work 'em. 
Perhaps even more creditable to 
Bill than these top -line achieve- 
ments is the fact that any new- 
comer to the band, at whatever 
distance and whether he is work- 
ing phone or CW, can be sure of 
a helpful and interesting QSO 
with G6NB for the county of 
Bucks. 

While on this theme, it should 
be said that G5YV is included in 
the same bracket. Harold is a 
consistent and reliable operator, 
always a good signal over the 
whole country, and he never lets 
an opportunity slip past. He gets 
his full share of EDX, and was 

rolling them in during the 
November - December openings. 
Stations worked by G5YV include 
DL1LS, DL3VJ, DL6FV, DL6SV, 
DL6WU, DL9LU, F3GL, F8BY, 
F8OL, F9DI, OZ2FR, PAOHAK, 
PAONL, and PE1PL, all from 
1100 a.m. and onwards into the 
evening of November 21 - with 
HB9CB heard at 1815. Many of 
these contacts were repeated on 
the 22nd, with the addition of 
DL7FS at 0950. Signal levels 
were so high, S9+30 at DLILS, 
that the latter was ' ble to play 
back a recording of one of 
Harold's contacts with another 
DL. Conditions held up over 
November 23, and at lunch-time 
that day PE1PL was raised again. 

During the opening on the 
evening of December 1st, G5YV 
worked four DL's, three ON's and 
PAOFB-about all there was time 
for while it lasted! 

Arising from these EDX results, 
met. man G3EGB has prepared a 
chart (see p.693) showing the 
structure of the reflecting layers 
over Northern Europe on Novem- 
ber 22, on which are marked some 
of the EDX paths worked by 
G5YV, G6NB and others. 
Naturally, on this scale it is not 
possible to show everything with- 
out confusing the whole picture 
with a lot of lines-but readers 
will agree that this chart, the first 
of its kind ever published, does 
give a clear idea of the coverage 
achieved and the possibilities. In 
round terms, the whole of 
Northern Europe was within easy 
VHF range of the U.K. during the 
evening of November 21. 

Other Interesting Results 
Now, what else has been 

happening? Guy of ON4BZ 
writes, and G5YV confirms, that 
their nightly schedule continues 
with almost 100% regularity. 
ON4BZ goes up two countries, 
GM and LX, in that Table, and 
for those who will want to know, 
the Luxembourg station is LX1MS 
on 144.6 mc, who was worked by 
ON4BZ on November 23. 

On the topic of who's -done - 
what, other operators whose 
results are of particular interest 
over the period we are discussing 
are : G3WW (Wimblington, 
Cambs.), who worked 51 different 
stations in 7 countries in a fort- 
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TWO METRES 
ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED 

LIST 
Starting Figure, 14 

From Fixed QTH Only 

Worked Station 

64 
63 
61 

60 
59 
57 
56 
55 
54 
53 

52 
51 

50 

49 
48 
47 
46 

45 
44 

43 
42 
41 
40 
39 

38 
37 

36 

35 

34 
32 

31 

30 

29 

28 
27 

26 

25 
24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

17 

16 
15 

14 

G6NB 
GSYV 
G3BLP (630), G3BW 
EI2W (194) 
G3EHY 
G20I (349) 
G8SB 
GW5MQ 
G2HIF (200) 
G2AJ (519), G2HDZ (416), 

G3WW, G4CI, G4SA 
G2NH, G3GHO 
GSBM 
G3ABA, G3FAN. G5DS (510), 

G6XX (238) 
G3100 
GSBD, GSMA 
GSWP 
G4HT (476), GSBY, G5ML 

(280), G6YU (205) 
G2XC, G6XM (356) 
G2FJR, G3BK, G3CCH, 

G3HAZ (262) 
G3BA, G3COJ, G4RO, G5DF 
G2AHP (428), G3GSE (424) 
G2FQP, G3DMU, G6CI (184) 
G3CGQ, G5JU, G8KL, G8OU 
G21Q G3GBO (434), G3VM, 

G8DA, 08IL (325) 
G2FCL (234), G3APY, G3HBW 
G2DDD, G2FNW, G2FZU 

(180), G3BNC, G6TA (277) 
G2HOP, G3CXD, G6CB (312), 

G8IP 
G2DVD, G3FZL, G3HCU 

(224), G3HWJ 
G3BKQ, G3WS (153), 08IC 
G2FVD, G5MR (192), G8VR, 

G8QY 
G3HXO, GSRP 
G3DO, G3GOP (208), 

G3FRY, G5NF, GW8UH 
G3AGS, G3AKU, G3BJQ, 

G3FIJ (194) 
G8DL, GM3BDA 
G3DAH, G3FIH, G31SA (160), 

G6GR 
G2DCI, G3AEP, G3CFR (125), 

G3SM (211). G4MR (189), 
G8VN 

G3FYY, GSSK 
G2CZS, G3FD, G3FXG, 

G3FXR, GM3EGW 
G3CWW (260), G3DLU, 

G3IUD, G4LX, GSPY, G6PJ, 
GM3DIQ 

G3AGR (135), G3ASG (150), 
G3BPM. G3HIL 

G2AOL (110), G3IWJ, G6XY 
G3EYV, G3HSD, G3IRA, 

G3YH 
G3FEX (118). G3GCX, GSLQ 

(176) 
G3JMA 
G3FRE, GC2CNC 
G31WA 
G2DHV, G3GYY 

Note: Figures in brackets after cal are 
number of different stations worked on 
Two Metres. Starting figure for this 
classification, 100 stations worked. QSL 
cards are not required to verify for entry 
into this Table. On working 14C or more, 
a list showing stations and counties 
should be sent, and thereafter added to 

as more counties are worked. 

TWO -METRE ACTIVITY REPORT 
(Lists of stations heard and worked are particularly requested for this section. set 

out in the form shown below.) 
G3HSD, Bristol. 
WORKED : G2FJR, 2HCJ/P, 
3CKX, 3DLU, 3FAN, 3FIH, 
3FKO, 3FRY, 30110, 3GMN, 
3GNJ, 3IFV, 3YH, 4SA, 5JU, 
6VX, 8DL, GW2ACW, 8SU, 
8UH. 
HEARD . G2BMZ, 2HCG, 
3BLP, 3BW, 3DKQ, 3EHY, 
3FMO, 3HWF, 3IER. 3WW, 
4GR, 5MA, 5ML, 5TZ/A, 
SYV, 6NB, 6XX, 80U. 
(September 20 to November 22). 

G2DVD, Slinfold, Sussex. 
WORKED: G2DD,2DDD, 
2FQP, 2HDZ, 2MV, 2UN, 
2YB, 3AWY, 3BKQ, 3BNC, 
3DO, 3FAN. 3FIH, 3FQS, 
3FYY, 300P, 3GVF, 3HCU, 
3IAM, 3IIT, 3I0N, 31RA, 
SISA, 3IUK, 3JHM, 3WW, 
4MW, 5DS, 5ML, 5NF, 5TP, 
5TZ/A, SUD, SUM, SUS, 
80U, 8KZ, GW8UH, PE1PL. 
(November 10 to December I). 

G3WW, Wimbfington, Cambs. 
WORKED : DL3NQ, 3TD, 
3VJ, 6EP, 9LU, EI6A, F8BY, 
G2AVR, 2BMZ, 2CZS, 
2DVD, 2HDZ, 2YB, 3AWY, 
3AZU, 3BK, 3DMU, 3DOV, 
3EEL, 3EPW, 3FAN, 3GGJ, 
3GJZ, 3HCU, 3HTY, 3HXJ, 
3IIT, 310N, 3I00, 3JHM, 
4GR, 4KO, SUS, SYV, 6AG, 
6CI, 6NB, 6RH, 6UJ, 6VX, 
6XA, 6XX, 8HY, 80U, 8SC, 
8SK, GW2ADZ, ON4BZ, 
4HN, PAOFB, OWI. 
HEARD : G2FJR, 2HOP, 
2MV, 20I, 2XV, 3AMM, 
3BKQ, 3CFK, 3FMI, 3FMO, 
3HBW, 4PV, 4SA, 513D, 5J0, 
5ML, 51"P, 5VN/A, 6LI, 6MI, 
6YU, PAOFP. (November 17 
to December 1). 

GM3EGW, Dunfermline. 
WORKED : G2FO, 3GHO, 
5BD, 5GX, SYV, 6LI, 6NB, 
6XX, GI5AJ, GM2BUD, 
3BDA, 31300, 3DDE, 3DIQ, 

3ENJ, 3EQY, 3FJG, 3FYB, 
4HX, SYW, 6SR, 6LS, 6ZV, 
8FM, ON4BZ. 
HEARD : GM3INK, 6WL. 
(November 11 to December 7). 

G3JFR, Basingstoke, Hants. 
WORKED : G2BMZ, 2DDD, 
2FJR, 2UN, 2YB, 3BNC, 
3BKQ, 3DO, 3EGV, 3FAN, 
3FQS, 3FUW, 3GUF, 3IRA, 
3ITF, 5NF, 5TP, 5TZ/A, 6Cí, 
6NB, 60U, 8DL, 8DV/A. 
HEARD : G2GG, 21T, 2NM, 
3CCP, 3GHO, 3HAZ, 3IUK, 
3JHM, SYV, 6CW, GW8UH. 

3ANB. 3AVO, 3DO, 3FAN, 
3(iAV, 3GVF, 3HCU, 31iWF, 
3WW, 5DS, 5MA, 5MR, 
5NF, SUS, 6UH, 8DV/A, 
8SM, ON4IE. 
HEARD : F8EC, 8GH, 80B, 
9CQ/P, G2BMZ, 2DDD, 
2DSP, 3AWY, 3BNC, 
3CGE/A, 3CGQ, 3GHO, 
3GOP, 310N, 3ITF, 3JFR, 
4R0, 5UF, SYV, 6NB, 60U, 
6RH. (November 15 to 
December 13). 

G3JGJ, Plympton, Devon. 

WORKED : F9LL, G2BAT, 
G3FUW, Hinckley, Leics. 3AGA. 

HEARD : F8MG, 02BMZ, 
3FIH, 3HFG, 5TZ/A. 
(November 16 to December 6). 

WORKED: G2AHP, 
2FWW, 3BKQ, 3CKQ, 3CUZ, 
3DBP, 3DLU, 3DO, 3FAN, 
3FFC, 3GHI, 3GVF, 3GWL, 
3HAZ, 3IRA, 3JFR, 4OT, G6NB, Brill, Bucks. 
5ML, STZ/A, 6AS, 6C1, 
6XA, 6XX, 8QY, 8SC, 8VN. 
HEARD : DL6EP, ON4BZ. 
(November 15 to December 7). 

G2HDZ, Pinner, Middlesex. 
WORKED : G2DDD, 2DVD, 
2HCG, 3BVG, 3CGE,A, 
3CUZ, 3FAN, 3FMO, 3FYY, 
3GBO, 3GJZ, 3Mí, 3WW. 
40T, 4R0, 5BC, 5DS, 6JP, 
80U, 8UQ, GI3GQB, 
GW2HQ/P, 8UH. (October 
20 to December 8). 

G2CZS, Chelmsford, Essex. 
WORKED : DJIVK, DL3VJ, 
6EP, G2FJR, 3CZY/A, 
3DNL, 3DO, 3DOV, 3GHI, 
3GJZ, 3IAI, 3IIT, 3WW, 
4KO, 4MW, 40U, 4PV, 4SA, 
5AM, SYV, 6AG, 6WU, 6XX, 
6YP, 8A0/MM, 8LN, 
GW2ADZ. (October 27 to 
December 12). 

G3JHM, Worthing, Sussex, 
NGR 51/125047. 
WORKED : F3JN, 901, 
G2AIW, 2DVD, 2UN, 2YB, 

BRITISH ISLES 
TWO -METRE ZONE PLAN 

(This is reproduced here for the benefit of 
newcomers to the band). 

Zone A& B: 144.0 
to 144.2 mc. 

Zone C: 144.2 to 
144.4 m.c. 

Zone D: 145.8 to 
146 mc. 

Zone E: 144.4 to 
144.65 mc. 

Zone F : 145.65 to 
145.8 mc. 

Zone G: 144.65 to 
144.85 mc. 

Zone H: 145.25 to 
145.5 mc. 

Zone I: 145.5 to 
145.65 mc. 

Zone J: 144.85 to 
145.25 mc. 

All Scotland. 
All England from Lanes. 
Yorks., northward. 

All Ireland. 
Cheshire, Derby, Notts., 
Lincs., Rutland, Leics., 
Warwick and Staffs. 
Flint, Denbigh, Shrops., 
Worcs., Hereford, Mon- 
mouth and West. 
Northants., Bucks., 
Herts., Beds., Hunts., 
Cambs., Norfolk, Suf- 
folk. 
Dorset, Wilts., Glos., 
Oxon., Berks. and Hants 
Cornwall, Devon, Som- 
erset. 
London, Essex, Middle- 
sex, Surrey, Kent, 
Sussex. 

WORKED : DJ I V K, DL 1 FF, 
ILB, 3TD, 3VJ, 6EP, 6FX, 
6SV, 7FS, 9LU, EI6A, F3LQ, 
GI3GQB, GM3EGW, 3ENJ, 
3FYB, ON4HN, OZ2FR, 2IZ, 
PAOBN, OFB, OLDG, OMU, 
ONEL, ONL, ORK. (Novem- 
ber 16 to _December 8). 

G3DO, Sutton Coldfield, 
Warks. 

WORKED : DL3VJ, F8XT, 
G2AHP, 2AIW, 2ATK, 2ATT, 
2BVW, 2COP, 2CZS 2DC1, 
2DDD, 2DVD, 2FNW, 2FTL, 
2FXK, 2110P, 2JZ, 2NM, 
2NV, 20I, 2YB, 3AEX, 3BNC, 
3BVU, 3CCH, 3CKQ, 3DMU, 
3DOV, 3FIH, 3FSD, 3FUW, 
3FYY, 3GBS, 3011I, 3GHO, 
3GMX, 3GVF, 3GWL, 
3HCU, 3HSC, 311WJ, 3IEX, 
3IIT, 3ISA, 3ITF, 3IUD, 
3JFR, 3JHM, 3SM, 3WS, 
4PS, 4RO, 5MA, 5ML, 5NF, 
5TP, 5TZ, SUM, SUS, SYV, 
6AG, 6Cí, 6CW, 6MN, 6NB, 
60U, 6RH, 6XX, 8MZ, 
8VN, ON4BZ. (November 13 
to December 6). 

TWO METRES 
COUNTRIES WORKED 

Starting Figure, 8 

15 G4MW (DL, EI, F, G, GC, GD, 
GI, GM, GW, HB, LA, ON, 
OZ, PA, SM). 

G6NB (DL, EI, F, G, GC, GD, 
GI, GM, GW, HB, LA, ON, 
OZ, PA, SM). 

14 G3GHO, G5YV, ON4BZ 

13 G3BLP, G3CCH, G6XX 

12 G2HDZ, G2HIF, G3WW, GSBD, 
G6LI, G6RH. 

11 G2AJ, G2XV, G3ABA, G3IOO, 
G5UD. 

10 EI2W, G2FQP, G3BK, G3EHY, 
G3GHI, G3HAZ, G4RO, G4SA, 
G5DS, G5MA, GBIC, GW5MQ. 

9 G2AHP, G3BNC, G3FAN, G3FIJ, 
G6XM. 

8 G2XC, G3GBO, G3GSE, G3HCU, 
G3VM, G3WS, GSBM, G5BY, 
G5ML, G5MR, G8SB, GM3EGW 
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night ; G3DO (Sutton Coldfield), 
who in three weeks managed 71 
two -metre stations in four coun- 
tries ; G2HDZ (Pinner), who 

caught GI3GQB on November 20; 
and GC2CNC (Jersey, C.I.), back 
again on the band, who on 
November 17 raised F9OK 

SEVENTY - CENTIMETRE STATIONS - Ninth List 

CALL LOCATION 
FREQ. 
(mc) EQUIPMENT 

DL3FM 
EI2W 
G2BFT 
G2B V W 
G2CNT 
G2DCI 
G2DDD 
G2DHV 
G2DVD 
G2FCL 
G2FKZ 
G2FNW 
G2HCG 
G2HDZ 
G2MV 
G2RD 
G2WJ 
G2XV 
G3ABA 
G3AOO 
G3AYT 
G3BKQ 
G3CGQ 
G3DA 
G3EOH 
G3EUP 
G3FAN 
G3FFC 
G3FIJ 
G3FP 
G3FZL 
G3GDR 
G3GOP 
G3GZM 
G3HAZ 
G3HBW 
G3HHY 
G3HTY 
G3IAI 
G3ILI 
G3I00 
G3IOR 
G3IRA 
G3IRW 
G3IUD 
G31 VF 
G3JGY 
G4AP 
G4CG 
G4OT 
G4OU 
G4R0 
G5CD 
G5DS 
GSDT 
G5YV 
G6CW 
G6NF 

G6RH 
G6YP 
G6YU 
G6ZP 
G8QY 
G8SK 
G8VR 
GM6WL 
GW2ADZ 
GWSMQ 
ON4UV 

Mulheim-Ruhr 
Dublin 
Solihull 
Leicester 

Cambridge Airport 
Sutton Coldfield 

Littlehampton 
Lewisham 

Slinfold, Sussex 
Shipley, Yorks. 

London 
Melton Mowbray 

Northampton 
Pinner, Middx. 

Henley, Surrey 
Wallington, Surrey 

Great Canfield, Essex 
Cambridge 
Coventry 

Denton, M'cr. 
Hyde, Ches. 
Blaby, Leics. 
Luton, Beds. 

Liverpool 
Enfield, Middx. 
Swindon, Wilts. 

Isle of Wight 
Leicester 

Colchester 
Sidcup, Kent 

Dulwich, S.E.22 
Watford, Herts. 

Southampton 
Tenbury Wells, Worcs. 
Northfield, Birmingham 

Wembley, Middx. 
Solihull, Warks. 

Kidderminster, Worcs. 
Northampton 

London, S.E.22 
Oswestry, Salop. 
Hellesdon, Norwich 
Swindon, Wilts. 

Hoddesdon, Herts. 
Wilmslow, Ches. 

Kirk Langley, Derbys. 
Malvern, Worcs. 
Swindon, Wilts. 

Wimbledon. London. 
Maldon, Essex 
Sheerness. Kent 

St. Albans, Herts. 
Hendon 

Surbiton, Surrey 
Purley, Surrey 

Leeds 
Nottingham 

Shirley, Surrey 

Bexley, Kent 
London, S.E.5 

Coventry 
Malvern, Worcs. 

Birmingham 
Enfield, Middx. 
London, S.E.22 
Glasgow, W.I. 

Llanymynech, Mont. 
Mold, Flints. 

Fayt-lez-Mange, 
Nr. Charleroi 

434.2 Tripler, 32 -ele stack, SEO Rx 
432.54 Tripler, 16 -ele stack, (? Rx) 
433.17 Tripler, 16 -ele stack, (? Rx) 
432.60 Straight PA, 5 -ele Yagi, Special Rx 
435.2 Tripler, CC Rx, 12 -ele stack 
433.05 832 Tripler, G2DD C'vrtr, 20 -ele stack 
435.6 Tripler, 16 -ele stack, CC Rx 
434.97 Tripler, CC Rx, 16 -ele stack 
434.58 Tripler, G2DD C'vrtr., 16 -ele stack 
433.134 Tripler 15E, G2DD C'vrtr., 6 -ele Yagi 
435.95 no details 

. Tripler, 5 -ele Yagi (? Rx) 
434.00 no details 
435.17 Straight PA, SEO Rx, 20 -ele stack 
435.22 no details 
435.57 no details 
436.00 Straight PA, CC Rx, 16 -ele stack 
435.10 Tripler, CC Rx, 12 -ele stack 

? Tripler, 16 -ele stack (? Rx) 
433.13 Tripler, 4/4/4, CC Rx 
433.13 Tripler, City Slicker, CC Rx 
434,05 Tripler, 48 -ele stack, CC Rx 
434.10 no details 
432.6 Tripler, 6 -ele Yagi, CC Rx 
436.03 Tripler, G2DD C'vtr., 12 -ele stack 
433.9 Tripler, 3 stk'd dipoles, CC Rx 
435.80 no details 

? Tripler, 16 -ele stack (? Rx) 
435.18 Tripler, SEO Ex, 5 -ele Yagi 
436.04 no details 
435.24 Doubler, CC Rx, 12 -ele stack 
435.39 no details 
435.00 no details 

? Tripler, 16 -ele stack (? Rx) 
433.59 Tripler, CC Rx, 4/4 Yagi 
434.61 Tripler, 12 -ele stack, CC Rx 
433.93 Straight PA, 2I -valve Rx, 4 -ele Yagi 

? Tripler (? beam array and Rx) 
433.80 no details 
434.97 Tripler, 6 -turn Helix, R.1294 mod. 
432.54 Tripler, 16 -ele stack, SEO Rx 

? Tripler, SEO Rx, 4 -ele Yagi 
436.05 Tripler, SEO Rx, 8 d'ples stk'd 
434.3 Tripler, SEO Rx, 16 -ele stack 
432.41 Trioler, CC C'vrtr., 6 -ele Yagi 
433.78 Tripler, Rx various, 16 -ele stack 
436.00 Tripler, SEO Rx, 12 -ele stack 
436.50 Tripler, CC Rx. 3 stk'd D'ples 
435.07 CV53 PA, CC Rx, 9 -ele yagi 
435.240 Tripler, G2DD C'vrtr., 4/4 Yagi 
432.414 Tripler, Superhet, 3 -ele Yagi 
434.16 Tripler, 16 -ele stack, CC Rx 
435.66 no details 
435.61 Tripler, G2DD C'vrtr., 16 -ele stack 
436.02 no details 
432.72 Tripler, 8 -ele stack, G2DD C'vtr. 

? no details 
435.47 Straight PA, 5 -ele Yagi, SEO Rx, 

ASB8 cavities 
434.7 Tripler, 16 -ele stack, ASB8 C'vtr. 
435.75 no details 
434.10 Trioler CC Rx, 16 -ele stack 
435.78 Tripler, SEO Rx, Corner reflector 

? Tripler, 24 -ele stack (? Rx) 
433.15 Tripler, G2DD C'vtr., 8 *-waves stk'd 
435.0 Tripler, SEO Rx, 12 -ele stack 

? P/P CV53 PA, CC Rx, 20 -ele stack 
432.84 Doubler SEO Rx, 32 -ele stack 
432.58 Tripler, 3 -ele Yagi (? Rx) 
434.7 Straight PA, CC Rx, 32 -ele beam 

This list is incomplete as regards some stations known to be equipped for the 
70 -centimetre band. All 430 me operators are asked to forward details for inclusion 

in this Table, under the headings given. 

(Nantes) for the GC/F " First." 
After the early part of Decem- 

ber, conditions went flat again, and 
though early -evening activity was 
quite good, with many local QSO's 
going on, there was little in the 
way of DX to be worked. 

Movements and The Tables 

Movements claimed this month 
total 42 in all Tables, and the 
picture shown is as up to Decem- 
ber 17 -anything notified after 
that will not have got through in 
time. Your A.J.D. was banging 
this out under pressure of the 
" Christmas rush " (which, as he 
gets older, seems to come round 
at ever -shortening intervals) with 
its unavoidable delays in the post 
and the scramble to get this piece 
set in time for the January issue. 
A.J.D. would gratefully record 
that, almost without exception, the 
calls h/w lists were " on separate 
sheets, with call -signs in apha- 
betical and numerical order " and 
that most of the claims were " on 
separate pieces of paper for each 
table, with call -signs." All of 
which added up to the fact that 
instead of taking about 12 hours' 
concentrated work to puzzle out, 
the tabular matter was prepared 
for the printer in one afternoon. 
Thank you! 

Some Station Reports 
G2DCI (Sutton Coldfield) goes 

up to 26C and has sent QSL's for 
all his 93S worked -but only 40 
cards back as yet. G3DO in the 
same neighbourhood got three 
additional counties for the All - 
Time, including the new station 
for Norfolk, G3DOV (Scoulton). 
G3DO's total for the Annual 
Table goes up by 13 ; he is now 
using a 16 -ele stack at 50 feet, 
with 85 watts into an 829B, and is 
therefore a very much more potent 
signal than with the old arrange- 
ment ; his Europeans were 
DL3V4 FX8T and ON4BZ. 

G5ML (Coventry) also advances 
in the Tables, and is now laying 
round him with two stacks of 
skeleton slots at a height of 50 
feet. G3WW (Wimblington) was 
able to hold G2BMZ (Torquay) 
for an hour on phone on Novem- 
ber 19, and at long last has 
succeeded with EI6A (Wicklow), 
a nice QSO for direction and 
distance. During the December 
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1st opening, it was interesting to 
hear G6NB telling the DL's they 
were in deep QSB, while at G3BK 
and G3WW they were strong, 
steady signals with no fading 
either way. As his list in the 
Activity Report shows, G3WW 
got some good European contacts 
during both openings. 

G3JFR (Basingstoke, Hants.) 
advances in Annual Counties, and 
suggests that the Activity Report 
should include a " Stations Called" 
section, or alternatively that we 
should rename the " Heard " lists 
as " Called." While it is hardly 
true, as he implies, that all stations 
heard are called for a QSO, it is 
undoubtedly of interest to new- 
comers to know from where they 
are being heard and called. On 
the other hand, as we want to 

TWO METRES 
COUNTIES WORKED SINCE 

SEPTEMBER 1, 1953 

Starting Figure, 14 

Worked Station 

43 G3GHO, G4SA, G5YV 

42 G6XX 

40 G3IOO 

39 G3WW 

34 G2DVD, G5 MA 

32 G2AHP, G5BM, G5 DS 

30 G2FJR, G5ML 

29 G3DO, G3EPW 

27 G2DDD 

26 G2FCL, G3CUZ 

23 G2H DZ 

22 G3FYY 

21 G3JFR, G3WS. 04 RO 

20 G2CZS 

19 G3FUW, G6TA 

18 G5MR 

15 G2AOL, G8VN 

14 G3FIJ 

Note : This Annual Counties Worked 
Table opened on September 1st, 1953 
and will run for the twelve months to 
August 31, 1954. All operators who work 
14 or more Counties on Two Metres are 
eligible for entry in the Table. The first 
list sent should give stations worked for 
the counties claimed; thereafter, addi- 
tions claimed need show only stations 
worked for each county as they accrue. 
QSL cards are not required for entry in 

this table. 

avoid any further complication in 
the listings carried in this feature. 
it is your A.J.D.'s suggestion that 
the calls h/w lists be left as they 
are unless there is any strong 
demand for the alteration pro- 
posed by G3JFR-in which case, 
of course, we shall be happy to 
adopt " called " lists. 

G2DVD (Slinfold, Sussex) says 
he is " very glad to show a satis- 
fying jump in both Counties 
Tables," and in the hope of find- 
ing some of the more elusive 
counties, he is keeping his beam 
headed NW. A regular lunch- 
time schedule established with 
G3DO on November 19 over their 
130 -mile path has not yet failed. 
and only once have they had to 
resort to CW. G3FYY (London. 
N.W.2) writes to adjust his pegs 
on the ladders, and G6CI (Kenil- 
worth) says that though he has 
not reported recently, he is still 
active and " knocking 'em off up 
and down the country." Good 
show! But Brian m i s s e d 
GW2HQ/P for two new counties. 
in spite of much diligent calling. 

A first report from a new 
station on the band comes from 
G3JGJ (Plympton, S. Devon), who 
has a 16 -element stack and a 6J6 
converter into an HRO. Being 
well placed for working in 
southerly directions, he would be 
particularly pleased to open a 
schedule with the Channel Islands. 
As our next letter off the pile is 
from GC2CNC (Jersey, C.I.) ask- 
ing that South Coast stations look 
for him on 145.13 me at 1915-2000 
and around 2215 daily, it looks as 
if this schedule is as good as 
made! GC2CNC found conditions 
good during November 17-22, and 
again on November 27 and 
December 1st ; G5TZ/A is a 
consistent S9 phone signal with 
him, and is a very useful indicator 
of band conditions in the GC 
area ; a schedule GW2ADZ/ 
GC2CNC is running at 1915 
nightly, but no dice up to 
December 4. 

G4SA (Drayton, Berks.) is very 
pleased with results off his 16 -ele 
stack, and can work G5YV " 5 
and 9 both ways under any con- 
ditions." Up in Goole, Yorks., 
G6XX was there for the Novem- 
ber 20-22 opening, and got himself 
DL1LS, DL3VJ, DL3VQ, ON4BZ 
and PAONL-good going, and 

The 16 -element stack at G9SA, Drayton, 
Berks., now at 98ft. Yes, that's Ted, 
holding on tight at the 29 -foot rung. 

very nice contacts. An interesting 
GDX QSO was with G2BMZ, for 
Devon, and the total at G6XX is 
now 238 different stations worked. 

Though G3GHO (Roade, 
Northants.) was able to work 
GM3EGW on November 21, and 
could hear G5YV and G6NB 
ticking off the EDX on the 22nd, 
at G3GHO not a single Continen- 
tal station was heard during the 
opening! This is a most extraor- 
dinary thing - and if anyone 
should think " Rx trouble, of 
course," the answer is that on the 
21st GI3GQB and GM3ENJ were 
both 579 at Roade. It would be 
enough to make anybody fidgety, 
especially having regard to Ber- 
nard's previous EDX results, so it 
is not surprising that he signs 
himself " Frustrated McCall "! 

The good conditions reached 
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G5MR (Hythe, Kent) earlier than 
they did the rest of the country, 
and between November 15 and 23 
he was able to work " a number 
of new French stations " for some 
of whom Vernon was their first 
G contact ; two good QEO's were 
with F8XT at Chillac, in the 
neighbourhood of La Rochelle, at 
385 miles, and on December 1st 
he got DL6EP at 2125. G5BM 
(Cheltenham, Glos.) goes up in 
Annual Counties, and G3JHM 
(Worthing, Sussex) is another 
South Coast station to have found 
F's and ON's to work during 
November 19-22 ; he would very 
much like a schedule with some- 
body in East Anglia or the South 
Midlands, any time 1900-2000 daily, 
just to exchange RST and weather 
conditions. 

G3I00 (Oswestry) seems to 
have missed out altogether on the 
EDX, he only having heard 
ON4BZ at 559 on December 1st ; 

taken with G3GHO's result, this 
is interesting, but we do not know 
if G3100 was there during 
November 20-22. If so, it looks 
as if there were blank areas-or 
perhaps skip effect? G2CZS 
(Chelmsford, Essex) can now get 
100 watts into his 829B on CW, 
and has a suitable modulator in 
hand ; he worked his first DL's 
on December 1st, with DJIVK, 
DL3VJ and DL6EP. G4OU 
(Sheerness, Kent) has been busy 
on constructional work, and is 
very anxious to see greater occu- 
pancy of the band, irrespective of 
conditions-that goes for all of us, 
but the fact is that there is quite 
a reasonable level of activity 
during the early evenings now- 
adays, and there is a good deal of 
local work going on even under 
flat conditions. 

Yet another to have had the 
mortifying experience of hearing 
Continentals being worked, without 
being able to receive the EDX, 
was G3CUZ (Leek, Staffs.), who 
has decided, therefore, that his 
most pressing need is a better 
receiver-may be, but enough has 
already been said to suggest that 
the Midlands area might have 
been a " dead spot " during the 
openings. G3FKY, also Leek, will 
be on again shortly, and G3CUZ 
himself is available most evenings 
during TV hours. G2HDZ 
(Pinner, Middx.) reports a " slight 

.... I said CW is on its way out-OUT, dandandah dudduddah 
dah-Did you get that ? Dah-de-Dah .... " 

upward trend in the Tables," and 
G3FUW (Hinckley, Leics.) writes 
in for the first time ; his trans- 
mitter has only an RK -34 in the 
output for the time being, but an 
832 PA is available ; the beam 
is a 5 -ele Yagi at 45 feet, and the 
receiver a 676 push-pull job with 
a CC oscillator ; G3FUW has 
managed 19C since September 1st, 
and enters the Tables accordingly. 

The calls h/w list put in by 
GM3EGW (Dunfermline) - see 
Activity Report-not only includes 
some good DX, but also reads like 
a directory of active GM's. 
GM3EGW reports that '3FYB's 
contact with G6NB is particularly 
creditable, as " GM3FYB has an 
atrocious QTH and he must fire 
straight into a hillside to work 
South." G3HSD (Bristol) puts in 
claims for the Tables, and remarks 
that G3WW and G5YV, both of 
whom he would like to work, are 

very fine signals with him ; he 
takes, us up on the point about 
SEO's and super -regenerative 
receivers on the 430 me band, to 
which the answer is, of course. 
that A.J.D.'s comments were made 
before the Band Plan was agreed ; 

now that it has been settled, no 
harm will be done so long as the 
self-excited transmissions are kept 
within the area allotted to them, 
outside the 432-438 me band 
agreed upon for controlled trans- 
mitters and sensitive receivers. 

Some Seventycem Items 
The 70 cm Activity List has 

again been brought up to date. 
and it is probable that nearly all 
stations equipped now appear in 
it-but there are, no doubt, some 
that are not included (or for whom 
we have no complete details), and 
they are asked to write so that 
the listing will remain a reliable 
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guide to potential 430 mc activity. 
In response to our request in 

November "VHF Bands," 
G3DIV/A (Eastbourne) writes to 
fill in some gaps in the 70 - 
Centimetre Firsts Table ; he holds 
cards for all QSO's with which he 
is credited in this table. G2HDZ 
(Pinner) is trying to blast a way 
through to G3MI on 430 mc, 
without success so far. G2DVD 
(Slinfold, Sx.) comes in with 
details of cross -band contacts with 
G2DD (Stanmore) and G2DDD 
(Littlehampton). 

TWO -METRE FIRSTS 

G/DL 
G/EI 
G/F 
G/GC 
G/GD 
G/GM 
G/GW 
G/HB 
G/LA 
G/ON 
G/OZ 
G/PA 
G/SM 
GC/DL 
GC/EI 
GC/F 
GC/ON 
GC/OZ 
GD/EI 
GD/GM 
GD/GW 
GI/EI 
GI/GD 
GI/GM 
GI/GW 
GM/EI 
GM/ON 
GM/PA 
GW/DL 
GW/EI 
GW/F 
GW/HB 
GW/ON 
GW/PA 
GW/SM 
DL/OZ 
DL/SM 
EI/DL 
EI/ON 
EI/PA 
ON/EI 
ON/GM 
ON/LA 
ON/LX 
ON/OZ 
ON/SM 

G3DiV/A-DL4XS/3KE 
G8SB-EI8G 
G6DH-F8OL 
G8IL-GC2CNC 
G3GMX-GD3DA/P 
G3BW-GM3OL 
GSMQ-GW5UO 
G6OU-HB1IV 
G6NB-LA8RB 
G6DH-ON4FG 
G3WW-OZ2FR 
G6DH-PAOPN 
GSYV-SM7BE 
GC3EBK-DL3VJ/P 
GC2CNC-EI2W 
GC2CNC-F9OK 
GC3EBK-ON4BZ 
GC3EBK-OZ2FR 
GD3DA/P-EI2W 
GD3DA/P-GM3DAP 
GD3DA/P-GW5MQ 
GI3GQB-EI2W 
GI2FHN-GD3DA/P 
GI2FHN-GM3OL 
GI2FHN-GW3ELM 
GM3BDA-EI2W 
GM3EGW-ON4BZ 
GM3EGW-PE1PL 
GW5MQ-DL4XS 
GW2ADZ-EI8G 
GW2ADZ-F3LQ 
GW2ADZ-HB1IV 
GW2ADZ-ON4YV 
GW2ADZ-PAOHA 
GW2ADZ-SM6QP 
DL6SW-OZ2FR 
DL2DV-SM7BE 
EI2W-DL3VJ/P 
EI2W-ON4BZ 
EI2W-PAOFC 
ON4BZ-EI2 W 
ON4BZ-GM3EGW 
ON4BZ-LA1KB 
ON4BZ-LX1MS 
ON4BZ-OZ2FR 
ON4BZ-SM7BE 

5/6/50 
23/4/51 

10/11/48 
24/5/51 
29/7/51 
13/2/49 

22/10/48 
12/9/53 
29/6/53 
2519/48 

1/6/51 
14/9/48 

1/6/51 
22/3/53 
8/10/51 

17/11/53 
4/3/53 
2/3/53 

30/7/51 
29/7/51 
28/7/51 
13/6/51 
29/7/51 

1/7/49 
8/7/49 

12/6/51 
21/11/53 
22/4/53 
22/9/51 
19/4/51 
14/5/50 
14/9/53 
13/5/50 
13/5/50 

1/7/53 
4/3/51 

10/3/51 
29/8/52 
21/9/51 

10/10/53 
21/9/51 

21/11/53 
4/7/53 

23/11/53 
3/6/51 
2/3/53 

G2ATK operating the two -metre transmitter/receiver unit mentioned on p.615 of 
December " VHF Bands." On the right is G6AS. 

G5YV hoped to be on 430 mc 
before Christmas, with a better 
receiver and a transmitter giving 
15 watts RF out. G3IVF (Kirk 
Langley, Derbys.) reports himself 
as fitted up for 70 centimetres, and 
G2DCI has had two-way contacts 
on the band with G3BKQ (30 
miles) and G3HAZ (12 miles). 

Proposed VHF Dinner 
As the result of discussions 

round the Short Wave Magazine 
stand at the Amateur Radio Exhi- 
bition, it has been decided to hold 
a VHF Dinner in Cheltenham on 
a Saturday night in March - the 
arrangements being in the hands 
of the Cheltenham VHF group. 
Final details have not, at the 
moment of writing, been quite 
settled, but those who think they 
can make it (and we hope they 
will be many) are asked to get in 
touch direct with G2AJ or G6VX. 

Cheltenham is well situated for 
a wide area of VHF population 
and, the word having already got 
round that this meeting was in 

prospect, we are assured of sup- 
port from London, Oxford, Birm- 
ingham, Oswestry, Cardiff, and 
perhaps even further afield. Much 
depends upon travelling conditions 
when the time comes, but Chel- 
tenham is on main -line routes (and 
is a nice place for a week-end) 
even if the Cotswolds are snow- 
bound. So do not let the weather 
deter us. 

All further details will appear 
in this space next month, in ample 
time for the event. But to 
give the organisers a chance, let 
them know, either by post or over 
the air, that you are coming. 
Write G2AJ at Denewood, Post 
Office Lane, Cleeve Hill, Chelten- 
ham. 

Talking of the Exhibition, it was 
a great pleasure to find so many 
well-known VHF call -signs in our 
visitors' book at the Stand. And 
in the equipment displays, VHF 
was well represented with some 
exhibits outstanding for their 
design, construction and workman- 
ship. Who could have failed to 
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BRITISH ISLES 

SEVENTY -CENTIMETRE 
ZONE PLAN 

FULL BAND, 420-460 MC 

Area (mc) Service 

420-425 SEO Transmission (MCW and 
Phone). 

425-432 Amateur Television. 
432-438 CC Communication Band, Station 

Frequencies tripled from Two - 
Metre Zone. 

438-445 Amateur Television. 
445-455 Future Amateur Development. 
455-460 SEO Transmission (MCW and 

Phone). 

admire that 144 me transmitter/ 
receiver unit by G6VX, or the 
70 -centimetre PA. pumping RF 
into a lamp load, shown by 
G3GZM? An interesting receiver 
design was that by G2UJ, and 
there were also some nice pieces 
of auxiliary VHF equipment. 
Altogether, a most creditable 
display of the VHF art. 

VHFCC Elections 
Since our last appearance. the 

following have satisfied the con- 
ditions and are duly elected to 
membership of the VHF Century 
Club: G5JM. Buckhurst Hill. 
Essex. No. 156 ; G2HOP. 
Wothorpe, Northants., No. 157 ; 

GM3EGW, Dunfermline, No. 158; 
and G3DLU. Compton Bassett. 
Wilts., No. 159. 

Of interest to old timers, in the 
VHF sense, will be the fact that 
in the case of G5JM, only seven 
of his cards were for two -metre 
QSO's-the remaining 93 were all 
for contacts on the old five -metre 
band! This is, of course, per- 
fectly legitimate, as the award of 
the VHF Century Club Certificate 
is for 100 or more stations worked 
two-way on any band from 50 me 
up -or six metres down-since the 
resumption of amateur activity in 
1946. 

The cards sent in by GM3EGW 
show that he has worked, on two 
metres, no less than 38 GM's ; 

even including the /P's, this will 
be a great many more than the 
number of Scots most G's would 
have thought active on VHF. In 
contrast to G5JM, GM3EGW 
shows only five cards for 58 me 
QSO's. 

The 4 -over -4 for two metres at G3GBO, Denham, Bucks., who was featured as 
" The Other Man's Station " in the December issue. 

For the year 1953. this makes 
a total of 24 VHFCC Certificates 
issued-so they cannot be said to 
be " easy," even if they are easier 
than two years ago. 

So Now - 
We stand upon the threshold of 

another year, with all the oppor- 
tunities there will be for VHF 
exploration and the trying -out of 
new equipment. Your A.J.D.'s 

prophecy is that 1954 will be a 
year of great achievement in 
developing two metres and 70 
centimetres as communication 
bands. The reason for this is that 
VHF interest is growing, not only 
in this country but also on the 
Continent ; as we now have a 
much better understanding of the 
mechanism of VHF propagation 
over Continental distances, there 
will always be more stations 
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70 -CENTIMETRE FIRSTS 

G/DL 
G/F 
G/GD 
G/GW 
G/ON 
G/PA 
GD/GW 
GI/GD 
GM/GI 
GW/ON 
GW/PA 

G2WJ-DL3FM 
G3DIV/A-F8GH 
G2JT-GD3DA/P 
G4LU-GW2ADZ 
G3DIV/A-ON4UV 
G3DIV/A-PAPON 
GD3DA/P-GW5MQ 
GI3GQB-GD3DA/P 
GM6WL/P-GI3FWF/P 
GW2ADZ-ON4UV 
GW2ADZ-PAONL 

10/8/53 
5/9/51 

26/8/51 
5/7/50 

15/10/51 
15/10/51 
29/7/51 
14/6/53 
9/9/53 
3/3/53 
1/7/53 

equipped (not only with the gear, 
but also with the weather sense) 
to grasp the opportunities offered 

by good conditions than ever there 
were before. On 70 centimetres, 
particularly, this will be the case, 
and after a few good openings in 
1954, we expect tc be reporting 
the sort of resalts on 430 mc that 
we have recently been discussing 
for 144 mc. 

That, at least, is what your 
A.J.D. is looking forward to-but 
he will not venture to prophesy 
when the openings will be. Even 
weather man G3EGB won't be 
drawn on that one! 

And to all those followers of 
" VHF Bands " who have been 

kind enough to send cards, good 
wishes-and even some compli- 
mentary words about this feature 
-sincere thanks. A.J.D. did 
think of you all on Boxing Day, 
because that was the day on which 
this issue of Short Wave Magazine 
was finished for press! 

Final date for the February 
issue will be Monday, January 18, 
certain,. with everything addressed 
A. J. Devon, " VHF Bands," Short 
Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria 
Street, London, S.W.1. All Good 
Wishes for the New Year, and 
with you again February 5. 

VHF WEATHER REPORT 
PERIOD NOVEMBER 12 TO 

DECEMBER 14 

A. H. HOOPER (G3EGB) 

ANOTHER major spell to report, with two-thirds 
of the November period offering EDX, and then 

a short improvement early in December-the last for 
the year? 

The high-pressure belt lying from France to 
Austria carried on from the last Period and extended 
north-westwards over our southern areas in time to 
inaugurate EDX on the evening of November 15. 

Good conditions then continued, with minor 
fluctuations, peaking for GDX on November 20 and 
for EDX on the evening after. It was not until 
November 25 that the high-pressure belt had drifted 
far enough to the east for cyclonic weather to affect 
us. Even this was not the end, however, for another 
anticyclone in mid -Atlantic, extending eastwards 
over the U.K. during November 28, brought a four - 
day spell. Then followed southerly winds blowing 
from the Mediterranean around the periphery of an 
anticyclone centred over eastern Europe. The final 
evening of the period saw the end of this regime 
with the passage of a frontal system. 

Interpretation 
The change with height of modified radio 

refractive index (MRI) over East Anglia has been 
determined from the results of twice -daily radio - 
soundings reported in The Daily Aerological Record 
of the Meteorological Office, London. Abrupt 
changes (discontinuities) in the MRI structure were 
found at times, and their presence suggests the like- 
lihood of " reflection " of low -angle radiation to 
places well beyond the horizon. Fig. 1 shows the 
levels for each day at which significant discontinuities 
were observed. The layer which, with fluctuations, 
sank earthwards between November 16 and 24 can 
at once be seen. On a number of occasions the 
discontinuity was sufficiently intense to be classified 

as a duct and has been identified with a double ring. 
Two of them had sufficient vertical extent to duct 
two -metre energy, but were scarcely low enough for 
amateur aerials to exploit them as ducts. The dashed 
lines are used on occasions when identification of a 
layer and its changes is uncertain. Such occasions 
arise when discontinuities undergo fluctuations of 
intensity such that they are sufficiently weak at times 
to cast doubts on their significance. 

From a similar study of radio soundings over 
other areas of the British Isles, the probable direction 
and extent of GDX working has been ascertained. 
UK conditions began to improve with a northward 
excursion from France as far as Lancs. of the wide- 
spread Continental layer mentioned last month. This 
was on the evening of November 14. By the next 
evening it had receded again, but on the 16th re- 
appeared as far as 53°N. Then followed progressive 
extensions northwards, as far as Lancs. on the 17th 
and 18th, further to GI on the 19th (but with a 
weakening over the SE) and finally on November 20 
strongly marked and below 4000 feet over all areas. 
The following evening was good, too, but by then a 
weakening was setting in from the extreme West and 
peak conditions had passed. This continued during 
November 22 with the slow advance of a cold front, 
and by the evening GI, EI and the south-west had lost 
the layers. For most of the mainland it proved to be 
just one extra evening's grace, for the cold front's 
continued advance had cleared the layer from all 
areas except the SE by the 23rd. Another layer 
advancing from the south affected our SE districts 
for November 28 and, with an extension to include 
the S and SW on the 29th, suggested the possibility 
of more GDX. Apart from steeply sloping extensions 
over Lancs. on the 30th, nothing developed, however, 
and after the evening of December 1st it disappeared. 
Apart from localised patches, there was nothing to 
record until December 10, when again the SW, S and 
SE were lucky. This was a long, narrow layer over 
these areas at about 2000 feet, sloping steeply 
upwards from the Midlands to 6500 feet above 
Lancashire ; it subsequently proved to be non - 
persistent. 

Although the value of barometric pressure as a 
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Fig. 1. Showing the reflecting layers that developed over East Anglia during the period November 11 to December 15. The level of 
activity - in the meteorological sense - is immediately evident, while the gradually sinking layer that gave such good results about 

November 22, and the shorter spell of early December, can both be seen. 

pointer to anomalous propagation is not established- 
the author expects to be able to comment on this 
topic next month-the usual graph of MSL baro- 
metric pressure is included in Fig. 1, and equivalent 
values in inches of mercury are shown. It should, 
perhaps, be mentioned that to derive an MSL value 
from observations at other heights involves correc- 
tions for a variety of factors, of which the first two, 
in order of magnitude, are height above MSL and 
outside air temperature. Although relative values 
obtained for personal use from the usual type of 
home barometer hardly call for such modification, 
they must be corrected to a standard level (preferably 
MSL) before comparison or use, one station with 
another, can become effective. Correction is not a 
difficult process, and the writer could deal with this 
if enough observers so wish. 

Table I is partly derived from the weather charts 
of The Daily Weather Report of the Meteorological 
Office. All entries refer to the evenings of the dates 
listed. From the second line can be found the 
evenings when enhanced propagation over inland 
paths could be expected because of radiation cooling 
in the surface layers of the atmosphere. The figures 
suggest the time when the effect faded away. We 
have already seen how closely the effect is associated 
with anticyclonic conditions at other times of year, 
but of late, with a weak sun unable to break up the 
low-lying cloud during day -time, nocturnal cooling 
has been very slight. It seems that the expression 
" anticyclonic gloom " associated with winter should 
apply, even to VHF! However, clear nights would 
have been frost nights, and we can at least be pleased 
by our mild and prolonged autumn. 

While our weather did not lend itself to medium - 
distance working by means of radiation cooling, it 

produced another very good spell of DX via reflect- 
ing layers aloft. (It is to be hoped that the re- 
building referred to last month by A.J.D. did not 
limit activity!) The remaining lines of Table I show, 
in the usual manner, EDX results that are thought 
to have been possible by means of reflection from 
MRI discontinuities aloft. The good spell during 
the second week of this period is at once apparent, 
followed by a brief spell at the end of November. 
It can be seen, for example, that the SE path has 
had possibilities as far as Austria on several occasions 
and that both the NE and the S paths have been 
open much more frequently than during the last 
period. There are a number of interesting features 
not brought out by the Table. The openings shown 
for November 12 are conditioned upon successfully 
beaming underneath an MRI layer which failed to 
reach the UK. Did any stations in the extreme 
South manage it? On November 24 an occlusion (a 
combined warm and cold front) was advancing slowly 
from the West. It formed the boundary of the 
excellent layer extending over the Continent, and 
passed Gloucester near 1800, London near midnight. 
and cleared the East coast at about 0600 next 
morning. This last chance of EDX depended, there- 
fore, upon site and time, and further East and the 
earlier, the better. On a previous occasion of a 

slowly -moving front QSO's were achieved on either 
side of, but not across, the zone. Reports would be 
welcome on this occasion, too. Finally, the opening 
to eastern DL on December 4 required the right 
location for its exploitation. The writer is anxious 



with excellent effect. The southern path, however, 
involved a slope down to a lower level of 1000 feet 
over France. It is particularly in such cases that 
the inadequacy of the idea of simple reflection is 
apparent. To the SE the layer extended as far as the 
Alps. But for their presence there appears to have 
been no reason why Italy could not have been 
worked. 

In Retrospect 
Under this heading, it is usual to investigate the 

previous month's discrepancies between prediction 
and results. Subject to any instrumental inaccuracies 
of the radio soundings and borderline cases, the 
writer thinks of them as lost opportunities. There 
seem to have been several last month. In view of 
the EDX worked and heard by G6RH, which 
included DL and an SM, the predictions of last 
month's Table I for the first three weeks seem quite 
satisfactory. As indicated in the text, the last week 
found occasional extensions northwards at a high 
level over our southern districts from excellent 
Continental conditions. It may be that the extensions 
northwards were too limited, weak and high to help 
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to carry out a detailed investigation of these last two 
cases which have especially interesting features, and 
asks that all who write in to " VHF Bands " be kind 
enough to mention their results for these two even- 
ings, whether nil or otherwise. The information 
sought is : Direction of QSO's or signals heard 
during November 24, and QSO's or signals heard 
ex -Europe on December 4, quoting times in every 
case. Reports will be very welcome, and if the 
location of the far point can be given, it will help. 

Correlation 
In Fig. 2 is shown the contours (heights) of the 

MRI discontinuity of mid -November when at its 
peak over Europe. Conditions peaked over the UK 
one day earlier, but it is only in the extreme West 
ahead of the cold front (shown) that much deteriora- 
tion has set in. Superimposed are straight lines ruled 
to show some of the outstanding QSO's achieved by 
its presence. Without pretence to prediction, this is, 
in the nature of things, likely to be the last really 
good spell for several months, and so worthy of note 
in this way. Despite a complex structure, a vast 
area was covered at a general level of 3500 feet 
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Fig. 2. The peak period during the survey covered in the current " VHF Bands " was the evening of November 21, when some very 
tine EDX contacts were obtained. This chart, plotted for two hours after midnight on that evening, shows the extent of the MRI 
discontinuity that made such a wide coverage possible. The straight lines indicate some of the paths over which contacts were 
obtained or EDX signals heard. To avoid confusion, only a selection of these contacts is shown - there were many others, over the 

same area. 
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any but those near the South Coast, but there are 
other stations in Kent as well as G6RH. Perhaps 
the rebuilding already mentioned was mainly in this 
area! By the time this is in print, we shall be in 
1954. Dare we hope for our first opening on 
March 1st this year? 

The permission of the Director, Meterological 
Office, London, to quote information derived from 
the official publications mentioned is acknowledged. 

EASY RECEIVER FOR THE 
LIGHT PROGRAMME 

R. G. Otter (Kirkby-in-Ashfield) reminds us that 
receivers Type W are readily available on the surplus 
market for around 25s. A Type W Receiver is spot 
tuned to 500 kc (600 metres), the international calling 
and distress wave. To convert it into a portable for 
the Light Programme, all that is required are two 
500 µµF fixed condensers. One is fitted across the 
input from the frame aerial, and the other across the 
tuning condenser. Output is sufficient to load a small 
speaker just the sort of thing to keep the XYL 
happy while you are after the DX. 

CUTTING ALUMINIUM SHEET 
To cut ali -sheet easily and cleanly, do not use a 

hack -saw. Since aluminium is a soft metal, the 
better way is to scribe deeply-with an old pen -knife 
or any other similar tool with a blunt edge-along 
the desired line of cut, using a straight edge. Then, 
holding the sheet along the bench or table edge at 
the scribed mark (clamps may be necessary with a 
wide sheet), make a succession of gentle 10-15° 
bends, upwards and downwards. The sheet will break 
away evenly and cleanly, and the slightly roughened 
edge can be touched up by light use of a file. This 
method is not by any means a new one, but worth 
repeating for the " new hands," as it i4; easier, tidier 
and quicker than ploughing through the metal with a 
hack -saw. (G2HIF). 
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WHAT is the average life of 
an amateur? By which we 

do not mean his earthly existence 
in terms of Anno Domini, but his 
life as an active occupant of one 
or more of the bands-a privilege 
for which he went to considerable 
trouble at the time of taking out 
a licence. The number of real Old 
Timers who can justly be described 
as " active " is pretty small, but 
we are not thinking so much of 
them as of the post-war graduates. 
A census of the G3's heard on the 
air nowadays would certainly 
reveal a preponderance of G31's 
and G3H's ; a couple of years 
ago the G3F's would have been in 
the majority. This, of course, 
proves nothing except that 
enthusiasm runs high during the 
first year or so of holding a ticket. 
But after that-what? A sign of 
what we mean is that there are 
only about a dozen G3A's to be 
heard on the air these days-and 
if our arithmetic is correct, there 
must have been over 600 of them 
issued. What happens to the 
others? 

SHORTAGE OF IDEAS 

Our own theory is this: That 
now we are officially " communi- 
cators " rather than " experimen- 
ters," the attraction of the hobby 
does not last so long. This is 

borne out by remarks heard on 
the air, and by the contents of 
letters received. Sheer communi- 
cation palls sooner or later-but 
the whole attraction can be 
revived by building something 
new and seeing how that behaves. 
Sooner or later the QSO-happy 
type realises that he is only repeat- 
ing the same actions over and 
over again, especially as at least 
half of the average QSO consists 
of the usual rubber-stamp 
formula. There are some out- 
standing cases of amateurs who 
maintain the interest of communi- 
cation by a highly specialised bent 
for DX working ; they make their 
communication difficult, and there- 
fore interesting, by setting them- 
selves the hard tasks. Others, 
who have not this interest in DX, 
either go off the air and start some 
experimental work of their own, 
or they just allow the whole thing 

to lapse for a time. Some come 
back, and some fade away. 

THE OLD BRIGADE 

Those of the genuine Old 
Timers who are still active on the 
air owe their continued interest to 
versatility. They have the memory 
of the old " experimental " days 
still with them, and this prevents 
them from becoming stale and 
simply using their gear as what we 
heard described recently as a 
" natter -factory." Some of them, 
we know, spend more time re- 
building and re -designing than the 
hours spent on the air would seem 
to warrant ; but that is nobody's 
business but their own. Others 
manage to indulge in local Top - 
Band phone, DX on the HF 
bands, and VHF operation, thus 
becoming true all-rounders on the 
communication side of the hobby. 
Some of the old originals, how- 
ever, have allowed their licences 
to lapse, feeling that they cannot 
compete with the " new look " 
that Amateur Radio has acquired 
since the war ; and a few, most 
sad to relate, have become " Silent 
Keys." Probably the young 
amateur of to -day will never 
realise what he owes to some of 
the real pioneers-the Grand Old 
Men of Amateur Radio. Happily. 
many of them are with us yet. 

RELIABILITY 
Talking about the old days 

reminds us that we all take the 
present-day reliability of com- 
ponents for granted, and it is 

therefore a bit of a shock to be 
let down. This happened to us 
recently when a mica condenser 
labelled "1000v. working " broke 
down in the most light-hearted 
way when confi onted with a mere 
350 volts. Nobody minds re- 
placing a small condenser-but to 
spend an hour or two tracing it 
and then to have to conduct a 
search to see (a) What could 
possibly have caused it, and (b) 
What damage the breakdown left 
in its train - all this is A Bit 
Much. We should have said that 
modern broadcast and television 
receivers were marvels of relia- 
bility, too, but recent consultation 
with the manager of a servicing 
organisation hardly confirms that 
theory-he is far too prosperous! 
Breakdowns on cars and other 
moving machinery are often the 
result of ill-treatment by the 
owner, but one can hardly say 
this about radio sets. All the 
same, we regard modern com- 
ponents as pretty reliable-and we 
have a long memory. 

PERENNIAL POSER 

This is dangerously like a silly - 
season topic ; like the sea -serpent, 
it comes up from time to time. 
But what has happened to our 
medium of propagation in the last 
thirty years? When the B.B.C. 
opened their two first provincial 
stations -51T at Birmingham and 
2ZY at Manchester - listeners in 
London with single -valve receivers 
had quite marvellous results on 
them at once, and the transmitter 
power was a mere 1 kW. Now- 
adays we hear of " booster sta- 
tions " running two or three times 
this power which do not give 
satisfactory service at a distance 
of twenty, or even ten miles. Our 
own' Top Band used to be the 
haunt of one -valve transmitters 
and one -valve receivers ; is the 
standard of communication so 
much better nowadays, even with 
all the modern knowledge about 
aerial systems and the almost 
universal use of 12- or 14 -valve 
superhets? The shorter waves, we 
know (or we hope!) will come 
back with the sunspot cycle, but 
has the whole standard gone down 
for some obscure reason? 
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NEW QTH's 
EI2X, M. Beazley, 6 Cartron, 

Sligo, Co. Sligo. 
G3BA/A, T. P. Douglas, M.B.E., 

c/o 37 Willmott Road, Little 
Sutton, Sutton Coldfield, Warks. 
(Tel.: Four Oaks 735). 

G3IVF, H. E. Smith, White 
House, Radbourne, Kirk Lang- 
ley, Derbyshire. 

G3IVX, G. D. Birtwistle 81 
Chester Road, Huntington, 
Chester, Cheshire. 

GM3IVZ, W. E. Stephen, 109 
Den Walk, Methil, Fife. 

GD3JAE, J. Corlett, 35 Viking 
Road, Willaston, Douglas. 

GW3JBH, J. S. Hammond, 46 
High Street. Abersychan, Ponty- 
pool, Mon. 

G3JBI, H. W. Parnell, 414 Hedge - 
mans Road. Dagenham, Essex. 

G3JCJ, C. L. Antrobus, 53 Stan - 
ground Road. Sheffield, 2. 

G3JCU, J. Craven, 23 Green End 
Road. Clayton, Bradford, York- 
shire. 

G3JDK, H. N. Kirk. 54 Allendale 
Road. Rotherham, Yorkshire. 

G3JEB, G. Bartle, 6 Stoddart Road, 
Folkestone, Kent. 

G3JEM, J. Wallace, 37 Westmor- 
land Road, North Harrow, 
Middlesex. 

G3JEV, Dartmouth and District 
Amateur Radio Society. Mont- 
pelier, Lower Contour Road. 
Kingswear, Devon. 

G3JFS, P. C. Cole. 146 
Cambridge Road, Hounslow, 
Middlesex. 

G3JFT, B. R. Dare, 3 Westmin- 
ster Street. Alvaston, Derby. 

G3JFZ, A. C. Phillips, 23 Plants - 
brook Road. Walmley, Sutton 
Coldfield, Warks. 

GM3JGG, R. J. Smith, 21 Eskdale 
Drive, Rutherglen, Lanarkshire. 

G3JGJ, J. R. Wordsworth, Boring - 
don House, Plympton, S. Devon. 
(Tel: Plympton 3054). 

GI3JGK, R. Todd, 6 Rosewood 
Street, Belfast. (Tel.: Belfast 
44652). 

This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders 
of new U.K. callsigns, as issued, or changes of address of transmitters 
already licensed. All addresses published here are reprinted in the quarterly 
issue of the " RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK " in preparation. 
QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space 
allowance each month. Please write clearly and address on a separate slip to 

QTH Section. 

G3JGO, B. Priestley. 12 Mather 
Drive, Rudheath, Northwich, 
Cheshire. 

G3JGR, Dr. G. S. Rockwood, 2 
Orford Court, Elmcourt Road. 
London, S.E.27. 

GM3JGU, Freda Wickham, 46 
Greenhill Road. Rutherglen. 
Glasgow, Lanarkshire. 

G3JGX, S/Ldr. H. W. Taylor. 
D.F.C., 59 Ramsbury Drive. 
Earley, Reading, Berks. 

G3JGY, T. Wood, St. Vincents. 
Cowleigh Road, Malvern, Worcs. 

G3JHM, D. T. Hayter, 16 
A'Becket Gardens. Worthing. 
Sussex. 

G3JHV, J. C. Sutherland, 97 Haig 
Avenue, Southport. Lancs. 

G3JIE, D. Youngs. 53 Salisbury 
Road. Thorpe Road. Norwich. 
Norfolk. 

GM3JIG, K. R. Hodge, Rusken, 
Seamill, West Kilbride, Ayr- 
shire. (Tel.: West Kilbride 
2296). 

GM3JIH, A. M. M. Speed, Baptist 
Manse. St. Catherine's Place, 
Elgin, Morayshire. 

G3JIJ, J. D. Hague. 111 Charl- 
bury Road, Radford Bridge 
Road, Nottingham. 

G3JIS, R. V. Heaton. 114 Great 
Stone Road, Firswood, Man- 
chester, 16. 

G3JIW, P. Wotton, 15a Langdale 
Road, Wallasey. Wirral. 
Cheshire. 

G3JIZ, J. M. Read. 4 Wendover 
Drive. New Malden, Surrey. 
(Tel.: MA Lden 4459). 

G3JJA, E. F. Steventon, 16 Rope 
Lane, Wells Green, nr. Crewe. 
Cheshire. 

G3JJD, E. W. Hall. 39 Rokebv 
Drive, Kenton. Newcastle -on - 
Tyne, 3. (Tel.: Gosforth 
53833). 

G3JJX, A. J. Jeffrey, 16 Birkbeck 
Road, Sidcup, Kent. 

G3JKM, D. Buckland, 21 The 
Leas, Baldock, Herts. 

G3JKN, M. C. Sparrow, 100 
Grosvenor Avenue, Hayes. 
Middlesex. (Tel.: HA Yes 2973). 

G3JMI, A. McLean, 139 Willing - 
ale Road, Loughton, Essex. 

G3JZQ, H. G. Wells, 43 Arlington 
Crescent, Waltham Cross, Herts. 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

G2DMT, A. C. H. Waters, 56 
Spring Leaze, Knowle Park. 
Bristol, 4. 

G2FFY, W. A. L. Evans, 10 
Normanhurst Avenue, Bexley - 
heath, Kent. 

G2HL, J. G. Woodage, c/o The 
Car Park. 27 Redhill Street. 
London, N.W.1. 

G2PX, H. H. Lassman, 3 Overton 
Drive, Wanstead, London, E.11. 

G3DJL, B. Shortland, 58 Brace - 
bridge Drive, Bilborough, Not- 
tingham. (Tel.: Nottingham 
79811). 

G3EGB, A. H. Hooper, 202 
Totternhoe Road, Dunstable. 
Beds. 

GM3EGW, J. F. Shepherd. 1 

Transy Place. Dunfermline, Fife. 
G3GJJ, P. B. Watson (ex- 

GM3GJJ), 8 Charman Road. 
Redhill. Surrey. 

G3GZF, A. E. Brown, 187 Fel- 
mongers, Harlow, Essex. 

G3GZO, H.M.S. Ariel Amateur 
Radio Club, c/o The Training 
Commander, H.M.S. Ariel, 
Worthy Down, nr. Winchester. 
Hants. 

G3HCQ, R. T. Gabriel, 188 Porter 
Road, Derby, Derbyshire. 

G3IKT, W. R. Midgley, 66 Smith 
House Lane, Stoney Lane. 
Lightcliffe, nr. Halifax, York- 
shire. 

G3IKY, K. C. Young, 147 Castle- 
wood Drive, Eltham, London, 
S.E.9. 

G3IUU, J. Elliott, 158 Herring- 
thorpe Valley Road, Rotherham, 
Yorkshire. 
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THE EIGHTH MCC 

The Magazine Top -Band Club Contest 

NO!/EMBER 1#-15 21-22, 1953 

THE Eighth MCC produced one of the most 
ferocious struggles for top place that we have yet 

seen in the series. Last year, it is true, the Chester 
and Neath Clubs actually dead -heated for the leading 
position, but this time a clear-cut result emerges. 
Not until several re-counts had been made, be it 
added, for the winning scores differ by two points 
only! 

Neath and Port Talbot scooped the pool this 
time, with Chester right on their heels and two other 
clubs within snapping distance. Here are the top 
scorers, given their usual position of honour : 

1st : Neath and Port Talbot Radio Club 
GW3EOP (393) 

2nd : Chester and District Amateur Radio Society, 
G2YS (391) 

Surrey Radio Contact Club, G3BFP 
3rd : j (370) 

Salisbury and District Short Wave Club 
G3FKF (370) 

The scores are almost exactly half as large as 
those turned in last year, when operating time was 
twice as long. The number of entries was 28-the 
same as those of the 1952 and 1951 Contests. 

All the way down from the winning 393 to the 
score of 317 made by the sixteenth Club, figures were 
extremely close, with ties for the 3rd and 12th places. 

The Winners 
The winning team at Neath consisted of G2DTQ, 

GW2AVV, GW3FSP, GW3INO, GW4NZ and Mr. 
Havard. They used a three -stage transmitter and an 
AR88D receiver, to a half -wave Zepp-fed aerial 
running North and South. 

The runner-up, Chester, again used G2YS's 
station, their Club equipment not being available 
for all the working hours required. G2YS's team 
consisted of himself, G3ATZ, G3EXT, GW3HEU 
and GM3JFJ. The transmitter was a two -stage affair, 
the receiver again an AR88D, and the aerial a half - 
wave running NE -SW. 

Half the third place went to Surrey (Croydon), 

using G3BFP's station with an HRO, a 132 -ft. 
Marconi and an " eight -to -ten watt transmitter " 
about which no further details were given with the 
entry form. The other half was claimed by 
Salisbury, G3FKF, who unfortunately supplied no 
information at all as to gear with their entry. 

And so we run down the list, with very creditable 
scores of 367 (Brentwood), 359 (Coventry), 357 
(Medway), and 355 (Cheltenham), all of whom might 
well have been up in that box of honour if they 
had managed another dozen QSO's. 

Winning Technique 

It seems to have been the single -point (non -Club) 
contacts that clinched the deal for the leading 
stations. Since 28 Clubs were competing, each one 
could, in theory, have worked the other 27 four 
times each, giving a total, from Clubs, of 324 points. 
(Actually, one Club did not operate until the second 
week-end, thus reducing this total by 6.) 

Out of this possible 318, GW3EOP scored 306 
(plus 87 singles) ; G2YS made 309 (plus 82 singles) ; 
G3BFP made 306 (plus 64 singles) ; and G3FKF 
315 (plus 55 singles). This surely proves that the 
single points from all and sundry using the band 
are not to be despised! 

The operating standards were pretty high through- 
out, with nice snappy QSO's and no waste of time. 
There were a few exceptions, which can best be put 
down to lack of Contest experience. One or two 
non -competing stations deserve a rocket for calling 
" CQ MCC " and leading some contestants to believe 
that they were Clubs. Next year we must have 
" QRA .... Club" as the formula for exchanging 
three-point reports. At the same time, whereas some 
of the competing Clubs did not make a single 
mistake in this way, others were incredibly optimistic 
and claimed half the stations on the band as Clubs. 
including G3IAF/A, who was operating from a 
hospital bed, and G6QB, who was acting as an 
unofficial " observer "! 

As always, we say that this business of identify- 
ing the true Club stations is not so difficult as it is 
made out to be in some quarters. Otherwise, how 
does one account for the high percentage of " clean 
logs from which no points have to be deducted? 
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After all, part of the Contest is to find out who is 
being worked. 

Most of the claimed scores have been marked 
down by numbers of points varying from a mere 
three or four to as much as 30 or 40. Points have 
been deducted by the judges for the following faults: 
Incorrect logging of call -signs ; incorrect QTH's ; 

RST reports failing to check with the other end of 
the contact ; discrepancies in time. Also one or 
two Clubs who were heard by the judges to be 
making contacts after 1830 GMT, and who craftily 
logged them as 1828 or 1829 GMT, have not got 
away with it! All entrants will agree that it is only 
fair to everybody that times and RST reports should 
be entered accurately. This does mean setting clocks 
and watches by the Greenwich pips at the opening 
of each session. 

Opinions 

For the first time in the history of the series, 
there is unanimous approval of the rules! The 
afternoon week-end sessions pleased everybody more 
than the long week of evenings, and the total of 16 
hours' operating time proved ample. 

Neath, the winners, suggested that they probably 
suffered more from the change in operating times 
than anyone else, owing to being remote from any 
centre of activity. But as we have already shown 
that they made more single -point contacts that any 
other contestant, this can hardly be taken seriously! 

Chester also suggested that entrants in or near 
big cities would have an advantage by being able to 
work lots of locals during the daylight hours. 
Theoretically, this is true-but the " big city " people 
obviously did not take advantage of it. The single - 
point scores show this conclusively. 

Salisbury suggest that the turn -out is poor ; the 
28 stations on the air this year are not the same as 
those taking part in 1952 and 1951, and if none of 
the latter had dropped out we would have had a 
fine muster. They would also like to see extra points 
allotted for DX contacts (outside the U.K.). 

Comments in Brief 

Hours of operating just right, and a good time 
was had by all " . . . (Medway) ; " Thoroughly 
enjoyable Contest, with less doubtful Clubs than in 
previous years " . . . (Sutton) ; "Standard of 
operating has dropped in comparison with previous 
years " . . . (Clifton) ; " Thoroughly enjoyed every 
moment " . . . (Grafton) ; "Heard several OK's at 
good strength between 1700 and 1730, also UA3KAA 
was RST 559 at 1713 hrs on November 15 " . . . 

(Cannock). 
" Really enjoyable contest with quite respectable 

conduct throughout " . . . (Barnsley) ; "Very 
interesting and enjoyed it throughout-no complaints 
from members " . . . (Scarborough) ; " All keen to 
participate in future contests " . . . (Stoke-on-Trent). 

The Nottingham University Radio Society, 
G3DBP, was dogged by bad luck. The transmitter, 
admittedly, was not built until the Friday night 
before the last week-end ; then, when it was put on 
the air, the PA was not working, and in the second 

TABLE I 
POSITIONS AND SCORES 

CLUB CALL POINTS 

1. Neath and Port Talbot 

2. Chester 

Surrey (Croydon) 1 
Salisbury f 

5. Brentwood 

6. Coventry 

7. Medway 

8. Cheltenham 

9. Sutton 

10. Clifton 

11. Grafton 

3. 

12. Gravesend 
Cannock 

l 
J 

t4. Sheffield 

15. Leicester 

16. Isle of Thanet 

17. Barnsley 

18. Edgware 

19. Wirral 

20. Eccles 

21. Nottingham 

22. Scarborough 

23. Torbay 

24. Southend 

25. South Manchester 

26. Stoke-on-Trent 

27. Bristol 

28. Nottingham University 

GW3EOP 393 

G2YS 391 

G3BFP 
G3FKF f 
G3FSM 

G2ASF 

G2FJA/A 

G3GPW 

G2BOF 

G3GHN 

G3AFT 

G3GRS i 
G3ABG J 
G4JW 

G3AFZ 

G3DOE 

G3ABS 

G3ASR/A 

G3CSG 

G3GXl 

G3EKW 

G4BP 

G3GDW 

G5QK 

G3HMF 

G3GBU 

G3GIS 

G3DBP 

370 

367 

359 

357 

355 

341 

333 

326 

325 

322 

320 

317 

303 

295 

277 

235 

211 

208 

203 

188 

187 

181 

154 

78 

stage of repairs a misleading meter was responsible 
for the station being run at 1 -watt instead of ten!. 
But they did finally get going well enough to give 
many other stations some points, and sent in their 
own " token " score of 78. Next year we shall 
doubtless see them well up the ladder. Anyway, it 
was a gallant effort on their part. 

In the six front places this year are four Clubs- 
Neath and Port Talbot, Chester, Surrey and Coventry 
-who were among the first six last year.... First 
place for the London group of Clubs (led by Clifton 
last time) is taken by Surrey this year.... Compared 
with the 1952 Contest, Medway pulled up eight 
places, while Gravesend lost six and Edgware eight. .... Cheltenham, 8th this year, last appeared in the 
Contest as far back as 1946, when they were 2nd. 
. . . A number of Clubs have steadily supported 
MCC ever since its inception Ten of the 1952 
entrants did not take part this year. 

The points table, allotted on a 3, 2, 1 basis to the 
first three and taking the Contest over the whole 
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eight years, brings out an order as follows: Coventry, 
11 ; Neath, 10 ; Rhigos. 9 ; Chester and West 
Cornwall, 5 each. 

Judges' Summing -Up 
Once again it was a pretty evenly -contested 

struggle. As we have already shown, most of the 
leading stations approached saturation among the 
three-point QSO's, by working practically all the 
Clubs available ; therefore it was the single contacts 
with non -competing stations that lost or won the 
battle. Any Clubs that passed over a single one of 
these without going for it will know better next 
time! 

Operating, as heard by outsiders during the event, 
was pretty good, especially when the " chief op." 
was at the key. One or two novices were heard to 
slow things down, but, as we asked last year, if a 
novice does not start in some Contest, how does he 
ever gain Contest experience? In fact, it might be 
mentioned here that some Clubs make a point of 
putting their not -so -experienced operators on so that 
they can get their hands in for a future occasion. 

Notes and keying were good ; the Morse 
characters themselves varied from the shapely output 
of an " El -Bug " to all kinds of things, including 
Baghdad and Chinese Morse! Operating was pretty 
fast on the whole, and not much time was wasted 
over QSO's, except when the other man would not 
make it clear whether he was a Club or just a 
person. 

Logs varied somewhat ; some entrants had to be 
penalised for not having read the rules. The same 
Clubs send in faultless logs year after year. but 
some of the newcomers fall short of the high 
standard set by the old -stagers. 

" DX " was not a part of the Contest, nor was 
it sought after ; quite a few Clubs did, however, 
manage to work HB9T and some OK stations 

TABLE II 

ROLL OF HONOUR 

Year 1st 2nd 3rd Total 
Entries 

1946 Coventry Cheltenham Grafton 20 

1947 West Cornwall Warrington Coventry 14 

1948 Rhigos Coventry Wirral 28 

1949 Rhigos Neath Coventry 25 

1950 Rhigos Neath Coventry 36 

1951 Coventry West Cornwall Surrey 28 

1952 }Chester - f Neath 
Clifton 28 

1953 Neath Chester Surrey- 28 Salisbury} 

without difficulty. The occasional GI, GD, GC and 
GM station showed up, but it was a pity that there 
was no entry from these areas. G's and GW 
represented the sum total. 

We must thank all the entrants for doing their 
part in this Contest so well, and, of course, we 
congratulate the winners on the fine show they put 
up. We look forward to an equally satisfactory 
Contest next year, when, circumstances permitting, 
the rules will remain substantially the same. We 
hope to show photographs of the leading stations in 
this space next month. 

Club Secretaries please note than the deadline 
for next reports has now been extended to first post 
on Friday, January 15, for the February issue. 
Address them to " Club Secretary, Short Wave 
Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. 

Ç3cos 

. . . How about a QSL ? . . . . .. 
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****************************************************************** 

fr RESTOCKING FOR 1954. REQUIRED NOW... 

British Test Gear. "AVO," Marconi, Cossor, 
Salford, Furzehill, Double Beam Scopes, Universal 
Bridges, Audio Oscillators, Wattmeters, Output 
Meters, TF I44G, TF 390G, Signal Generators, etc. 
U.S.A. Test Gear. Types : TS 174, TS 175, TS' 3, 

TS62, TS56, TS35, TS47, TS69, TSI2, TS67 and 1-208, 
TS33, TS3, TS36, TS45, TSI48, TS587/U, UN/URM7, 
AN/PRMI, TSX-4SE Bendix BC22I, LM10, LM7, 
and any equipment made by General Radio, Ferris, 
Dumont or Radiation Labs., etc. 

SPECIALLY WANTED: VHF and micro- 
wave equipment, Receivers RS4/APR4 and 
Tuning Units 16, 17, 18 and 19. APRS, APRI. Klystrons 
723/AB, 2K33, 707A and B, 2K39, 2K40, 2K41, 2K42, CV52. 
TR3555 ; Indicator Unit R65 APN9. We will give top price 
for complete equipment or units. Any 3 cm Signal generators 
or Spectrum Analysers. 

ANY QUANTITY BROUGHT. 

UNI VERSAL 

* * * * 
We guarantee to pay the 
Top Prices in this Country 
Pulse Analysers. AN/APA6, AN/APAI I, AN/APA-6A. 

Receivers. RCA, AR88, AR77E : Hammarlund HQ 120, 

HQ 129X ; G.E.C. BRT 400 ; Hallicrafters SX28, S27, 

S27C, S27CA, a.c./d.c. S38, SX24, SX42, SX43 : RME and 

other late types : USA BC342, 348, 312 : Collins 75A. 

ARN5, BC733D. British, R1294 and R1359. 

Transmitters. BC6I0, AN/ART 13, ET4336, or parts of 
ARC!, ARC3. Required.-MANUALS for equipment 
wanted in this advertisement. 

ELECTRONICS 
Our only 27 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQ., LONDON, W.C.2 address : 

* Shop hours, 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursdays 9.30 a.m. to I p.m. Write, Call or Telephone - GERrard 6110 (Day), MEAdway 3145 (Night) 

****************************************************************** 

LYONS RADIO 
LIMITED 

3, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherds Bush, London W.12 
Dept. MS. Telephone: SHEPHERDS BUSH 1729 

INVERTERS. Known as motor generator, type 7. Input 22/29v. D.C. 
Output 80v. A.C. at 1,600 cycles, 240 VA., at unity power factor. 
Complete with carbon pile voltage regulator and filter unit mounted 
beside generator on the same base plate. Overall dimensions approx. 
9 x 8 x 5in., and weight only I5: Ib. In new, unused condition. 
PRICE E511010. 

L.T. TRANSFORMERS. Primary 200/250v., 50cps. Secondary 
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 24 or 30v., for a total loading of 2 amps. 
Excellent for model railways, accumulator charging, etc. All connections 
clearly marked. Brand new and guaranteed. PRICE 17/6, post 1/9. 

24 VOLT ACCUMULATORS. American made, as new and unused. 
11 amp -hour capacity (at 5 Hr. rate). Size l0; x 10 x 5fin., with terminal 
cover on one side projecting 3}in. PRICE 52/6, carriage 7/-. 
A.C. VOLTMETERS. Switchboard pattern, M.1. type, calibrated at 
50cps., from 90v. to I70v. PRICE 17/6, post 2/-. 

POWER UNITS, TYPE 87. Rotary converter units for 24v. D.C. 
input and having a twin D.C. output of 6.5v. at 2.5A and 250v. at 50mA. 
Can be operated in reverse from D.C. mains or 6v. accumulator. 
Totally enclosed in neat metal cases. 8f x 6f x 4fin. In good condition 
and working order. PRICE 9/6, post 2/6. Rotary converter only, less 
case, PRICE 5/-, post 21-. 

SUB -STANDARD VARIABLE CONDENSERS. Fitted in glass 
containers with heavy brass frame. Calibrated 0.05 jars to 0.95 jars. 
Approx. size 7 x 7 x 6in. Front panel fitted with brass terminals and 
shorting switch. In good condition, PRICE 25/-, or less glass con- 
tainer, 15/6. Carriage 3/6. 

INDICATOR UNITS, TYPE 96. Containing a cathode ray tube, 
type VCR97 (TV. picture tested to ensure freedom from cut-off). 
6-VR65's, 3-VR54's, I-VR92, spindle couplers, extension spindles, 
Mu -metal screen, H.V. condensers, pots., slug -tuned coils, and dozens 
of other useful components. Size over outer case 19 x 9 x 7in. Condition 
as new and unused. PRICE ONLY 59/6, or less valves 45/-. Carriage 6/6. 
INDICATOR UNITS, TYPE 304. Neat metal cased units, rec- 
tangular in shape with a round removable front cover. Overall size 
approx. 10 x 2}in. sq., housing a CATHODE RAY TUBE, TYPE VCR I 39A. 
Complete with holder and mu -metal screen. PRICE 35/-, post 2/-. 
PLESSEY Mk. 3 PLUGS AND SOCKETS. Trade enquiries are 
invi.ed for these miniature type plugs and sockets which we can supply 
in small or bulk quantities. 

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM 
Are the Specialists in 

EDßYSTO N E 
RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS 

We can offer from stock a good range of Eddystone 
receivers and at time of going to press can give immediate 
delivery of the 740, 840, 750 and the famous 680X. 

All available Eddystone short-wave components, including 
the new 14ín. rack equipment are here in stock. Send 1/3 for 
the new illustrated short-wave component catalogue, or better 
still, call and see us. 

HOME RADIO 
187, LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY. MIT. 3282. 

Open every day until 6.30 p.m. {Weds. 1.0 p.m.) 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series discount ; all charges 
payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add 
25"/, for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for 
errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short 

Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, S.W.1. 

OFFICIAL APPOINTMENTS 
FORCES BROADCASTING SERVICE (War 

Department Employment). - Applications are 
invited by the War Office for men, British only, for 
Junior Technical appointments in the Middle East 
for a minimum period of three years ; salary scale 
£330 - £505 per annum, plus Foreign Service Allow- 
ance. Starting salary fixed according to experience. 
Applicants should be experienced in or have 
knowledge of one or more of the following:- 
Installations. operation and maintenance of medium 
and short-wave transmitters of medium power ; 
design and installation of aerial arrays ; disc and 
tape recording ;- studio balance and control.-Appli- 
cation forms and further details can be obtained on 
WRITTEN APPLICATION ONLY from War Office 
(AG. 3ENT), London, S.W.1. Closing date, 22nd 
January, 1954. 

'TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR (Broadcasting) re- 
quired by the NIGERIAN GOVERNMENT on 

contract for two tours of 12-15 months. Possibilities 
of permanency. Salary, etc., according to experience 
in scale £1,170, rising to £1,269 a year. Outfit 
allowance, £60. Free passages for officer and wife 
and assistance towards cost of children's passages or 
grant up to £150 annually for their maintenance in 
this country. Liberal leave on full salary. Candi- 
dates must have been employed at the BBC Technical 
Training School at Evesham and have reached 
Grade C Minus or above. - Write to the Crown 
Agents. 4 Millbank, London, S.W.1. State age, 
name in block letters, full qualifications and 
experience and quote M2C/30305/SQ. 

TRADE 
QSL'S AND LOGS by MINERVA. The best 

there are.-Samples from Minerva Press, 48 
Queen's Road, Brentwood, Essex. 

B9339A ANTENNA TUNING UNITS 
URGENTLY WANTED. HIGHEST PRICES 

PAID FOR UNITS IN GOOD CONDITION.- 
BOX 1343, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, LTD., 
55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1. 

PYE Mobile Radio Telephone: One complete 
Pye PTC.258 Equipment, comprising Fixed 

Station, Three Mobile Units, 10 -watt Transmitters, 
12 -watt Public Address Amplifiers. Operation 12 - 
volt DC, Frequency 30-100 mc. Handbooks, etc. 
All in perfect tested condition.-McELROY ADAMS 
MFG. GROUP, LTD. (sole concessionaires U.K. for 
Hallicrafter Communication Equipment), 46 Grey- 
hound Road, London, W.6. Cables: Hallicraft, 
London. (Phone : Fulham 1138/9). 

UANTITY 832 -Type Valves wanted urgently.- 
Write PYPE HAYES RADIO, 606 KINGSBURY 

ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 24. (ERD. 4942). 
ALVES: Over 3,000 in stock ; 2D21, EC91, 

V 12AU7, 6BR7, 6CH6, 6BW6, 6SN7, 9/-; EL91, 
6F33, 12AT7, EY91, 7/-; EF91, 6J6, 12AX7, 6/6 ; 
6AL5, 6C4, EAC91, EF92, 5/6.-Skillman, Franchise 
Street, Weymouth. 

QSL CARDS AND LOG BOOKS. APPROVED 
G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE.-ATKINSON BROS., 

PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS. 

MORE UNSOLICITED 
TESTIMONIALS 

confirming the efficiency of The Candler 
System of Morse Code Training 

Read these extracts from some of the many letters 
received from Candler students. 

SPECIAL COURSE. 
For passing G.P.O. Morse Test for an Amateur Transmitting Licence. 
" I am very pleased to inform you that I have passed the Morse Test. 
I found your course a great help in improving my sending. I relied 
entirely on the wireless for receiving." R.J.R.C. 
JUNIOR COURSE. 
A Complete Course for Beginners. 

May I say how pleased I am with the course, after only two weeks 
training I am able to send at 10 w.p.m. and receive at a slightly lower 
speed." G.H. 
ADVANCED COURSE. 
For those wishing to bring their speeds up to 25-30 w.p.m. "I must say I have found your Course, so far, all you claim and can 
now copy Morse with ease at 30 w.p.m., an improvement of 10 w.p.m. 
since beginning your Course." R.R. (New Zealand). "I was declared to be the best Operator in the Post and Telegraphs 
Dept. lately, and this is all due to your correct method of teaching." 

C.F.C. (Sarawak). 
You are invited to send for a copy of the 
CANDLER "BOOK OF FACTS," it gives 
full details of the above training. 

Courses supplied on Cash or Monthly Payment Terms. 

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
(Dept. 55 S.W.) 52b ABINGDON ROAD, LONDON, W.8 

Candler System Company, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. 

THE .lííritmittve 
TRANSMITTER FOUNDATION UNITS 

Illustrated above are the two R.F. sections of the MINIMITTER 
Foundation Units, capable of inputs of up to 150 Watts on the 
3.5, 7, 14, 21, 28 mcs. bands. Small in size and readily adapted for 
use with existing power supplies etc., or, in conjunction with 
the other MINIMITTER Units, forming a complete "Table 
Top " harmonic free transmitter at very low cost. 
The prices of the above units are :- 

The .ÑÚfljClt9ft price E16. 16.0 
The s'tL{ílt4a price £12. 10.0 

Full details of these and other MINIMITTER units from :- 
DAVID GODWIN 

37, DOLLIS HILL AVENUE, LONDON, N.W.2 
Tel. : GLADstone 9436 
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WATERLOO RADIO 
(Waterloo Bridge Roundabout) 

35 TENISON WAY, LONDON, S.E.I. 

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. 200-250 volt A.C. input. 
To charge 6 or 12 volt batteries at :-1.5 amps 12/6, 3 amps 21/6, 
6 amps 29/6. Bridge Rectifiers for use with above transformer 
2 amps 11/3, 3 amps 12/6, 4 amps I5/-, 6 amps 23/6. Post 1/2. 
Half -wave 125v. A.C. input. RMI, 60mA 3/9, RM2, IOOmA, 4/3, 
RM3, I25mA 5/3, RM4, 250v. 275mA. (for T.V.) 15/6, post 6d. 

VALVES. 6AM6, 6CH6, 19AQ5, 6BH6, 6BE6, 6BW6, 6BW7, 
128E6, 6C6, 6F6, 3A4, 1J5, IT4, 6ALS, W77, N18, 6816, 5005, 
155, I2AX7, 7/6 each, 3 for El. 12K8gt, 6K7g, IRS, 5763, 7/9, 
post 6d. Germanium Diodes 2/- each. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 3f", 4", 5", 6}', 15/9, post I/-. 

OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES INVITED 

+IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

THE WORLDS GREATEST BOOKSHOP 

* FOR. BOOKS 
All new Books available on day of publication. 
Secondhand and rare Books on every subject. Over 

3 million volumes. 
LARGE TECHNICAL DEPT. 

Subscriptions taken for British, American and 
Continental Radio magazines. 

119-125 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2 
Gerrard 566o (16 lines) V' Open 9-6 (inc. Sala.) 

Nearest Station: Tottenham Court Road 

á IIINIIIIIIIInIIN1111IlIIIIlI1111IIIinIIIIIII11IIlII1111I1III11II11111111IIIIiIIlilli 

G2ACC offers you .. . 
AERIAL WIRE. 14 s.w.g. enamelled copper :-25ft., 3/-; 
35ft., 4/- ; 50ft., 5 /6 ; 70ft., 7/9 ; I OOft., I I /- ; I40ft., 15 /6 ; 280ft., 
30/-. L336 80 ohm twin feeder 6d. yd. L600 80 ohm coax I /3 yd., 
K25B 300 ohm twin 9d. yd., K24B 150 ohm twin 9d. yd. ; K35B 
300 ohm twin tubular 1/6 yd. 

DISC CERAMIC CAPACITORS-Free from drift for T.V.I. 
suppression etc.; 500 v wkg.:-470 pF, .001 mfd, .002 mfd, .003 
mfd, .005 mfd, 9d. each. .01 mfd 1/3 each. 

Postage extra on orders under E2. 

54 page illustrated catalogue No. 8, 4d. post free. 

Southern Radio & Electrical Supplies 
SO-RAD WORKS, REDLYNCH, SALISBURY. WILTS. 

Telephone : Downton 207. 

Just published The New Edition 

WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK 
A new extended and improved edition - the eighth-is now 

ready. In its preface highly recommended by the UNITED 
NATIONS and UNESCO. 

The new edition of WRH is the best ever published, con- 
taining a lot of new short wave stations, with all medium -wave 
and television stations. 

WRH opens a new world for you and is the only complete guide 
to the short wave services of the world. 

LISTEN TO THE WORLD WITH THE NEW EDITION 
OF WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK 

Extended and Improved 

Published by O. Lund -Johansen 

Price : 9s. 136 pages. 

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, TRADE-continued 

WANTED: BC610 Hallicrafters, ET4336 Trans- 
mitters, SX28's, AR88's ; receivers and spare 

parts for above ; best prices.-PCA Radio, Beavor 
Lane, Hammersmith, W.6. (Riv. 8006). 

WANTED: RCA Speech Amplifiers, Type 
M1-11220 J or K, and aerial tuning units 

BC9339a. - Offers, stating quantity and price, to 
PCA Radio, Beavor Lane, Hammersmith, W.6. 
(Riv. 8006). 
501 PAID for new boxed 813 valves. Other 

surplus valves purchased. Send details to 
Box 1351, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria 
Street, London, S.W.1. 

G2NU offers factory space and facilities with sub - 
contract for commercial VHF and HF Tx/Rx 

equipment to couple of competent " Hams."-Write 
82 Church Street, Staines. Tel. No. 3999 any time. 

URGENTLY required, American Test Set, Type 
TS67/ARN5 Signal Generator ; 330 mc and 

108-110 mc. Single instruments in any reasonable 
condition considered. Good price paid. Also TS 
1-173-A.-Box No. 1352, Short Wave Magazine, 55 
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. 

G2ZV requires R/89/ARN5 complete or chassis 
components, valves, etc., for 430 me ; also 

quantity Twin Coaxial Cable RG22/U. - 199 
Uxbridge Road, W.7. Ealing 2749. 

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS 
3d. per word, min. charge 5/-, payable with order. Box Numbers 
1/6 extra. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short 

Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, S.W.1. 

URGENTLY WANTED: MANUALS OR 
INSTRUCTION BOOKS, DATA, ETC., ON 

AMERICAN OR BRITISH ARMY, NAVY OR 
AIR FORCE RADIO AND ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT.-HARRIS, 93 WARDOUR STREET, 
W.1. (TEL.: GERRARD 2504). 

NTED: AR77 in good condition. All letters 
VV answered.-Details and price to: G3GCY, 19 

AMQ, R.A.F. Dishforth, Nr. Thirsk, Yorks. 
WANTED: Manual for AR77-preferably Mod. 

E.-Price to: Box 1344, Short Wave Magazine, 
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. 

WANTED: 50 -watt (approx.) Amateur -built 
Phone Tx ; AVO Minor test meter with 

leather case (or similar) ; ex -Govt. surplus built 
Television Rx (Wenvoe). All letters answered.- 
Cain, Norney Cottage, Whittingham, Alnwick, 
Northumberland. 

EDDYSTONE 740, first class, £27 10s. Od.; Halli- 
crafter S53, 110v. AC, £25 Os. Od.; Commercial 

Preselector, 5 -band, 1.3 mc - 43 mc, built-in p/pack, 
£8 10s. Od. WANTED: BC221 with p/pack.- 
G. E. Hayes, 8 Woodlands Road, Birmingham 11. 

R1155, built-in speaker and power/pack, £12 
IOs. Od.; German super short-wave receiver, 

£12 10s. Od. Buyer collects.-J. Fawkes, St. Chloe 
Green, Amberley, Stroud, Glos. 

R SALE or EXCHANGE: CR100, good F O con- 
dition, £18 ; HRO MX, power/pack, 4 coils, 1.7 

to 30 mc. £24 ; Meissner Signal Shifter, new model, 
£25 ; Ensign 16mm. projector, new, £18 ; HRO 
coils, all ranges, from 25/-. Many other items. 
WANTED: Clean AR88, BC221, Wilcox Gay 
Master Oscillator, BC348 unmodified. - Offers to 
purchase, sell or exchange to: Box 1342, Short Wave 
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. 
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS -continued 
FOR SALE: RCA AR77E, £25 ; modified BC342, 

£15. Both sets in nice condition ; buyers must 
collect. London. Correct Viewmaster chassis with 
valveholders and mica discs, 25/- ; 12in. rubber 
mask with safety glass. 7/6. -Box 1341. Short Wave 
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. 

AMATEUR SELLING UP: Offers required ; all 
offers answered. Panda PR120v. transmitter. 

four months old, as new, FB job ; HRO Senior, 
complete BS and GC coils, power/pack and vibrator 
pack ; B2 Tx/Rx, complete with power/pack ; 

Class -D Wavemeter ; 35T valve and others ; s.a.e. 
for your needs. -Box 1345, Short Wave Magazine, 
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street. London. S.W.1. 
('"43 PHILCO Tx, new and unused, complete with v speech amplifier. VFO, 2-12 mc, 18 valves, two 
813's PA, manual, transit case, £35 ; power unit, 
auto -transformer, £25 ; CR100, as new, service 
manual, S -meter, noise limiter, black crackle, £25. 
Offers? -Wood. 22 Swinbourne Gardens, Whitley 
Bay, Northumberland. c 100 MARCONI 11 -valve Comm. Receiver, 

60 kc to 30 mc ; passband 300, 1200, 3000, 
6000 c/s.; working order ; £12. -Box 1347, Short 
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London. 
S.W.1. 

HRO, perfect condition and appearance, complete 
5 coils, 400 kc to 30 mc, power/pack, £32 or 

offers? -Box 1346, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 
Victoria Street, London. S.W.1. 

SALE: B2 Transmitter and coils ; receiver and 
power/pack ; v.g. condition ; £10. G2XB, 38 

Robyns Way. Sevenoaks, Kent. 
OR SALE: Xtal Calibrator, home -built, with 3 
xtals -3,500 kc, 1,000 kc, 100 kc - with 10 kc 

multivibrator, built-in p/pack, 230v. mains, £4 ; 813 
(new), £2 ; Eddystone bug, 45/-; Premier vision 
unit, tested (new), 45/- ; vacuum condensers, Eimac 
50 µµF, 32 kV (2), £1 each ; AR88D IFT's (2). 7/6 
each. -16 Bloemfontein Avenue. Shepherds Bush. 
London, W.12. 

VALVES: EF92, 185 BT/A, ECC91, 6BA6, X78, 
6/- each. Stamp list. Six -volt charger (new), 

27/-. - Blackwell, 25 Barons Way. Thorpe Lea, 
Egham, Surrey. 

COSSOR 
Double -Beam Oscillograph. Model 1035. 

as new (cost £110), £60.-Hawlin, 4 Bute Street, 
London, S.W.7. 

WANTED: Crystals Frequency 5677.7, 5744.4, 
5633.1 6497.9, 6522.9, 6547.9 kc ; U.S.A. 

spacing. -Box 1348, Short Wave Magazine. Ltd., 55 
Victoria Street. London. S.W.1. 

FOR SALE: RCA 77E ; Eddystone 750, ALS ; 

National Jun.. p/pack, all coils ; Hallicrafters 
Radio Telephone Marine Tx/Rx, 12 -volt p/pack, less 
crystals ; R1224A new valve, less battery ; Radio - 
craft Booster, 3 -band - mains ; 2 Walkie-Talkie sets. 
All in good condition. What offers, the lot? -A. 
Harmsworth. High-Coxlease. Lyndhurst (131), 
Hampshire. 

EDDYSTONE S.640, perfect ; instruction book ; 

part exchange 750.-41 Appleton Street, North - 
wich, Cheshire. 

A88D, S -meter, matching speaker, manual, ex- 
cellent condition, £55; BC348, built-in p/pack, 

S -meter, noise limiter, good condition. £12 10s. Od.; 
Sound -mirror table tape recorder, nearly new, 
guaranteed, £47 10s. Od. Would take 5750, SX24, 
S40, S20R or 5-10 in part -exchange. - Breese, 22 
Highfield Avenue, Pinner. Middx. (Pinner 1568). 

1 

1 

......___I... MBE_ 

WE PAY TOP PRICES 
FOR 

AMERICAN SURPLUS 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

Any Quantity or Condition 

LOOK AT THESE EXAMPLES 
For equipment in good condition 

SCR29I, complete ... 
Receiver R54/APR4 with all tuning units ... 
Transmitter ET4336 

Receiver BC348 (R model only) 
Frequency Meter TS/I75 ... 
Test Set TS 13 

Valves 723A/B 

£350 

£135 

£110 

£25 

£80 

£100 

£3 

We pay similar Remarkable Prices for 

Scanners. Any type, any condition. 
Receivers. RI I I/APR5, R89B/ARN5, R5/ARN7, 
R65/APN9, R15/APN3, RI5/CPN2, BCII47A, 
BC348, RBL. 
Transmitters. T12/CPN2, TI I/APN3, 
T47A/ARTI3, BCI 149, TDQ, TDE. 
Tranceivers. ARC3, SCR522, TCS. BC800, 
RTI/APN2. 
Indicators. ID6B/APN4, IDI7/APN3, IDI8/CPN2, 
BC1151, BC1152, BCI159, MC412, I -81A, I -82A. 
Test Sets. Any unit with prefix " TS." 1E19, 
BC638, 1-208. 

Modulators. BC1091, BC 1142, CM3. 
Synchroniser. BC I I48. 
Power Units. RA34, RA42, RA59, RA88, RA90, ' MG 149, PE98, PEI 58, DM28. 
Tuning Units. TN17, TN18, TN19, TN54. 

1 
1 

Control Gear. BC' 150, BC' 145, JB91, JB95 
1698, JBI02, PN31, PN32. 

1 
1 
I 

Antenna Gear. BC223A, RC94, AS27, AT4, 
AN 104. 

Mountings. FT237, FT247A. 

And almost every American made unit even if not 
mentioned above. 

Phone us immediately, transfer charge. 

Deal with the firm that has been established for 
twenty-five years and which is by far the largest 

buyer of Ham Equipment. 

ALTHAM RADIO CO. 
JERSEY HOUSE, JERSEY STREET 

MANCHESTER 4 

Telephone : Central 7834/5/6 ___ ___ 

, 
0 

1 

, 
, 
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BRAND-NEW EX -GOVERNMENT VALVES 
"A" Indicates original Makers' cartons. "B" means plain cartons or unboxed. 

B AA 
6A8G 

A B B 

5Z4G 
6AK5 
6AM6 
6F6G 
6H6 
6J5 
6J5GT 
616 
637 
617G 
6K6GT 

Amphenol Valve Holders. 1.0. 9d. B7G, 7d. Ceramic B9G, 6d. 7 pin (for 
RK34), 1/3. Metal Block Condensers. 0.5 + 0.5 /IF 400v., 6d. ; 0.1 + 0.1 
µF 500v. 6d. ; Tubular 0.25 /IF single hole fixing 500v. 5d. ; 6.0 µF 1,000 
V.D.C.W., 2,000v. test, 4/9 plus 1/- post Jones Plugs. 10 -way, 10d. a pair. 
Eire 2 watt 360 resistors for Dummy Aerials, 8 for 2/-1 18 for 4/- ;32 for 6/-. 
Flexible Shaft Couplers. Eddystone type I /-. Coax Cable standard 
75/8012 stranded inner conductor, 7;d. yard. Systoflex Sleeving. Black 
I mm. Yellow, 1.5 mm., Red and Blue 2 mm. 2d. a yard, Green I mm, I;d. a yd. 

Please allow postage on orders less than Cl. 
2a, BURNLEY REED & FORD ROAD SOUTHPORT 

10/6 6K7 7/9 7193 2/6 
9/6 6K7G 6/- EA50 2/- 

9/6 6K7GT 6/- 5/- EB34 2/- 
7/9 6Q7G 9/- EB9I 7/9 

8/9 6Q7GT 11 /6 9/6 EC3I 3/6 
4/6 65H7 5/9 ECC3I 8/6 
6/6 6SK7 6/9 ECL80 11/6 
5/- 6SK7GT 6/3 EF80 10/6 

10/6 6V6GT 9/6 EF92 7/9 
7/- 6V6G 7/6 EF50 6/6 
6/6 12H6 - 2/9 KTZ63 6/6 

7/6 80 8/9 RK34 2/3 I/9 
954 2/3 VU111 3/- 

ADCOLA 
(Regd. Trade Mark) 

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS 

Reg. Design No. 860302 

British, U.S. and Foreign Patents 

Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v -230/250v. Meets every require- 
ment for radio assembly, maintenance, telecommunications. etc. 
High Temperature. Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight. 

3/I6in. 
I/4in. 
3/I6in. 

Dia. 
Dia. 
Dia. 

Bit Standard Model 
Bit Standard Model 
Detachable Bit Type 

Sole Manufacturers : ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD. 
Sales Offices and Works: Cranmer Court, Clapham High Street, 

London, S.W.4. (MACaulay 4272. 

G4GZ'S BARGAINS 
VALVES : 2X2, 3D6, 954, 955, 956, AC6Pen, 617G, OZ4, VSI IOA, 
VU120, 15D2, I2J5GT, 5/- 6AG5, EC52, EF54, EF50, 615GT, 
6U5G, Y63, ILN5GT, IG6., 6/-. 6F8, 6AM5, 6XSGT, 6J7M, 
6K7GT, EL9I, EL32, KTW73M, KTZ73, W77, 2A3, EF5, EF6. 

EF8, 6AL5, EL2, EK2, X73M, IA5, 7/-. IRS, IS5, 1T4, 6V6G, 
6F6G, 12A6M, 1629, 1625, 7C5, 7/6. VR150/30, 6J6, 6AK5, 6F6M, 
6F7, 6SL7GT, 6SN7GT, 5Z4G, 3V4, 7S7, 8/6. 6K8G, I2AT7, 
I2SQ7GT, 50L6GT, IW4/350, 6CH6, 6Q7GT, 9/-. 5V4G, 6SQ7M, 
CV286, EL35, IO/-. 7A3 (PenA4). CBLI, 8012, 12/6. 6K8M, 
6L6M, 866A, 1S/-. 5CPI, 35/-. 100TH, 45/-. 250TH, 130/-. 
829, 65 /-. 829B. 75 /-. 811, 37 /6. 35T, HK24G, 35 /-. 805, 45 /-. 
4304CA(834), 25 /-. VTI27A, 60 /-. TZ40, 32/6. 832, 35/, 
Mica Bypass, .002mfd., 5Kv. wkg. 3/- ea. or 12/6 for box of 5. 
100pí, midget ceramic variables, 3/- ea., 33/- doz. SPST Toggle 
switches 12/6 doz. 
IT'S WORTH REMEMBERING THAT ALL GOODS ARE DESPATCHED 

BY RETURN. Please add post/packing. 

J. T. ANGLIN 
160, CLEETHORPE ROAD, GRIMSBY, LINCS. Tel. 56315 

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE, 
ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS 
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE 

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES 

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD. 
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON S.W.I. 

SLOene 3463 

Work. : 36 ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.I. 
BRANCHES AT LIVERPOOL. MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM 

" No Quantity too Small " 

S\l.'.LL ADVERTISEMENTS. READERS -continued 

ARCONI loin. TV Console (London), complete 
1.V.1cabinet. working order, but requires CRT, £14 
or near offer, or exchange Ham gear. WANTED: 
Autokeyer and Perforator. 'Phone Spring Park 3864 
(alter 8 p.m.). 

FOR SALE: Army 12 Tx with " F Unit " and 
spare valves ; " Q -Max " modulation monitor 

with instruction book; £1. Valves: 813 and 
PV 135. -Box 1350, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 
Victoria Street. London, S.W.1. 

3 5 
8Ketc. - 10 

12 
- 2000Transf metres,ormers han50d0book,0 sparechokes coils. 

Q , £ ; , 65, and 
condensers, £3 ; Xtal 7013 kc, 10/-; 807 ; EF50. 
Exchanges considered. -16 Coniston Road, Reddish. 
Stockport. 

WANTED: AR88D, in perfect condition, and 
handbook. -Full particulars and lowest price 

to: D. F. Cornwall, Baldwin Street, Mitchelstown. 
Co. Cork, Ireland. 

S640, superb condition and appearance, little used. 
nearest £20. Buyer collects (North-West) or 

pays carriage. Owner now QRT.-Box 1349, Short 
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London. 
S.W.I. 

WANTED: Bulletin, May and October, 1934 : 

QST before 1924 ; Radio, November, 1940 
and before 1936 ; most CQ, 1945/6 ; most R/9.- 
G3IDG, 95 Ramsden Road, London, S.W.12. 

CLEARING 
OUT: 680, £45 ; AR77, £22. Carriage 

extra. -R. Grain, 15 Waverley Gardens, Grays. 
Essex. 

FOR SALE: R1155 Receiver ; good order ; DF 
valves included ; £10 or near offer. -The Manse. 

Colinton, Edinburgh 13. 
'TYPE " D " Wavemeter, mains driven, 70/-; P25. 

complete with valves, 30/-; ASB8 with tube, no 
valves, 30/-; R1147A, complete, 10/-. Electronif 
Engineering TV Receiver Chassis and another partir 
completed, 16 EF50's, £4 ; 100TH, unused, £1. - 
Samuel, 9 Norfolk Road, London, N.W.8. 

A R 77E, with handbook and spare valves, £30 : 

22 Set, similar 19 Set, 2-8 mc, £3 10s. Od.; 
6AK5's, 6J6's, 6AG5's, 6SA7's, EF55's, 6/-.-J. B. 
Armstrong, 40 The Oval, Mirehouse, Whitehaven. 
Cumberland. C 312 with power/pack, £12 ; Eddystone con- Bverters, 

10 and 15 metres, £3 ; 2 metres, £3 ; 

2 -stage VFO, 80 metres, crackle cabinet, £4 ; band - 
switched exciter, 7, 14, 21, 28 mc, £5 ; PA to match 
above, P/Pull 807's, 7, 14, 21, 28 mc coils, £5. Or 
offers? Prefer buyers collect.-2BUJ, 60 The Circle. 
Pinehurst, Swindon, Wilts. 

R1155 with internal P/Pack, new front panel. 
separate AF and RF gains, new, £8 10s. Od.; 

160 -metre Converter, 3 -valve, new, £3 10s. Od. - 
D. M. Thomas, 6 Coronation Road, Tetbury, Glos. 

FOR SALE: American RME84, 8 -valve com- 
munication Rx, 55/43 mc in 4 bands, nearly 

new ; price £20, or nearest offer. -Box 1353, Short 
Wave Magazine. Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London. 
S.W.1. 

HAMMARLUND HQ120X Communication Re- 
ceiver, 31 to 0.54 mc, 110v.; spare valves ; £35 

or nearest. -Pratt, Hoyland Vicarage, Barnsley, 
Yorks. 

BRAND -NEW HALLICRAFTERS S38C, one 
week old ; coverage 540 kc to 32 mc. Exchange 

for National HRO Senior.-Gronant Villa, Abbey 
Drive, Gronant. Prestatyn, North Wales. 
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The new revised (eighth) edition of this 
valuable publication has been greatly 
enlarged and includes much data of 
general interest to the listener. The 
main body of World Radio Handbook con- 
sists, as before, of the latest and most 
comprehensive lists of all the short, 
medium and long wave broadcast 
stations of the world - the notes given 
on each station include not only fre- 
quencies, names and addresses, but also 
identity signals used, character of main 
programmes radiated, transmitting 
schedules, languages employed, and 1954 EDITION 
QSL data. 

WORLD 

RADIO 

HANDBOOK 

There are also tables covering the international callsign, allocation, the wwv/wwvh 
standard frequency transmitting schedules, FM, and Television Stations of the world, 
and an international time chart. 

Every modern receiver is capable of finding many foreign stations. But few people 
make full use of their sets, mainly because they do not -know what foreign stations 
are available, what times they are on, and where they can be found on the dial. 
World Radio Handbook is the complete guide to all this, and is the only publication 
giving such full and detailed information, in its 136 pages. 

Immediate delivery, 9s. post free 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
Post Free Post Free 

RADIO HANDBOOK ANTENNA MANUAL 28/ - 

MAGAZINES BY 
SUBSCRIPTION 

One Year 
12th Edition 26/- SURPLUS CONVERSION MANUAL Radio Electronics 33/ - 
13th Edition 49/6 Vol. 1 21/5 Popular Mechanics 32/ - 

ANTENNA HANDBOOK 11/7 
Vol. 2 21/5 Radio Electronic Engineering 56/ - 

PUBLIC ADDRESS GUIDE 6/4 Service 24/- 
HINTS AND KINKS 11/5 THE RADIO AMATEUR'S F.M. and Television 32/ - 
HOW TO LISTEN TO THE 

LICENCE MANUAL 4/10 Electronics 160/ - 
WORLD 1/11 

HOW TO BECOME A RADIO 
AMATEUR 4/10 Popular Science 32/- 

HAM'S INTERPRETER 5/ - LEARNING THE RADIO Proc. I.R.E 152/ - 
TELEGRAPH CODE 2/8 RCA Review 20/ - POST -WAR COMMUNICATION 

RECEIVER MANUAL 
WORLD RADIO VALVE 
HANDBOOK 11/10 Tele -Tech 40/ - 

Vol. 1 28/6 PRACTICAL DISC RECORDING. 6/4 Television 48/ - 
Vol. 2 28/6 RADIO TUBE FUNDAMENTALS. 8/4 Television Engineering .... 32/- 

A COURSE IN RADIO RADIO AND TV HINTS 8/5 CQ 29/ - 
FUNDAMENTALS 4/10 BASIC RADIO COURSE 18/7 Audio Engineering 29/ - 
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S 

RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK 
(Complete Edition) 25/- Radio and Television News. 36/- 

HANDBOOK 31/- (Foreign Section) 10/ - QST 36/ - 

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 
(PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT) 

55 VICTORIA STREET LONDON S.W.1 ABBEY 5341 



HENRY'S SHOP HOURS: 
Mon. -Fri. 9-6. 
Thurs. 1 p.m. 

3 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2 
Telephone: PADDINGTON 1008/9 and 0401 

SEND POSTAGE FOR NEW 1954 COMPREHENSIVE 28 -PAGE CATALOGUE : 

CONTAINING COMPONENTS & EX. GOVT. BARGAINS. 

We have over 20,000 American and B.V.A. valves in stock. 
ALL VALVES NEW AND GUARANTEED. 

OZ4A ... 7/- 6K7G ... 6/6 2SG7 ... 7/6 EF39 .. 6/6 XP(2v.) ... 4 /- 
G6 ... 6/6 6K7M ... 7/6 EK32 ... 6/ö XH(I.5)... 4/ - 

6K8G ... 9/- 25177 ... 8 %6 EF9I ... 9/- VU III ... 4/- 
S4 ... 
S5 ... 
T4 ... 
A7GT ... 
05 ... 

8/- 
8/- 
8 /- 

10/- 
8 /- 

6K8G6 
6GT ... 

1622 (6L6) 
6L7 ... 
6N7GT 

8%6 
I 1 /- 
7/6 
7 /6 

2SR7 ... 

25Z6GT 

7%6 

8%6 

EL32 ... 7/6 
EF50 (Red. 

Syl.) ... 10/- 
EF50 

VU133 ... 
VU120A 
CV54 ... 
5130 ... 

4/- 
4 /- 
5/- 
7/6 

LN5 ... 8 /- 
... 

6Q7GT ... 8/6 35Z4GT 8%6 (Ex -Units) 7475 ... 7 /6 
2X2 ... 5/- 6SJ7GT 8/6 25A6 ... 8 /6 5 /- CV66 ... 6/- 

35V4 ... 
5Z3 ... 
5U4 
5Z4 

8%- 
8/6 8- 
8%6 

6X5G .. 
6SA7GT 
6SQ7 

GT 65076 
8/6 
8/6 

7 
8/6 

35Lé ... 
50L6GT 

43 ... 
75 

8/6 
8/6 

8 %6 

8/6 

SP2 ... 8/6 
VP2 . 8/6 
TDD2A 8/6 
DK40 ... 9/- 

VRI50/30 
CK510AX 
DI . 

AC6PEN 

8/6 
5/ - 
2/- 
6/6 

... .. 
65H7M ... 7/6 

... 
78 ... 8 %6 UL41 ... 9/- AC5/PENDD 

6SK7GT 7/6 80 ... 8 /6 UY4I ... 9/- 12/6 
6AG5 ... 
6A8G ... 
6AM6 ... 

7%6 
8/6 
9/- 

6SL7GT 
6SN7GT 
6SC7 ...- 

9/- 
9 /- 

10/- 

866A 
9001 
9002 

4D1 ... 4/- 
8D2 ... 4/- 
9D2 4/- 

PEN25 ... 
PEN46 ... 

6/6 
7 /6 

6SS7 ... 7/6 9003 
... 

1502 QP25 ... 6/6 
6C4 .. 8/6 6V6GT 7%6 9004 R3 ... 8/6 SP6I ... 4/- 
6CSGT ... 5/- 9006 D41 ... 5/- SP4I ... 4/- 

6 7A7 ... 8%6 954 HL23/DD 6/6 
6D6 ... 66 7C7 ... 8/6 955 D63 
6F6G 
6060 .. 

6 
6/6 

7H7 ... 
7B7 

6 
8%6 

Ì56 
299A ... 7 %6 KTW63 7%6 

VP4I ... 
U22 ... 

7¡6 
8/6 

6H6GT ... 5 /- 7S7 ... 10 /- TZ40 ... 37 /6 
6H6M ... 8/6 931A U19 ... 10%- TP22 .. 8¡6 

2C8 ... 7 %6 PASO 2/- Y63 ... 8 /6 TH233 ... 10 /- 
615MT ... 
616 ... 

8/6 
9/- 

2H6 .. 
2K7GT 
2K8GT 

8/6 
8/6 
8/6 

... 
EF54 

(VR136) 6/- MUI4 ... 8%6 
41MP ... 
42SPT ... 

7/6 
6/- 

617G ... 6/6 2Q7GT B/6 EB34 .. 3/6 KT33C 10%6 MS/PENB 7/6 
617M ... 8/6 2SA7GT 8/6 EBC33 ... 8/6 KT66 ... 12/6 6U5 ... 7/6 
6K6 ... 9/- 2SQ7GT 8/6 EF36 ... 6/6 GU5C ... 12/6 6U5G ... 7/6 

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE SLC5 
This unit is ideal for conversion for a 'Scope 
Unit or basis for Midget Television. It contains 
C/R Tube type ACRIO (VCRI93A) complete 
with holder and cradle, also earthing clip. 
I-VR66, 2-VR65, 24 mfd. 550v. wkg. condenser, 
potentiometers and a varied assortment of 
resistors and condensers. These units are in 
good condition and packed in wooden transit 
cases. The C/R Tube will be tested before 
despatch. Dimensions : 8+in. x 6+in. x I14m. 
45/-. 

WANTED 
723 A/B and Klystron Valves. Any quan- 
tity. Top Prices Paid. 

Trans./Rec. type T1403. Brand New 
(less coils and valves). 70/-, carr. 5/-. 

WALKIE-TALKIE TYPE 46 
Complete with 6 valves, 2VP23, HL23 DD, 
QP25 TP25 and ATP4, aerial rods, I.F. trans. 
Mike trans. in new condition but less trans- 
mitting components and coils removed by 
M.O.S. 30/-, carr. paid. (Less valves 10/-). 

No. 38 "WALKIE-TALKIE" TRANS - 
RECEIVER 

Complete with Throat Mike, 'Phones, Junction 
Box and aerial rods in canvas bag. Freq. range 
7.4 to 9 Mc/s. All units are as new and tested 
before despatch. As supplied to Overseas 
Police Forces. E4/I0/0. 

PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS 
Baird GSI8 25/- U.S.A. 71A 25/-. 

Brand New and Boxed. 

R.F. UNITS (Brand New) 
Type 24. Switched tuning 20-30 Mc/s with 
valves, etc. 15/-, post paid. 
Type 25. Switched tuning 40-50 Mc/s with 
valves, etc. 19/6, post paid. 
Type 27. Variable Tuning 65-85 Mc/s with 
valves, etc. 45/- post paid. 
Type 26. 

enable poing 
50-65 Mc/s with 

valves, 

Still Available . . 

FIC.A. Transmitters ET.4336 and ET.4332 
omplete with Speech Amplifiers MI 11220. Wilcox Gay V.F.O. and Crystal Multiplier 

and all tubes. 

Normal frequency coverage of the ET.4336 is 2-20 Mc/s. A special modified version 
covering 900 Kcs. -2000 Kcs. is available. 

HALLICRAFTER BC.610. Complete with Speech Amplifier, BC.614E, Aerial Tuning 
Unit BC.939A, all Tuning Units, Tubes and Coils. 

Large Stocks of spares available for RCA, BC.610 Transmitters. 

ARMY 12 TRANSMITTER 25 WATTS. Frequency coverage 1.2-17.5 Mc/s. Phone 
or C.W. built-in Modulator, complete with all Tubes. 

RECEIVERS AVAILABLE. RCA, AR88 LF and AR88 D, Hallicrafter SX.28, S.27 and National H.R.O. 

Frequency Meter BC.221 Modulated and Unmcdulated available from stock. 

McELROY- ADAMS Manufacturing Group Ltd. 
(Sole concessionaires U.K. for Hallicrafter Commun.cation Equipment) 

4C GREYHOUND ROAD, LONDON, W.6 
Cables : Hallicraft, London. Phone : Fulham 1138/9. 

Printed by The Courier Printing Co., Ltd., Tunbridge Wells, for the Proprietors and Publishers, The Short Wave 
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. The Short Wave Magazine is obtainable abroad through the 
following : Continental Publishers & Distributors, Ltd., William Dawson & Son, Ltd. ; AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND- 
Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. ; AMERICA-International News Company, 131 Varick Street, NEW YORK. Registered for 

transmission to Canada and Newfoundland by Magazine Post. January 1954. 


